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ABSTRACT 
The preliminary results of this project indicate that a 10 
basal area prism is best for hardwood p~lpwood cruising. This procedure 
is found by holding sampling error cons~ant at 10% while letting cost 
vary with the basal area factor and the number of tree and measurement 
points in a sampling simulation of an 11.57 acre hardwood stand. Cost 
is measured in minutes of sampling time, where sampling times are ob-
tained from time and motion studies done in the field. 
Since the coefficients of variation for volume-basal area ratios 
are unrealistically low, no reco~~endation is made as to the optimum 
nu~her of tree count and measurement points that need to be taken for, a 
typical prism cruise. Additional studies need to be undertaken which 
use coefficients of variation obtained from field sampling. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Justification. Most cruising procedures have been developed 
·for the forests of western and southern United States. However, Ohio 
does have a significant amount of pulpwood and sawtimber, especially 
in southern Ohio. lVith the value of forest~.products rising, companies 
want to find the most efficient cruising system for these southern 
Ohio forests. Discussions with William Lawrence of Mead Corporation 
of Chillicothe, Ohio, indicate a strong need for this type o! study. 
As this project has immediate application in cruising forests of Ohio, 
the results are of pragmatic interest as well as academic interest. 
ScoEe· This project is limited to finding the optimum prism 
cruising procedure for cruising standing hardwood pulpwood. Systema-
tic sampling is used in a variable plot sampling simulation of an 
11.57 acre hardwood stand. 
Objectives. The objectivesnof: this "project,.are;·to.:deteTiiline 
the optimum prism cruising procedures for cruising standing hardwood 
pulp\vood by the following criteria: 
1) Optimum number of tree count points and measurement points, 
2) Best basal area factor for the prism, and 
3) Least expense as determined by labor cost for a fixed level 
of precision. 
1 
REVIEW .OF LITERATURE 
Although there is little specific literature on current pulp-
wood sampling techniques, the U.S. Forest Service has published two 
bulletins on forest sampling (Freese, 1962, 1967). The two basic meth-
ods used in forest sampling are fixed plot sampling and variable plot 
sampling. Fixed plot sampling involves measuring the diameter at breast 
height of all trees on a fixed radius plot. Variable plot sampling in-
volves counting all trees from a sampling point using an angle guage 
. 
with a known basal area factor. Aerial photography has also been used 
in forest sampling. 
Variable plot cruising, which this project is concerned with, 
does not require measurement of the plot radius or tree diameters to 
compute basal area per acre. Stem counts are made, with each tree tal-
lied contributing equally, without regard to dia~eter, to the basal 
area estimate. Diameter, merchantable height, defect, and sometimes 
form class, are determined for a portion of the sample trees. The vol-
ume and basal area of each of these srunple trees are calculated as the 
basis for establishing the volume-basal area ratio. Using the basal 
area per acre and volume-basal area ratio, the volume per acre can 
readily be obtained. The folloldng is a summary of steps to follow in 
making a variable plot cruise (Dillworth, 1975). 
Preliminary Procedure 
1) Select appropriate \vedge prism (factored) . 
. : 
- . . 
2) Dete~nine the sampling intensity and pattern. 
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Field Procedure 
1) Establish sampling points. 
2) Observe all surrounding trees both through and over the 
wedge prism. If the direct and transmitted images overlap the tree 
is considered "in" and is counteq. These observations must be 
·made at the same point on th~ tree that is used to compute the 
volume-basal area ratios. (V-BAR;ts). 
3) Tally the diameter and the volume of the "in" trees on 
the measured or volume sampling,points. Record defect and break-
age in percentages for these trees. 
Gross Volume Procedure 
1) Obtain the sum of V-BAR's. 
2) Compute the average V-BAR by dividing the total V-BAR by 
the number of trees that contributed to the tot·al V-BAR. 
3) Compute the number of square feet of stem area per acre 
at the observation point. 
4) Compute gross volume per acre by multiplying the stem 
area per ac~e times the average V-BAR. 
Net Volume Procedure 
1) Reduce each V-BAR obtained in Step 1 of gross volume pro-
cedure by the estimated defect and breakage percentage recor-
ded in the field. 
2) Proceed as in Steps 2 through 4 for gross volume procedure. 
Statistical Analysis (see Appendix II) 
1) Determine coefficients of variation. 
2) Determine sampling error of the estimated volume (depends 
on whether all or only part of the sampling points are meas-
ured). 
In comparing variable plot cruising with fixed plot cruising, 
Dillworth (1975) notes that variable plot cruising is faster, involves 
less labor, and is just as precise as fixed plot cruising. 
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Several sampling systems are used with fixed plot and variable 
plot cruising. Systematic sampling involves mechanically spacing plots 
at uniform intervals throughout the tract of land. Simple random sam-
pling, which involves choosing plots so.that every possible combination 
of sample units has an equal and independent chance of being selected, 
is another system. In stratified.:s~pling,.·a··p~pulationiis :divided::.into 
subpopulations of known size whereupon sample units are distributed by 
either proportional allocation of optimum allocation (Avery, 1967). 
Although systematic sampling and random sampling are very simi-
lar, Avery (1967) notes that systematic sampling requires less time to 
use and allows easier location of sample points than random samplng. 
It should also be noted that while nearly all statistical theory re-
quires random sampling, systematic sampling and the resulting estimates 
cannot be proven not.tandom:(Chaitiri, 1975):.:Thus.statistical methods -
for systematib sampling can ·be.: used· without worry· of· vio!ation~6f~sta· 
tistical theory. 
Arvanitis and O'Regan (1969) have published t\'IO computer pro-
grams on sampling simulation. One is on fixed and variable plot sam.;,.:;--
pling •. This. program studies· the relationship betl'leeJl plot areas or op-
tical angle guages and the parameters (mainly variances) of the sampling 
distrihution of the estimators. The other program concerns cost-effec-
tiveness and sampling efficiency. This program demonstratesthe applica-
tion of certain concepts of production economics for use in evaluating 
sampling efficiency of alternative combinations of sample size and basal 
area factors for given variance and cost functions. 
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PROCEDURE 
The variable plot sampling simulation, written in PL/I, simu-
lates 6, 9, and 16 point prism cruises. Basal area factors of 5, 10, 
15, 20, 30, and 40 are used for each cruise. Different sampling errors 
for tree count and V-BAR's are obtained for each combination of 6, 9, 
and 16 point cruises and BAF'-s. Practical number of tree,·count and 
measurement points are then determined for a combined sampling error 
of 10%. Cost is determined using both optimum and practical number of 
tree count and measurement points. 
Development of a variable plot sampling simulation. Using data 
from a 11.57 acre woodlot, a computer simulation is used to simulate 
sampling by variable plot cruising methods. The woodlot is a hardwood 
stand containing 1615 trees, mostly maples. Data on each tree include 
location in terms of X andY coordinates (in feet), diameter (in inch-
es), basal area (in square feet), volume (in cubic.feet), and height 
(in feet). 
After the program selects a basal area factor, sample points 
are placed on a stem map. Stem counts are made by simulation of prism 
observations. At each sample point, volume and basal area are computed 
and printed for every tree. Volume and basal area are then used as the 
basis for establishing the volume-basal area ratio. (See Appendix I 
for program flowchart and also Review of Literature for summary of 
steps to follow in making a variable plot cruise.) 
Determination of Statistics. Volume-basal area ratios (V-BAR's), 
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average tree counts, basal area: (BA), and volume per acre are determined 
as follows: 
V-BAR~= (cubic foot volume per tree) I BA. 
Average V-BAR = (sum of V-BAR 's). 1 (total number of trees counted). 
Average tree count = (total number of trees counted) I (number of 
sample points). 
BA per. acre=. (basal ar~a factor) .X (average tree count). 
Average volume per acre= {BA per acre) X (average V-BAR). 
Other statistics calculated are standard deviations, sampling 
errors, and coefficients of variation with respect to tree count and 
volume_-basal area ratios. (See Appendix II for formulation of statistics'. 
Development of cost function. Costs for walking, counting trees, 
and measuring trees were obtained from time and motion studies I took 
in Autumn, 1976. The following costs are measured in crew minutes. 
Cost of ·\~alkirig 100! = 30 sec. = .50 min. 
Cost of counting 1 tree = 3 sec. = .OS min. 
Cost of measuring 1 tree = 10 sec. = .16 min. 
Cost of measuring and walking to 1 tree = .16 + (average distance 
to walk to a tree I 100') X (cost of walking 100'). 
The cost function is assumed to be of the form: 
Cost = Cw·Nc·Dp + Cc·Nc·T + Cm·Nm·T 
where Cw, Cc, ~=cost of walking 100', cost of counting a tree, and 
cost of walking to and measuring 1 tree; Nc, Nm = number of tree count 
points and number of measurement points; Dp • average distance between 
sample points~ and T = average number of trees observed at each sampling 
point. 
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Additional cost variables were assumed to he random in nature 
and were not included in this study. 
Determination of optimum and practical numbers of tree count and 
measurement points. For a typical cruis~, N sample points are taken and 
n trees are measured. First, sampling errors (SE) for tree count and 
V-BAR are calculated. Combined SE is held constant at 10%, so SE for 
tree count and V-BAR must be held at V SO% in order to optimize them. 
The formulation is: 
Combined SE% = V (SE tree count%) 2 + (SE V-BAR%) 2-
For optimizing procedures use 
10% = (( V SO%) 2· + .( V SO~o) 2 )!z_ 
Let N = A2 I (SE tree count%)2 and 
n = B2/l (SE V-BAR%) 2 
where N is the number of sampling points, n is the number of trees meas-
ured, A is the known coefficient of variation for tree count, and B is 
the knmm coefficient of:-variation for V-BAR. 
Then N = A2 I SO% and 
n = n2 I so%. 
Solving for N and n, one has the optimum number of tree count 
points (N0 ) and optimum number of trees measured (n0 ). The optimum num-
ber of measurement points (H0 ) equals n0 I (average tree count). 
f.t0 is always rounded up to the nearest integer {MP) for practical 
number of tree count points. For example, one cannot measure trees on 
1.3 points. This is considered as 2 measurement points for practical 
purposes. Now forcing this integer Hp back into the equation for com-
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bined sampling error, practical number of tree count points can be found. 
The formulation is as follows: 
First find the new average tree count, i.e. 
(average tree count) = Mp X (~verage tree count). 
. new 
Let (SE tree count%) = ( 102 - ( B2 I (average tree count)new.,))~ 
new 
and then practical number of tree count•points (Np) is 
N = s2 I (SE tree count%) . p new 
Nn must also be rounded up to the nearest integer . 
• 
Calculations for cost are given for both optimum and practical 
number of tree count and measurement points. 
Construction of a stand table curve. The number of stems in each 
diameter class is determined for the total acreage in the construction 
of the stand table. The diameter classes range from 5" - 6.5", 6.5" -
7.5", ••• , 20.5"- 21.5", and 21.5"+. The frequencies are obtained for 
each diameter class through an algorithm put in the main program which 
counts the number of trees in their respective diameter classes. The fin• 
al stand curve is constructed by plotting tree frequency vs. diameter 
class. 
RESULTS 
Tables I, II, and III list the costs for various combinations 
of 6, 9, and 16 point cruises with BAF'S of 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, and 40. 
From these tables the cost curve is derived (see Figure 1). Note that 
minimum cost is achieved with a 10 BAF on a 6 point cruise. 
The stand table curve is shown in Figure:2 for the hardwood 
forest used in the sampling simulation. 
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Tables for practical number of tree count points and measurement 
points for 6, 9, and 16 point cruises. 
Table I. 6 point cruise. 
BAF -Tree,· count.' ;~feasurement Cost 
, £bints Eoints 
-· s· 7 1 23.22 
10 7 1 15.33 
15 23 1 27.05 
20 28 1 27.19 
30 22 1 22.13 
40 24 2 22.76 
Table II. 9 point cruise. 
BAF Tree count Measurement Cost 
points noints 
5 7 1 23.69 
10 11 1 21.03 
15 28 1 30.86 
20 15 1 19.77 
30 17 2 20.08 
40 29 2 25.37 
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Table III. 16 point cruise. 
BAF Tree count Measurement Cost 
points points 
5 8 1 26.69 
10 10 1 18.87 
15 15 1 20.40 
20 19 1 21.34 
30 14 2 16.78 
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CONCLUSIONS 
One can conclude that minimum cost for variable plot cruising 
~ 
the all-age hardwood stand used in this_project is achieved by using 
7 tree count points and 1 measurement point and a 10 BAF prism. A 10 
BAF prism is best for prism-cruising in a hardwood stand. The 10 BAF 
prism generally has the lowest cost for each cruise (see Figure 1). 
General conclusions regarding the practical number of tree 
count and measurement points to be taken on a prism cruise in a hard-
wood stand should not be made. This is because the coefficients· cif var-
iation for volume-basal area ratios were found to be unrealistically 
low. This low variability is due to the fact that data for cubic foot 
volume were computed from a regression equation involving a high cor-
relation between diameter and cubic foot volume. A higher coefficient 
of variation for volume-basal area ratios would make it necessary to 
take more tree count points or moreoeasuremeilt'points or both ·in order 
to maintain a 10% sampling error. Costs would rise if more tree count 
points and/or measurement points are taken; however, it is felt that 
cruising ldth a 10 BAF prism \iould still have the lowest cost. Costs 
for 20,30, and 40 BAF's would increase with increasing coefficients 
of variation for volume-basal area ratios~ 
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REC0f.f1ENDATI ONS 
The- following ·are recommendations .fo·r "futux-e .wo·:rk :to·· be rtak~n 
regarding this project. 
1) Coefficients of variation for volume-basal area ratios ob·~ 
tained from the sampling simulation were unrealistically low. Caeffi-
cients obtained from field sampling should be used in the sampling 
simulation. Conclusions regarding practical numbers of tree count and 
measurement points would then be more reliable. 
2) Arvanitis and O'Regan (1969) have published a sampling sim-
ulation computer program for cost effectiveness and sampling efficien-
cy.(see Review of Literature). The program requires a variance equa-
tion as a function of basal area factors, the constants of which can 
be. obtained from the sampling simulation used in this project •. Results 
from this prorram, using input from this project, would be interesting. 
3) The sampling simulation pro~ram used for this project could 
be written for a more general case. For example, increments along the 
X and Y axes of the ste~ map could be used to determine sampling points 
instead of specifying where sampling points are ahead of time. Also us-
ing a plot radius factor 1\0uld cut down on computer time. The program 
currently checks to see whether a tree should be sampled if it falls 
1vi thin a 100' square around the sampling point (see Appendix I for pro-
gram flowchart). This insures every tree that should be sampled will 
be sampled, although some trees are checked unnecessarily. Using a 
plot radius factor.and obtaining the largest diameter in the stand 
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(which for this. project is 23.4"). the maximum distance a tree can 
stand from a sampling point using a certain BAF can be found. For this 
project. the plot radius factor for a 5 BAF is 91.0'; for.a 10 BAF it 
is 64.3'; and for a 40 BAF it is 32.2' •. Using a plot radius factor 
means that no unnecessary trees are checked for sampling, thereby 
saving computer time. 
4) This program can be altered to handle other forest sampling 
problems. For example. the problem of multiproduct management of wood-
ed lands has a variety of possible solutions. Forest managers need to 
examine all aspects scientifically to discover the optimum.solution. 
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APPENDIX II 
FQR.\tULATION OF STATISTlCS 
Definitions: 
BA = basal area 
TC = tree count 
M = total tree count for cruise 
N = number of sampling points 
BAF = basal area factor 
V = volume 
Volume-basal area ratio (V-BAR) ·=·: (V per tree) f (BA per tree). 
Average V-BAR = (sum of V-BARs) I N. 
Average tree count= M'l N. 
BA per acre= BAF X (average TC). 
Average volume per acre= (BA per acre) X (average V-BAR). 
Total volume= (average V per acre) X (11.57 acres). 
For all sampling points taken as measurement points: 
Standard error of volume estimate = 
H \I I ( ( L v-BAR 2 - ( ( L v- BAR) 2 I N) I N X (N - 1) ) 'i. 
i=l i=l 
Sampling error in % (SE%) = 
((Standard error of volume estimate) I (averar,e V per acre)) X 100. 
1 Coefficient of variation = (SE%) X (N)'i. 
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For part of sampling points taken as measurement points: 
Standard error of mean tree count = 
~f M ·. 
( c 2:: Tc2 - c c L TC) 2 1 N) 1 N x (N - 1) )~. 
i=1 ·-. i=l 
Standard error 
N (( L V-BAR2 
i=l . 
of mean V-BAR = 
N 
- ( ( ~ V-BAR) 2 I ~~ X (~f 
i=l 
- 1))~. 
Sampling error of tree count % (SE TC%) = 
((standard error of mean tree count) I (M I N)) X 100. 
Sampling error of V-BAR% (SE V-BAR%) = 
((standard error of mean V-BAR) I (sum of V-BARs I N)) X 100. 
!.: Standard deviation of TC = (standard error mean TC) X (N) 2 • 
!.: Standard deviation of V-BAR = (standard error mean V-BAR) X (N) 2 • 
l Coefficient of variation of tree count = {SE TC%) X (N)~. 
Coefficient of variation of V-BAR = (SE V-BAR%) X (~1)!-z. 
Combined sampling error TC and V-BAR = 
((SE TC%) 2 + (SE V-BAR%)2)~. 
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APPENDIX I II 
DICTIONARY OF UfPORTANT VARIABLES 
Definitions: 
BA·= basal area 
BAF = basal area factor 
H = total tree count for cruise 
N D number of sampling points 
TC = tree count 
V = volume 










Coefficient of variation for TC 
Statement label constant 
Statement label constant 
Statement label constant 
Ratio of optimum number of TC points 
to optimum number of measurement points 
(not rounded up to nearest integer) 
Storage array for input of BA of each tree 
Storage array for input of cubic foot V 
of each tree 
Storage array for input of diameter of 
each tree 
Storage array for input of X coordinate 

























Storage array for input of Y coordinate 
of each tree 
Average TC per··sampling point· 
Average distance of each tree from 
sampling point 
Average V-BAR 
Average V per acre 
Coefficient of variation of V-BAR 
Basal area per tree 
Basal area factor 
Basal area per acre 
Statement label constant 
Ratio of optimum number of tree count 
points to optimum number of measurement 
points (rounded to nearest integer) 
(AVCOUNT) X (ROUNVBAR) 
Combined coefficient of variation 
Statement label constant 
Cost of measuring a tree 
Cost of sampling on one cruise 
Total TC for cruise 
(COUNT) 2 
Cost of counting a tree 
Cubic foot volume per tree 


























Coefficient of variation for V-BAR 
Cost of walking 100' 
Statement label constant 
Diameter of each tree 
Distance of a tree from a sampling point 
Statement label constant 
Statement label constant 
Npmber of,sampling:points 
Optimum number of tree count points 
Optimum number of measurement points 
Practical number of tree count points 
Built-in PL/I function which returns a 
rounded value for a given number 
Practical number of measurement points 
Sum of (TC) 2 at each sampling point 
Standard error 
Sampling error in percent 
Standard error of mean TC 
Sampling error of TC in percent 
Combined sampling error TC and V-BAR 
in percent 
Standard error of mean V-BAR 
Sampling error of V-BAR in percent 


















Sums V-BAR for trees at one sampling 
point 
(SPVBAR) 2 
Standard. deviation of ·rc 
Standard deviation of V-BAR 
Sums (VBAR) 2 
Sums (SPVBAR) 2 
Sums DIST 
Total cubic foot volume 
Storage array for input data 
Volume-basal area ratio 
Average distance between each sampling 
point 
X coordinate of a tree 
Y coordinate of a tree 
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__ _T~.~:P.~OC_0_P_~U'i~_$.J~£1JiU_; __ ._._ ~:PE~~IX _ _!V ·--------------· _ I* *I 
I* THIS PROGF\~M IS A SA~PLit\:G SlJ..111LATlO"J OF VARIABLJ: PLOT *I 
--~:::-l:KUJSI"f(;"". TRE DATATOH5TSTu~Aif11~57 ACR:E ONEVENAGED STAND-OF *1"-
1* HARO~UODS. FOR EACH OF T~ES~ 1615 TREES, DATA ARF GIVEN ON TREE . *-I 
--7>::-s-PECIE$,-[UCAIIOr~ IN X ANDY COORO!Nl\IE'S liN FEEIJ..---uJlrMETEl:rTTI"f-~ 
I* I~CHES), BASAL AREA .(1~ SQUARE FEET), VOLUME liN CUBIC FEETit *-I 
--~jr-ANO-HFtlilH tIN FE't:l J. ~ I 
I* TU CHANG.E THE NUMBER OF SAMPLING POINTS, ONE MUST CHANGE *I 
/0 THREE CARDS. IHEY ARE CARDS IN STAJEqENIS 30, 5lt AND 52. NPlDIS ~/ 
F* IN STATEMENT 30 REPR~SENTS THE NUMBER OF SA~PLING POINTS. *I 
I* SlATEMENTS 51 AND ~z SPECIFY ~HERE IHESE POINIS ARE. bOE 10 IHE *7 
I* SETUP OF THE COORDINATE SYSTEM, X MUST"LIE'BETWEEN 1075' AND *I 
1* l~s---A"NtJ-y-f!l!tJ"ST ""t: I'E ae I wEEN TrtJ1l".,._.A~O 171'5 • '*I 
I* *I 
DCL lXCO,VCO,!,JJ FIXE0(8,1J; 
DCL l TREE, 
-z~u~lnAnMroF~Irx~e~o~(4r..-,TITJ-,--------------------------------------------------------
2 BA FIXE0(4,2), 
------·z·-c. oFT nnn r'S"rZ'TT'-~--
DCLIK,H,M,BAF,NPLOTS,NUMI .FIXEDI5,0l; 
DCL (DISTJ FIXED(8,1); 
DCL ARXCOll6l~l eiXEDCB,lJ; 
DCL A"iriTUTTOI5T-FIXE1JC 8,1 J; 
OCL AROIAM(l615) FIXEDl5tll; 
----------------------~----------··"-----
~~rrcr-Atrs·Arrrr·~,-F1~~z1 ; ---" --~ 
DCL ARCUFT(l615l FIXEDC4t21; 
--urrTUTA.,-IJA,COFT,Vb.A:R,RDUNVBAR) FIXEDI5,2); 
uCL couJT FIXEDis,ol INITCO); 
~D-rL_-'S_'WlJA;C-rT X ED ( 1 0 , 42 J IN I T ( 0 J ; 
OCLCAVV5AR,BAPAtAVVOL,TOTVOll FIXEDfl0,2); 
DCL SPVBAR FIXiDIB,21;· 
DCL SVBARS~ IXE0(10,2); ' 
OCL SPV5ARQ FI~EDC8t2l; 
J C L S E FIX(::> r6, Z--;-1 ~;--....;._-------------------------------------
UCL C FIXEOI5,2l; 
-.....,D""CL ( V!fA~"S ':f9"LuUt-. TQ, -St TC~, SETCP-.sEVPA qM, SE VBARP, SETCVB, A, B, ARA T IO J 
FIXEQ(9,2l; 
DCL bR.ATlO FIXEOU.,Q); 
DCL CSCOJ~TQ,SU~V~SQI FIXEDll0,2l; 
OCL lC'rJtCTC,C~,h'ALK,NTC.,·JVB.~R.COST) FLO~T; 
OCLCCVTftSTJEiC,STCEVBR,CVVBARl FIXE0(8,2l; 
---oci..TTOT JIST, AVO IST~BTccurTf)~f:TIED(To, 2 ,-; 
OCLIASETCtP~TCl FlXEDl8 21 
CTC=.05; 
. t•PLOTS=lz;-·· 
AAA:OO H=l TO 1615; 
G"E -r E 91 T l x c o ;·-rc o L ( 14);-F(-6 , t l l ; .. ~----- .. 
ARXCO(rll=XCO; 
----GE 1 ED ll (Y t 0 l l-.Cc-;;0::-:-L-(.-:2::-4,...-)::-,-=F..,.( -=-6-,.,..1--:-l--::-l....;.; _________________________ ~~----·-
ARYCG(HJ=YCO; . 
---'--~~GTI !::: 0 lTTrR ft=-;Q I At-• l l COL C33 I • F I 4, 1 fl-;-----~ ------------···--··-
ARCIA~IHI=TQEE.DlA~; 
~---~r, ~12l I T--rTR C:E ;!J;nTC !:TLT41H-; ':T49ZTr; 
ARbA(H)=TRt:E.qA; 
----,-.G....-EIEDTTIT1c r.r .... r:n-nt:IJC1 s 1 l , I= l 
A~CUFTIH)=T~EE.tUFT; 
AB:D~ bAF=StlJtl5,20,3C,;0; 




---- ---s'·WL:~R=-c·;- ----- -· 
---•--- ____ ._ ___ -- -----·-----SVo-'li'-S~.o~=O; 
-- ----scntrrro=ot ____ ------
sur.,v:..: s·~= o; 
AA:DO l=l075,1212t1349,1485; 
~a~~~lTOu,~~t7L~s-1----------------~---------------------------------­
PUT SKIPl21 LISTl'SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE•,J,JI; 
..) 
NUM=Oi 
CC: DO o 
XC.O=ARXCOlKI; 
-----~·~v"c~o~=~A~nr~--------~--------------------------------------------------------
IF (((XC.O<tl+1001l E:.. lXCO>ll-100JJl E:. ((YCO<lJ+lOOtt f. (YCO:>lJ-1001))) 
or s T= r t r t xco-r 1 *::'21 + 1 1 vco-J 1 **2 1 1 **• s t; 
----ro:-rr-,.c. 71= A R D I (;•i ( K J i 
EA=t>.KBA(Kl; 
----~tUFT~~UFTTK11~-· ~----------------------~--------
IF 3AF<=1143560ll(l+I5760((0ISTIDIA~)002l)ll THFN EE:OQ; 
PUT SKIP DATAiulA~,BA,CUFT,ve~R,DISTl; 
S~V6AR=SMVoAR+VBAR; 









PUT S~IPI2l LISTt'SU~ VBAR SQUARED =',SPVBARQI; 
-~--..) VBAR::, Q = SV3"l-\KS::GPVS .... I 
PUT SKIPl2J LISTI'F,U,J~:zr~::; TOTAL V3A'< SQUARE9 =•,SVB~RSQl 
---c.-n-o ONT:r= N'l:JT-i ::~ *"2"1 







~ -~1:- l l rsVoARSU- ( { S"1VBAR**21/"!PLO.YS J J I ( N PLOTS*( NPLOTS l J J J *~t *BAF; 
SEP=IS~IAV~0Ll0100; 
---c=SSP':'C\~?[IJTSW.:--;.:;T;···--- -,--~--~--....-.----~-~ 
S E T C :-1 = I I I S C:J u JT Q- I I C 0 Ui1 T * * 2 l I~ P L 0 T S l l I I "-J P L 0 T S * ( !\1 P L 0 T S- 1 l t ) * o • 5 J ; 
-st:TC P=rTStn::vAvcourn 1 :;:roo J; 
S E V9 AR1<1= I { I SU'·WES Q- ( l St-iVS A R ** 2 l I COUNT l l I ( C OUNTO I COUNT -1 l l ) oo. 5 l ; 
--SEVTIAPJY: {TITV-3AKI~7 AV V Bib. R J :::nJ 0 J ; -
CVTC=tSETCP*l lNPLOTSJ::<:::~5l); 
--sTDETt :-t·s ETD.Y~ rtNPTOT$T!!F;::;·51T; 
STDEVBR=(SEVB~~~*f tCOUNTl**•5l); 




-----piJt-sf(I P--DA'r"..\TA-;-uT;- ·- -~- ------------
iti:~~~~~;!m?b IT•vCd~•~:···-- _·· _· -~- ~-·---=------'-~ 
HRATIO=C~Tt/hVBAR); 
-- -u R A-rw=-rn.J u;\-~YTAr~ ATrt.r;cr; 
PUt SKI?t3) LISTC'TOTIIL t;!J;H~ER 'JF T~EES SAMPLED =•,COUNTt; 
PUT ·sKlPC2) CI31T'AVlP,,~Gt.:: TREE COUIH =•, CFIXEDlAVCOtJNT,5,?t)); 
PUT SK1Pl2) LISTC'SUM VBAR =•,s~VBAR); 
POl SKTl'TZTLTSTfThvtR". GE" YBAR= ,~.,......-=;------~-----~--------
PUT SKIPI2) LISTl'BASAL AREA PE~ ACRE =',BAPAJ; 
PUT SKIPl2J LISTl'AVERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE =',AVVOLI; 
PUT SKIPl2) LISTl'TOTAL VOLU~E IN CUBIC FEET ='tTOTVOL); 
POT SKIPIZ) OATA(CVTC,$TDETC,$TOEVBR,CVVBARJ; 
PUT SKIPl2) LISTl'STANUARD ERROR.='tSEJ; 
-I"'UT""-SK I P ( 2 fL:TSTTT'SA....,.I PTTNG"tR~% = ' , SFJTT1 
PUT SKiP12J LI5Tl'COEFF. OF VARIATibN% =' 1 C); 
PUT SKIPI2J LIST( 'STANDARD ERqO~ OF -M~E"An~-.T~R~E~E~c~or.unN~r~.~~•.-,s~e~T7CuM'I•;-------------------
PUT SKIPl2J LISTl'STANUAkD ERROR OF MEAN VBAR =•,SEVBARM); 
POT SKTP~LISH 'SAf.i.PLH~G-TT<ROR OF TREE tOOtH % =' tSETCPJ; 
PUT SKIPl2) LISTl'SA~PLING ERROR OF VBAR% ='tSEVBARPt; 
---puT "SKTPT2T"'L TSTT'~' C DPrei NETf""'S 'A"TW[TP.:JG~ t t:" VB'Alf"% :.::r;s E I C VB n 
PUT SKIPI2J LISTl'QPTIMUM NUM9ER OF T~EE COUNT POINTS=', 
(FIXEOINTC,- , 
PUT SKlP LISH 'DPTit..,uv NW·UER MEASURE~E"JT POJf'HS· =•, 
(FIXEOTN~~.-2~)•trJ7;--~-----------------~-------------------------
PUT SKltl( 2J LISTC 'RATIO at= TREE ·COUI\LT POINTS TO MEASURE~ENT POINTS IS', 
-:3')'{A1 I 0 , " T D 1 , T; 






PUT SKIPl2J LISTl'PRACTICAL NUM3ER OF TREE COUNT POINTS IS'tPNTC)] 
PUT SKIP LISTI'PRACTlCAL ~U'"1BER OF ~1EASUREMENT POINTS IS ' 1 ROUNVBARJ; 
PUT SKIPt2J LISTl'COST FOR CO~BINED SAMPLING ER~OR OF 10%')~ 
GG: !:> 0 ~\-I, ; 
I F 1-1 = 2 T H E N D 0 ; ' 
---~-i~rc=FNTC; -~~-~~-~-~~~~--~~~--~-~----~~---~ 
NVBAR=R.OUNVBAR; 
COST=l l~•TC:;:IC..-J*(I,ALK/lJOl) )+CCTC"'-'1 AVCOU~lT*NTC I)+( CM*I AVCOUNT*"lVBAR) J J 
- --n:-·r;;::e-THEN D-:5 ·--···--- --~-~----~~~--- ----~~-'--~----·---
P U T S K I P ( 2 ) L I S T ( ' 0 P T X:~ U 1-~ C 0 S T = ' , I t: I X E ~ I C 0 S T , 5 , 2 ) J ) 
IF "'1=2 TnEN DO; 





·=-::-:-:=--=--=-.··---------------------- -··-·-·-·------------------------·-------------·---- ------··--·--------------··--·-·------· ·-·--··- --- ---
---Pi"Ti--OPTIMI-ZlNG -C-OMPILER VERSION 1 R 2 .3+PTF62 TIM£: 12.47~59 DATE: 10 MAR 77 PAGE 1 
NOCOUNT" CHARSET(60 ,E6COI C) 
.. ~g~;~K. __ ~~g'(il~E~-~~ -----··· ----·-·---····-···. _____ {:, __ P~!Ai:_ Lrui~~ _ 
NOFLOW LINECOUNTC6l) 
NOGONUKBER HARGINIC 1 11 ) 
---ifi~~tl~_: __ ---iti~i~~t~!raA1 ___ ~-~~------·-~----~-------·-··----------
NoHAcRo NOSYNlAX(S) NO!'t\AP 




PL/1 O~TIMIZING COMPILER TREES:PROC OPTIOI-4SCMAHH; PAGE. 2 
STMT LEV NT 
.. " 
Pl/I OPTIMIZING C.OMPILER TREES:PROC. OPTIONSlMAINJ; PAGE 3 
.. ~~----------,.-----·---~-----------·-- -----·----
----~-_ --t---~· ·-
----·--------- ---------···-------------------- ----- - ·-·--·-·-
PAGE 4 
-c •---- ~--•- -• ••-- -·•- -. 
Pl/1 OPTIMIZING COMPilER TREES: PROC. OPTIONS I MAIN); 






















------------ . ------------. ------- ----------------- ------·-·--------·- ----- .. --- ···- ---------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------· --~------------- --- ---------
PL/1 OPTIMIZING COMPILER 
DCL NO. IDENTIFIER 
21 A 
TREES:PROt OPTIONStHAINJ; 
. ATTRIBUTES AND REFERENCES 
AUTOMATIC AliGNED DECIMAl FIXED (8,2) 
103,105,106 








'* STATEMENT lABEL CONSTANT */ 
I* STATEMENT LABEL CONSTANT *I 
I* STATEMENT LABEL CONSTANT */ 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 




(1615) AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED f4,2J 
39,62 
(1615) AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (4,2) 
41,63 




27 AS ETC 
AVC..OUNT 
( 1615) AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED C 8,1) 
........ 3--3-~!i-"1-' . -- --·-·----· ·····- --------- . --
(1b15) AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8 9 1) 35,58 
--- --~--~· -- ~---~~-- - "·-·· ~·---~ ~ -·~ --"" _,._ ,--~--~~ 7 ----~----· ~~~-~-~-~ ~-·-~-~~~~~--___..-~ -~---- ~- -~-~-----~---~-~~-~--- -------~ ·-=~"-~"---- -~- --- - ·~- ~-" ~ --- ~- ,-
AUTOMATIC AliGNED DECIMAL FIXED C8,2) 
132,133 
· .AUTOMAY-l.C. -ALIGN E.O Df:.C-1-JUL .1* -S-IN-G.L..£ "*I -F-4..-0AT -l b) 
87,88,95,107,111,131,145,145 
PAGE 6 
26 AVDIST AUTOMATIC. ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (10,2) 
------ -~-.... "·"·' --- ·-- -.. -- ---· -- ... -----·-- ....... ------ -~----- -------------------- ---·---· ---.8.~~- -·-·-------- --------------·- ---------- ------------- ----------- - ~-- --- ---- ..... - ·-· ----------- ·- - ------~-------~---- .. - -- ---- -~---------------------------·-
14 AVVBAR 
AVVOL 
AUT~AT IC. ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED ( 10 ,2} 
86,89,97,113 
------ ·-·· ·-- ------- ---·--·- .. ------------ -·-------------- ------------- ·-- --- -------------
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED 110,2) 
89,90,92,115 
---~-1---- ---- ---~a ------ - ... ----- ------------------- -----------~~~! !~ 0,li~ID---D€-G.J-~--Fmn ~2k- --- --~ - ....... 
11 BA 
3 BA 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DFCIHAL FIXED ( 5 9 2) --.62-96-S.~-------- -------------- - -· ---- - -
I* IN TREE */AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED (4,2) 
38, 39' 
,. ... 
--~------------------·-··-------------- --------··---------- ------------ ··---- --------
PL./I OPTIMIZING COMPilER TREES:PROC OPTIONS(MAIN); 
__nt..l.__ J.'ID ....... IOENTTEIER 
4 BAF AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5,0) 
43, 4-),_!t_3, 43 .• 43 .. 43,4:3.,43,43-t 43,4.3 ,43,44., 64,88,91 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (10,21 88,89,1 4 14 BAPA 
"52 
22 
--- --------lre·-----~---------------------- --- - -~-~- ---~--- -~-~7*~-sT·ArtpffNT- LABEL CONSTANY--*i-
BRATio 
26 BVCOUNT AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED (10,2) 
131 tl32 



























/* STATEMENt UBE.L -CONSTANT -*1 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL I* SINGLE */ FlOAT 16) 
144,145 
t~~tl!f'~~LiGNEO-DECiHAL·--j. -SINGLE *I FLOAT l6) 
_ AUTOMATIC. AUGN.£0 1NlTlAL DECIMAl FIXED (5,0) 
1,45,67,67,85,86,87,94,96,96,96,100,101,104,110 
AUHJ4ATIC AliGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8-,21 
.. Al ... 82. ______ ---------------- --------------- ------------ -·-
AUTOMATIC. ALIGNED DECIMAL /* SINGLE *I FLOAT (61 29,145 
I* IN TREE *I AUTW.AlJC AliGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5, 2) 
40,41 
.AU-[f:Mll~.C. AUGN.ED_D£CIMAL FIXED tS.2l . 
63,65,66 
~~~'!f~3~LIGNED_ DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 
101 '117 '132 
ilftciO.TIC-ALi~ED~-fiEtrM".At i*- -SINGLE *I FLOAT (6J 
28,145 
L* STA.tEMEN.T LABEL-CONSTANT *I 
AUTOMATIC. ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5,2) 
61,64,66 
/* IN TREE *I AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (4,1) 
36,37 
PAGE 1 





























TREES: PROC OPTI ONiS( MAIN); 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED ( 8, U 
61). 64~h. 73-~ 
/* STATEMENT LABEL CllfttSTANT */ 
.. .BU1L1l.N .... -. ----~--- -- ~-----
111,.126,127,147,150 
/* STATEMENT LABEL CONSTANT */ 
--. -·- ----·-- -- -- ---
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5,.0) 
31,31,33,35,37,39,41 
A UT1JU "t-lC--A-U.GNE:D--DE.C:utAL--f:-txE-0 .C.S~-1-l 
51,51,51,51,53,59,59,60 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED 
52.,52,52,.52 ,52, 5.2,-53+5.9-.5~9,60 ..... (8,1) 
AUTOMATIC. ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5,0) 
56,56,57,58,61,62,63 
--~ -~--·-------,-- ~~··-·- ------- -·~·· ~-~~-~ .. ·---~ ~~ -~~--~-P-" ·~-~--·-- ~--->' ··-~--~--- ~·R-.' ~·~- -';O·-
AUTOMATIC ALJGNED 'DECIMAL FIXED (5,0) 
138,138,138, 38rl39,l.lt6 9 l49 
AUTOMATIC. .ALIQIED DECIMAL FIXED (5,0) 
30, 87,91,91 ,91, 93,94,94,94' 98' 99 '103 
AUTOMATIC AliGNED DECIMAL /* SINGLE */ 
__ 106 ._1 oa~l2.6 .1...40 ~43 ._1 ~s ._us __ . . _ . __ _ . _ 
AUTCMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED ( 5,0) 
55,70 '70,81 
- --- - -----· ---·----- -·-
FLOAT (6) 
AUTOMATIC. AliGNED DECIMAL /* SINGlE */ flOAT (6) 
107,.108,127,129,141,145 
. _ .. A.UTOMA.J:.I.C._A.llJiNJ:[L DECIMAL_£1XElLL8.,2L ____ . 
133 ,134,134,135 ,}40 
BUILTH• 
.1.09...,~30.134. --~--. 
AlJfCJ4ATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED ( 5,2) 
129,130,130,131,136,141 
~ r---· ---·-- ·~•-·-• --~- __ ,_, ·~·· '' , .. ~~~ --~ .- ~- -~---c·~---·~·c-~~--- ·~----~--~·-- .~· ·~~-·~·--~~-~··-"·~~- '_,_, ----· -~- _ ~ -~~ 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED 110,2) 
48,82,82,94 
17 SEP AUT(MATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5,2) 
-------------·-- ------ ------·· ----------------------·------..9.2.....93 ,.} 19 -------------~--- .... ---.. -· -···-
21 SETCM AUl'OMATit ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 
PAGE 8 
-~- --- -----·------·------·- --·· ----- --------------- - -- -------------- -· ------ ---- ---- ·---. -- ·----·-·- - ~--·-. ----· ----------- --------"---------·--~--- ------ --------------- --- --- -----------
· PLII OPTIMIZING COMPILER TREES:PRot OPTIONS(MAINJ; 
21 SETCP 
·-· -2.1 .. --·- -- ... ··---· 
21 SEVBARM 
21 SEVfiARP 
AUTOMATIC ALif~ED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 
95,98,102,103,123 
-.. --- ------ -- --- --- ---- --·-- --- -- --·--·- --------AUT OM.U..tC.--4~1-GN.-EO--Df-t-1-M.AL- --F-IXE-0-..C 8-~2 -J- - ---- -. 
102,125 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIX EO ( 8, 2) 
------------- --96,9~.,_-100..-l-22- - ---------
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 
97,101,102,104,124 
PAGE 9 
.. ,_ ________________ .-.. - ·--····- ----··--··-- -·---·----------- --·- --------------------------------------------·------------ --- -.~-- ·-------------- ---------------~----~----------·- -----------~----
13 
16 
SMVBAR AUTOMATIC ALIGNED INITIAL DECIMAL FIXED (10,2) 
1,46,68,68,86,91,96,112 
SPV.BAR ... 
-- AUlOM-A-"LI.C..---AU-GN-E-D--OECIMAL-·-FI--XEO- &8,-2l 
54,69 ,69, 77 
SPVBARQ AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 
--------·------ ... --------------------------------· --- ------------- -------- 1--f--1+-tt-'1~8""',,._-,.f-'~----------- ·----·--------------~- ... 





















- -- -------~------------------· ~---------··- --------
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 
100,117 
AUT~ATIC AliGNED DECIMAl FIXED (10,2) 
4'7,-7-9-.'79,-8-0-.-91 . ----- -- -- -- .. 
EXTERNAL FILE 
32, 34' 36,38,40 
EXTERNAL FI L.E PRINT 
44, 53, 6 6t 78 '8 o, 105,110' 111 ' 112 '113, 114' 115' 116' 11 7, 118 '119' 12 o, 12 1' 122 '123' 
124,125,126,127,128,135,136,137,147,150 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (10,2) 50,73,73,85 
AUTOMATIC I* STRUCTURE */ 
' o ~--- ·~ E""L>'~ ~ 
--- ---- --- -- --·- -- ----- --------------- -------------------·---·· ·-···--------------------------- --·--·------- - -- . - -·- --- ---- ------·--------- -
EXTERNAL ENTRY RETlRNSlDECIMAL I* SINGLE *I FLOAT 16)) 
~~!~!ll;6~~J~ED DECIMAl FIXED C5_~2J ___________ _ 
·---- --~---
AUFOftATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,21 







""A-UtCMA-ti-C AliGNEo t>EciMAL /* SINGLE *' FLOAT (6) 
143,145 
. __ ._ ..... _ AUTlltAI.I.t ..AU.Gti£[L DECIMAL .FlXEtL .tB.l) ... 
32,33,57,59,59,60 
AUTOMA Tit All GNEO DECIMAL F IXEO ( 8, 1) 
: . ... 3.4._35.,..58, 5'l...,5..9._60_ ______ - - . -·. 
·---~--- -· ··-·----·--·-· ------- ·····--- -------------
PAGE 10 
--·· --· ·- - .. - --- ··- - . - . . . 


































.. 1 ...... ·······-·~·-·· -·····--~- ····-·-·········-·•>"• ····-·-~- ---·-------- .. 1----· 
~ ~ ~ 










3069<4 - . 
. ------- --------
PAGE 11 
Pl/1 OPTIMIZING COMPILER 

















PL/1 OPTIMIZING COMPILER TREES:PROC OPTJONS(MAIN); PAGE 13 
- . 
WITHIN PROCEDURE TREES 
OfFSET (HEX) 0 BC 94 9C A2 AS 11E 13A 180 lCC 242 25E 2D4 2FO 366 STATEMENLNQ.._ __ L. ...... 28. 29 ~0.- . ... 31- 32~-~- -~--~-3----- --- _..:.___34. .. ·- ~5 -U - --37- 38 -~~--- . -40-··-· ·-4l~c~'" -~- --• ---~~--- - -~--~-~--- -=~--~ 
OFFSET &HEX) 37E 38E 3AO 3E2 3E8 3EE 3F4 3FA ltOO 406 418 42A 490 496 49t STATEMENT NO. 47 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 
OFFSET 
-
- ---- --··-- - - ------------
.... 
------ ------ ---- ·- - ------- --------------------------------. (HEX) 4A2 4HE 40A 532 5f6 61C 638 650 if~ 7!g 75A 7~~ 7~$ 1~~ 7ll STATEMENT NO. 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 67 
. OFFSLT. U:fEXL. JftA_ ____ .... 1.9IL. ___ l A..C ... -- _"JJU: ___ _____ :z.J..C.. ____ --~2A!.-----~-~---85C- ~----86Z- ----&.a6-~--- .soh-----· . soc. ---·---~--- --~---- ~-G.---··-----~---~--------~----- --STATEMENT NO. 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 52 84 51 
OFFSET CHEX) 932 956 97A 9EC A 58 ·A76 A94 C34 C70 010 E30 E88 1008 1044 10E8 STATEMENT NO. 85 86 87 88 .. .89. 90 . ......... 9L 92. 
-93 94 95 96 97 98 99 
OFFSET CHEX) ll8A l22C 12CE 137A l41C l4BE 1500 15~2 156t 159C 158.A 160E 168£ l6E2 1I~t STATEME~T N,o. 100 101 102 103 104 105 lOb 1 1 108 109 llfl 111 112 113 
' -· ~ 0 ---. -~--· ~-. - --r --·~ --
--
---··~ •- --- -· 
. . _, 
. - ... ~ -~· - . 
- -~-~ ·--· ·--"'--'"~ --~-~-- --~ "-~- ~-- --~~ -- -~"·--- ---~ -·-- ~- -- . . ·---- ~. ~0" " ~--~--·-· ·- ---~-· ·.~C-- ~~ OFFSET (HEX) 173A 170E 183- 1874 lr~~ 1 Y~h 1970 l~t 1ilB 1 t~i 1tSg 1 ii~ 1!9.4 ~~~a l'fl~ STATEMENT NO. 115 116 11~ 118 121 27 
OFFSET. (HEX) ltAE lC04 1046 lElC 1EB2 .lEUR 1f-2C .lf80 1-FBE. l.EDO lFOA 2004 2G2C. 202C. 2.0C.C-. STATEM:HH NO. 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 
OfFSET (HEX) 2160 2190 219A 2flA. 221A ·- 2 ild. 22A4 22A4 22AE 2i~! 220~ 2~1 __ STATEMENT NO. ~45 .. _146 ~-· 1~1 ... 149. ~51 .. .,152. .l3a .. .4 ---- ------- ·=----~- --~- ,_, 
NO MESSAGE! PRODUCED FOR THIS C.OMPI lATION 
COMPILE ·TIME 0.04 fUNS SPILL 'FILE: 0 RECORDS, SIZE 4051 
OS/360 LOADER 
OPTIONS USED - PRINT ,MAP, LET, CALL ,NQRES,NOTERM ,SIZE= 24 7e08 1 NAHE=**GO 
NAME TYPE 40DR NAME TYPE AOOR NAME TYPE ADI:R NAME TYPE AOOR 
PLISTART SO J7E0l0 
PliMAIN SO 80FCO 
SYSIN SO l8109S 
IBMfiSlOl* SO 1813A8 
. IBMB.SIO£~ LR. 181380. 
IBMBCTHO* LR 1818FO 
l8M8CWOl* SO 181690 
IBH8MYS1* SO 1flE20 
IBMBOCLC.* LR lBlEBC 
IBMBSOOB* lR 18202C 
IBM&SfiT* LR 18l75A 
IBMBSIIA* LR 1828AO 
... IfUot~S.LOl.¥.. _so.laaAC.a .. 
IBMBSPLB* LR 1831AA 
IBMBSXCC* LR 18347C 
IbHBCKDO* LR 183698 
IBHBERRC.* LR l83E34 . 
IBMB~Bll* SO 184128 
ISMP,MflLA* lR l842F6 
IBMB~OSB* LR 18454A 
SYSJN. PR 00 
TOTAL lENGTH 6 790 
ENTRY ADDRESS 17E010 . 
**TRE.ES 1-IELC.GJA ff(~M~2 ·-iBlff~~ ~k~~tLLA 
IBMBPIRl* SO 181068 IBHBPIRA* LR 18100A IBHBPIRB* 
.1~~B~18t! ____ ~ .lHl~~-- ... JiaRrlf!t __ ~_llllt:.. .JR:R.U2x: 
IBMBCTHX* LR 1818F8 IBMBCTHF* LR 181900 I BHBCTHP* 
IBMBCWDH* LR 181890 IBHBC.WZH* LR ~81890 IBHBMYLl* 
IBMBMYSA* LR 181E20 IBMBOC:Ll * SO BlEBS I BMBOCLA* 
lB.MBOC.LD* LR. .l&EBE- IBHS.SIJOl*-. -SO -Ul202.8 -1 BMSSOOO* 
IBMBSDOA* l.R 18202E IBMBSOOT* LR 1822FE IBMBSEfl* 
IBMBSFil* SO 1827BO IBMBSFIA* lR 182780 IBMBSF R* 
IBMBSIIB* l.K l&28A2 IBMBSIIC* LR 1828A4 IBHBSIIO* 
---1 BM.BSUlA!lc . U., l.S2ACS. . ··-·~--.laMS.SL-!.13 *-·- l...R-- l-8.2-ACA- .. , --·-· l!lMBSP--L.l* 
IBMBSPLC* LR l831AC IBHBSXCl* SO 1&3478 IBMBSXCA* 
IBHBSX~D* LR 18347E: IBM8tK01* SO 183690 IBMBC.KOP* 
IBHBCKZD* LR 183698 IBMBERRl* SO 183810 IBMBERRA* 
IBMBEERL* SO 183-EEb IBMBEERA.* --Ul-Ut3E£0 I.e.MB.SCVl* 
IBMBMBLA* LR 1841.28 IBHBMDU * so 1842FO IBMBMBLC* 
IBMBMBSl* SO 184448 IBHBMBSA* LR 164448 IBMBM Sl* 




.. .LR .18 6.08 
LR 181908 
so 181080 









SO l.83E .E.S 
lR J842FO so 84548 
LR 1846 50 
NAME TYPE AOOR 
~t1~tb~B- ~~ 1i~8l-A•••c 
IBHBPIRC* LR l8100E: 
.. iwt\RY:. --~A llU~K 
IBHBCTHE* LR 181910 
IBMBHYLA* LR f81080 
IBHBOCLB* lR 81EBA 
I8M8SOOC.* - t.R 1.8202A 
IRQR~1It: k~ lB~~t8 
IBMBSI IT* lR 1828A8 
laMS-$Pi.oA*-. l-R ~3lA3 -·--·····~· ··- ---~~ .. -.---
IBMBSXCB* lR l6347A 
IBMBCKZP* lR 183690 
IBHBERRB* lR 183852 
tBMBSCVA-*- l.R UJ3EEtL 
fBRB=Bk~: t~ ~~~ti 
8AF= 5; 
·---~-~~fc--~!~oCOOR-OlNAlE-S-8~~-w --1"~ i3. -· -------- ----------c-u-f.l-~1-1~~4'!-5·2-.~·-···---·--·vsiii;11~)~69···· . --·-·· .... oisi;;·-··- --·-·is ~i; .. 
OIAH~ 11.50 BA= 0.72 CUFT= 14.18 VBAR= 19.69 OIST= 9.8; 
DIAM~ 12.60 BA= 0.86 CUFT= 17.68 VBAR: 20.55 OIST= 36.2; 
OIAK:.. 16.10 -SA=- - 1.-41-- --C.tJ.fl-=---~.3-3-- ---- - ··-VBA--R-=- · 2-2.9-2 OIST--··· -§6.1-; 
OIAM::: 13.80 BA= 1.03 CUFT= 22.08 VBAR= 21.43 OIST= 38.6; 
DIAH= 7.00 BA= 0.?6 CUFT= 4.41 VBAR= 16.96 DIST= 27.1; 
--~-----11:~8 ........ ---- ----- . i:~ -------Y: 88 .... ----------------- EtlH~ !l:ii---·~--------~2~:~-~-J!-:li. -- -----------BI'l~ --~~B:t!---------
orAM= 9.40 BA= 0.48 CUFT= 8.76 VBAR= 18;.25 OIST= 36.2; 
OIAM= 5.00 BA= 0.13 CUFT= 2.06 VBAR= 15.84 DIST= 6.1; 
OIAH; 14.80 BA= 1.19 CUFT= 26.24 VBAR= 22.05 OIST= 17.0; 
OIAK= 11-.40 &A=-- 0..70 ····· -~~T=- 1~...8-8 ~ ----- ··---- -V&\-R= -1-9-.82 DIS"f=-- -36..6-t -------- -- ---- --··-------~-
DIAM= 8.70 BA= 0.41 CUFT= 7.30 VBAR= 17.80 OIST= 27.8; 
DIAM:: 13.60 BA= 1.00 CUFT= 21.31 VBAR= 21.31 OIST= 43.9i 
OIAM= 15.60 BA= 1.32 CUFT= 29.89 VBAR= 22.64 OIST= 40.7. 
---m~--- --Iz: ~s------------ ~ ~~ --t:-~ --~----------·---- ~HH~ ~~: tJ-----------i~~~ :·-··iJ:tt-··- --------·- · ----· -sm:---------3t:3r-- ------·--------·--·----·-----------
DIAH= 16.70 SA= 1.52 CUFT= 35.43 VBAR= 23.30 OIST= . 37.1; [JIAK= 17.30 BA= 1.63 tUFT= 38.70 VBAR= 23.74 OJST= 38.0; 
.. DIA.K:;;. 11.80 .SA= -0-.::U.- ---- -- WFT= 1,.0-8 'V8AR=--- 20-.10 OIST= 9.1.; 
OIAM= 12.40 BA= 0.83 CUFT= 11.01 ·VBAR= 20.49 OIST= 21.7; 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 190881.60 
RUNN lNG TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 190881 .60 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 1175.0 1407.5 
~OIA.M= -- 17.10 . SA= ... 1.--5.9 · -t;UFT-= - -37.-~9 -- - VBAR-=- 23.64 01 ST= 59.6;--
0IAM= 17.00 BA= 1.57 CUFT= 37.04 VBAR= 23.59 BISTT~ 46.0; 
DIAM= 16.00 BA= 1.39 CUFT= 31.83 VBAR= 22.89 S 61.5; 
DIAM: 11.60 BA= O. 73 C.UFT= 14.47 VBAR= 19.82 DIST= . 28.6; 
--- ..O.IA.M-=-- --1.0-.00.---- --··· -· · ·· ---B-A=-- ----4..§4...·-··---------~------~-=----l.Q.~.--m·--·~--··-- -- VBAR=---·-~--1-~ ·-· --~-----··--··· --- ·--··9-ls:J"---.. --.. ·~-------3-1--.-3-t--- · ··---~-------~---·-~-----··---~----~ 
OIAM= 13.60 BA= 1.00 CUFT= 21.31 VBAR= 21.31 OIST= 41.4; 
OIAM= 13.40 BA= 0.97 CUFT= 20.55 VBAR= 21.18 OIST= 49.7; 
DIAM~ 15.40 BA= 1.29 CUFT= 28.95 VBAR= 22.44 OIST= 45.9; 
OIAM-= .. 11.-10 - llA= -0-.-67 · - UJFT-=--- -13.-02- ··- ----· ·V8AR= 19.--43 - DIS·T- 36.7;--
DIAM= 11.90 BA= 0.77 CUFT= 15.39 VBAR= 19.98 DJST= 40.0; 
DIAM= 15.90 BA= 1.37 CUFT: 31.34 VBAR= 22.87 D ST= 22.5; 
____ Blta~--- J~.:jR___ .-i~~-------l:U ... __ -----------·-><··-- EHEI~ -ll:RL--~~----~u- ~ft~~ __ --~~11 Rl1~ -----d.:U~ ~n-~---------~--~~~-~~--___ _ 
DIAM= 12.00 BA= O."f8 CUFT= 15.71 VBAR::: 20.14 BIST~ 3 •• 5i. OIAM= 8.60 BA= 0.40 COFT= 7.1 VBAR= 17.17 IST 7 2 
DIAM= 10.20 BA= 0.56 CUFT= 10.64 VBAR::: 19.00 OIST= 30.9; 
.. O.IAK;:_ .. -12 .90n ----BA;- -·-----0..-90 .. -·· ------- -n·--CUFT- -~1$.....:13 -- __ n ______ - ---V8AR= --2.0..81 --DIST-- · ---- ~18....2-;--
DIAM= 18.50 BA= 1.&6 CUFT= 45.82 VBAR= 24.63 OIST= 40.4; 
DIAM= 8.70 BA= 0.41 CUFT= 7.30 VBAR= 17.80 BfST=__ 28._6i. £HAM= 15.30 BA= 1.27 C.UFT= 28.49 VBAR::: 22.43 ST 51 3 
---0..14.1t=- 19.40 BA- 2.05 CUFT- 51.6.8 V8AR- 2§.20 --·--· DIST 33.8;-~----
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 200345.75 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED =-
SUM VBAR SCIUAitED = 135298.90 
.B,UN_N 1 NG. JOJ A.l . VB_AB._ SQUARED_= . 
SAMPlE POINT COOROit'iATES ARE 
DIAM= 7.80 BA= 0.33 
DIAM= 14.60 BA= 1~~ 
DIAM= 6 .so SA= 0.25 
DIAM= 14.90 BA= 1.21 DlAM= 13.00 BA= 0.92 
-BltA~ i-~:3-R- it~-- -&:'R 
OIAM= 13.30 BA= 0.96 
DIAH= 12.30 BA= 0.82 
OIAM= 15.00 BA= 1.22 
OIAH=- 5.90 SA= 0.18 
OIAM= 11.70 BA= 0.74 
DIAM= 12.90 BA= 0.90 
_ '" __ I.UAf".:::_ Jt.lO.. ___ .. JtA=-. _. __ Q .. ~S 
OIAM= 7.40 BA= 0.29 
DIAK= 12.80 BA= 0.89 
OlAM= 15.30 BA= 1.27 
OIAM= 6 .. ~0 BA:;; 0.22-
DIAK= 8.10 BA= 0.35 
DIAM: 6.50 BA= 0.23 
OIAH= 11.60 BA= 0.73 
JllAM~---- __ 1_._8(1 -----~-n _ _ ____ llA= ______ J>.-31.~-
DIAM= 9.60 BA= 0.50 
0 lAM: 11 .3 0 B A= 0. 69 
8J AH= 16.10 SA= 1.41 _ AM= 12.60 BA= O. 86 
biAM: 12.6{1 BA= - 0~86 
DIAM= 15.10 BA= 1.24 
DIAM= 13.60 BA= 1.00 




CUFT= 5.66 VBAR~ II-.15 CU.ET;: 25.37 \'BAR 2 87 
tUFT= 4.12 VBAR= 16.48 
tUFT= 26.68 VBAR= 22.04 
tUFT= 19 .08 VBA R= 20.73 
at~f~- rs :lt ~~l~~ -· ~&:tl 
C.UFT= 20.18 VBAR= 21.02 
tUFT= 16.68 VBAR= 20.34 
CUFT= 27.12 VBAR= 22.22 
EH~~ 1~ :tB ~~~~ l$:a~ 
Hlfl~ __ ,~1~:1!_~ ·-· ~t~~ , .. i9;f! 
tUFT= 5.01 VBAR= 17.27 
CUFT= 18.37 VBAR= 20.64 
CUFT= 28.49 VBAR= 22.43 
··· atR~ · ~- :tX ~Rfl;; · t;:i~ 
CUFT= 3.72 VBAR= l6.17 CUFT= 14.47 VBAR- 9.82 
.. ~CUEL;: __ "_ 5 .• 66.. -·-"'· ". \t.BAA.;;:.. . ~ 7 ... 15 .. 
CUFT= 9.21 VBAR= ~8 .. 42 
tUFT= 13.59 VBAR= 9.69 
EH~J~ _ii_:~~ ... m~~ ~~=~~ 
~HH~ }l :~9 ~ti~~ ~~:~ 
CUFT= 21.31 VBAR= 21.31 
·-- ·---~--_ ___(JJfi= ____ !t3J..~1 ___ . -------~- .. .Y.BA.R~- ~ . .2!! .. 42_. -
'--































BI~I~ giST= IST= 
DIST= 
. __ D 1ST;;. ___ _ 
S-UM VBAR SQUARED = 354393.99 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
RtJNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED :::: 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 8'7823. 32 
RUNNING TOTAL WAtt _S.QUAREO =-
A= 24.17 B=-
AVERAGE TREE COUNT = 




























































AVERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE = 2094.49 
TOTAL VOLUME IN CUSIC FEET = 24233.24 
- --~~~---~-« ~~~ ·-~ ~~ ~--r-~~--~-- ~----~--~--~-~~--~~ ~ ----~--~--• ·-----~-- -~--~n~~-- -~~-------~-~-~~~~-~ ••~~~~~ --- --· ·--~ .,,, ____ ,--~o·c"''~~-~-·~-- ~<•·-·--~--~-~·-·-·-·-•-~·--~-·--~·~-~0 
CVTC.= 24.17 . STDETC.= 4.99 STDEVBR= 2.44 CWBAR= 12.02; 
STAN£t .. RD ERROR = 




tOEFF. Of VARIATION t = 24.37 
~------~•'<0•<•----• ---·-~•-• ·--••*-~' ,_._,,_ -·~-· •--·~~ --· ----~ ---- -· _____ -~' ,,_ .--.-~~· -•- ~~ •·~---~- --- • - •-•-• .--·- -~ •• <>-- ---~-·· -·--·~-------~-~-~--~·---- .·~-~-·•--,•••~o.OC-"•~- or•, -.~-~·-·-• .-. 
STANDAK.O ERROR OF MEAN TREE COUNT = 2.04 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN VBAR = 0.22 
--
---------
SAMPLING ERROR. OF TREE COUNT % = 
SAMPLING ERROR OF VBAR % = 
COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR Tt & VBAR % = 
9.87 
1.08 
OPTIMUM NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS = 
__ QPTlMUM NUMB£RJ4EASUR£HENTPOlN-lS;;; -----~-- _ --- 1A:t~-
RATIO OF TREE C-OUNT POINTS TO MEASUREMENT POINTS IS 
-------2..UC..:UC.A..L NUMBER o.E. TREE -LOUN.:t. _go_IJIUS.. ... IS.--------~­
PRACTIC.AL NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT POI~TS IS 
C.OST FOR COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR OF 10% 
·--~------- ---- --·-· . 
OPTIMUM C.OST == 25.12. 




SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 1175.0 
- DIAM::c 14.-40 ~ -B.A= - 1-.13- --- -- -- -- - c.tJFI'= --- - 2--4.-5-2 
B!~=~ ll:~8 Rt~ 8:li EH~f~ li:!S 
__ &l:=~·--u 1z:gg___ _ _______ lt: __ --~- Y:fi ___ ----~------------ _ ~HH~---~~~~-----.--~ -
OIAM= 15.60 BA= 1.32 C.UFT= 29.89 
DIAM::. 16.70 BA= 1.52 CUFT= 35.43 
DlAK== 16.70 BA= 1.52 C.UFT= 35.43 
0 lAM= 1-7.-3-0 - -- BA=- -1.~:). ---- - ~-GU--F-l-=-~----38--..-+o-------~-
OIAM= 11.80 BA= 0.75 CUFT= 15.08 
DIAK= 12.40 BA= 0.83 C.UFT= 17.01 
SliM VBAQ SQ!JA~EO - 54005.11 
84 
1100.0 
-\lBAR=- - 21.-69 
~Hi~~ ~~=~~ 









j -. ' 
-~~--~--- ~-- ~---~- ~-----~---------------~----~ ----~------~-------- ---~ --~-
RUNNHI'G TOlAL VBAR SQUARED = 54005 .11 
~AMPlE POINT COORD INA TIES ARE 
'" __ J::tl.AM.:::. ,_l1.0!t _________ ~------~- -.1-53: ------~~~-----· 
DIAM= 11.60 BA= 0.73 
DIAK= - 15.90 BA= 1.37 
DIAM= 13.00 BA= 0.92 
&IAM= 12.00 .BA= O.JB~- ~ 
DIAM= 8.60 BA= 0.40 
D lAM= 12.90 B A= O. 90 
DIAM= 18.!)0 BA= 1.86 
~ DUM.= . ~ .40 -~RA;:;: . ~ 2-05. 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 38243.71 
RIJ.I'jJ'iJNG IOJAL_YBA!t SQUARED~~.E=. _ -~- -~~ _ ~~ -~ ------9.22-48....82 
SAMPLE POINT C.OOROINATES ARE 
OIAK= 12.80 BA= 0.89 
I ---·· .D ~- ___ .5..9.0~-~--···-·- - --- B A= -n 0 .. t..a. ------.,~-----
DIAH= 5.60 BA= 0.17 
OIAM= 8.40 BA= 0.38 
1175.0 
CUFT= 18.37 
CliFT=·-· -~ 2 .98 .. 
C.UFT= 2.65 
CUFT= 6. 73 
OIAM= 11.2 0 BA= 0.68 
OIAM= 19.10 BA= 1.98 
C.UFT= 13.30 
CU FT:;.._ . 49~ .. 6& 
r I AM= 16 • 5o B A= 1. 46 
DIAK= 8.80 BA= 0.42 
C.UFT= 34.37 
CUFT= 7.50 
DIAM= 9.80 SA= 0.52 
. . D lAM5 -~- _ll.~60 __ . __ _ ·- ~ .JtA.= . ~.. . .. 0 ..• 13 . __ ~ . _ ~ . C.UFT= 9.67 . .LUf~::;_ __ . _1_.4.~ '1-------····· 
SUM VBAR SOLJARED = 37869. 16 
RUNNING TOTAl VBAR SQUARED = 130117.9a 
SAMPLE POII\4T COORDINATES ARE 1385.0 
£HAM= 6.80 BA= 0.25 CUFT= 4.12 
CUF:'t• ,~-..68- -~~ 
CUFT= 16.68 
t.UFT= 27 .12 
DIA.••::;:- _. Ht .• 9.0 .B.A.:: 1.21. 
DIAM= 12.30 BA= 0.82 
DIAM= 15.00 BA= 1.22 
CUFT= 2.98 
CUFT= 14. 7.8 
OIAM= 5.90 BA= 0.18 
0 lAM= 11.70 BA= 0. 74 
OIAK= 8.10 BA= 8•35 OIAK= 7.40 BA= .29 ~Ufl= 6.18 C.UFT= 5.01 
_BllR~ ...... &:J8. . .. R1~-~ ...... 8:~!. EHil~~ __ . ~-g~1X __ . 
C.UFT= 3. 72 
CUFT= 21.31 
DIAM= 6.50 BA= 0.23 
DIAM= 13.60 BA= 1.00 
DIAM= 18.20 BA= 1.60 C.UFT= 43 .97 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 61692.62 
RUNNING TOlAL VBAR SQUARED :: 191810.60 
1715.0 
VBAR= 20.64 
-~-~-V.BA.R.•----16..55--- --- ----·-u 
VBAR= 15.58 
VBAR= 17.71 





~~V.BAB.;:; ... 19...82. 
1100.0 
VBAR= 16.48 
---~ ---V8A..R.: ~ ~ -22.04 
VBAR= 20.34 
VBAR= 22.22 
VBAR= 16 .• 55 
. VSAR= 19.97 
VBAR= 17.65 VBAR= 7.27 
~Mil~. l':i! 












































BliJ~ 1t:t! · 
DIST= 11.4; 
-.. Bnl~. '.. -- .. _1~_:_ii_ 
DlAM= BA= 1. 76 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 3.0036.35 
SAMPLE POINT COOROINATES ARE 
DIAM= 1.20 BA~ 
DIAM= 20.80' BA= 
DIAM= 12.20 BA= 
OIAM=· 5.60 BA= 
_JUAK~ ~ .. 3.9.0. ~ .. SA?: 
OIAM~ 6.00 BA= 




0.17 o .• 2t4 __ 
0.19 
0.35 
SUM VBAR SQUARED 16674.00 .. 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
A= 22.29 B= 14.24; 
TOTAl NUMBER OF Ti{EfS SAMPLED = 
AVERAGE TREE COUNT = 9 .. 66 
SUM VBAR = 
AV ERkGE .YB AR.= 
~ASAL AREA PER ACRE = 
AVERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE = 





ST~NDARO ERROR = 
SAMPliNG ERROR % = 
. SIOETL;::. 
172.75 
8 • .83 
COEFF. OF VARIATION~= 21.62 
.STANDARD ERROR .OF MEAl'LI.R.EE .. .C....OlJN.l.;:; -- -·-··· .· 
STANDARD ER"OR OF MEAN VBAR,= 
SAMPLING ERROR OF TREE- 'OUNJ_ % __ ;: 




. C.UfT= ______ 4_._70 
CUFT= 61.72 
CUFT= 16.35 












__ .. ___ -~u~~ . Ii :il ... 
VBAR:: 16.31 VBAR- 7.65 
.. STOEVSR;.. . - -2 • .89. .. C.WB.AR.•- .... 
.. . . -------- ·- -----.---O...s.a .. ---~--·-·----·- ---·-----··· ~-- --·-· .. -. 
. 0.38 
. 9-.10. -- -· 
1.87 
COM..B.IJtED. S AMP.UNG ERROR .JJ:. .. &. . ..YliAR. %.-~-- . ___ . _ . ···- . _ . .......... 2..29- ··-·-------·--·--···-----· .,._ .... 








Bl~J~ __ _ 
Bl~l~ 







PRACTICAL NUMBER OF TRE~ COUNT POINTS IS 
__ P.RM:J .. KAL ... NUKB.E!LOE~MEA UREM.Elfi__p_QlliJ.S._l_S__. _____ ~. __ _ 1 
• oJ .oo __ ·-.~----· --·----------------- -~--------· ·----~----------·-- __ ---· ·--------·---· --~-----·-~------
--------- ~ - -- - ----· ·--- ... ~-- --···---- ---- ----·-···---- ·-- -------··--------·---- ----------·-------------------------~-------------------------· 
COST FOR COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR OF 10% 
OPTHIUM COST :: 17.06 
PRACTICAL COST = 15.33 
BAF= 15; 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 1175 0 1100 0 
DIAM= 14.40 BA= 1.13 C.UFT= z4.5l VBAR= 21.69 
OIAM= 11.50 BA= 0.72 CUFT= 14.18 VBAR= 19.69 
__:o.l-A,.M.;; - ---ll--2.0- < ~-- m -• ~--- -----8-A-=--------{).-&a.-- ---------~--------~- 13.30 ----~--------'>-'1-BA-R=--n-- l-9--.SS 
OlAM= 5.00 SA= 0.13 CUFT= 2.06 VBAR= 15.84 
DIAM= 14 •. 80 BA= 1.19 l;UFT= 26.24 VBAR= 22.05 
OIAM= 16.70 SA= 1.52 CUFT= 35.43 VBAR= 23.30 
g~~~~ l~:~& g~~ -- t:t~ --- -- - -- -t~-~ -- ~n--- -m~- ~Jl:12 
CHAM= 11.80 BA= 0.75 CUFT= 15.08 VBAR= 20.10 
£HAM= 12.40 BA= 0.83 CUFT= 17.01 VBAR= 20.49 
OIST= 18.1; 
OIST= 9.8; 
-- -------- --·-·------D-·1-S~-~---- -~-23-.-6-f-----~----~--~----~--~----------
DIST= . 6.1; 
DfST= 17.0; 0 ST= 34.0; 
Rf~l; ··· ~:tr ~-- --- ------ -- ~--~-----
DIST= 9.1; 
DIST= 21.7; 
·--------~'--~-···-r-•• -- - ~,-, ----·-~=-----~~--<~--~-~- -~--~-~-·----•• =~ --~ •·---~-- -·~~-~-----~----·-~---- --·------~~-·~---~~-----------~,--,-~-~~--.~·- •-·~--~~---- ~ -··%~- ·~.·-r.o• ·o '' • •~· -~~··~- • •- ·~ ~- 0 ~--~~-~~~~ -----•• -~· ····~--~---·~--· "",-• -~---~~~-~·-cc--~.-~--~-~. ~-..--·~-
SUM VRAR SQUARED = 43995.0-6 
RUNNJN{; TOTAl VBAR SQUARED = 43995.06 
-- -
1175.0 1407.5 
CUFT= 31.34 VBAR= 22.87 
CUFT= 19 .08 VBA R= 20.73 
- ------------~-- -~15-..-7-1---- --~----------V-BA-R.=--· - 20..14-
CUFT= 7.11 VBAR= 17.77 
CUFT= 18 .7~ VBAR= 20.81 
CUFT= 45.82 VBAR= 24.63 
SAMPLE POINT COORDI~ATES ARE 
OIAM= 15.90 BA= 1. 37 
OIAM= 13.00 BA= -0.92 
.... ni.AM.= Lz..o.o .. _________ ~------O .• :za 
OIAM= 8.60 BA= 0.40 
OIAM= 12.90 BA= 0.90 
DIAM= 18.50 BA= 1. 86 
0 lAM; .. 19 .40 -!\A= 2.05- CU FT =- 51 .-68- · V M-R.-= Z 5 • 20 
SUM VBAR SQUARED. = 23149.62 
... lUJNMlHG T-0-TA.L V.aAR SQ.UAR-Et> -=-----··--·- ----· -------~----~------- 67144.-b&----- --------- -··----------~---------~-----·- - ---· -------
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 1175.0 1715.0 
OIAM= 12.80 BA= O. e9 tUFT= 18.37 VBAR= 20.64 
g~~=~ --~:~8 ----f~~ -~:l~ ~-H~f: ··j:!~ .. ~t~: l~:~i 
OIAM= 11.20 BA= 0.68 tUFT= 13.30 VBAR= 19.55 
~---81~~-- -~l:!& _____ _ ________ g~~u ---~- .. ···--- ,_ _______ EHH~---- 4~;t9 __ --·----·-------~Btl~,~ ___ fi:~ _ ·-· 
0 lAM= 11.60 BA= 0.73 C.UFT= 14.47 VBAR= 19.82 
OIST= 22 .5; 
&IS'J= 3.,8-; - · 
DIST= 3.1; 
OIST= 16.0; 
. - &Ill=-~---- -- --ti:i! ·-
oist= 17.6; 
SUM \IBAR SQUARED ::: 18447.07 
---- - -~ . -· -- - -· --- ·- ~- ~------·· ---------
RUNNING TOTAl VBAR SQUARED = 85591.75 
-~U~Ero~~~OORDI~~-T_E_S8~C~E-~o~.~2~s~------c•y•~a~=-1_~_5~&~~~1~2~-----v~~~R-~10b~~ 0 1St..-.--------Z .o; - ---
I 
----------------------------------------------------------------
- ---·--------------------- ------------------------ - ----------------------------
Bit~~ lJ:38. Rt~ l:~~ EU~f; 
_ _BI.t;~--- _ii:t_&_____ _ ... _ ~- __ .. !t ________ .J1:1l~ -~-_ ----~------iHH~ 
DIAN= 8.10 BA= 0.35 CUFT= [)lAM= 7.40 B A= o. 29 CUFT= 
DIAM= 8.10 B A= O. 35 CUFT= 
OIAM= 13.60 BA= 1.00 C.Ufl;::; _ 
OIAH= 18.20 BA= 1.60 CU FT= 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 38243.71 
POINT COORDINATES ARE SAMPLE 
OIAM= 




18.20 BA= 1.80 
a.oo SA= o.34 
-tiiA·M: 
_ 1~.~0 ____________ JlA=. .. -~---1•~-L _______ ~-__________ _ 
DIAH= 
16.00 BA= I-39 
14.60 BA= .16 
SUM Vf.IAK. SQUARED .= 22206.9.6 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
S .A!4P __ LE_ J' Ol NT . tOQRtllfiAJ£S _.ARE . 
DIAH= 12.20 BA= 
DIA"= 5.60 BA= 
o. 81 
0.17 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 1278 .. 1.7 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
A= 40.66 6= 13.44; 
TOTAL NUMBER OF TREES SAM PLED = 
AVERAGE TREE tOUNT = 7.16 
SUM VBAR = 
.AVERA.GE. V6AR= 




AVERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE. 
TOTAL VOLUME IN CUBIC FEET = 
LVIC.~ _ .. .. _ ~O .• b.b __ .. --· . S.1D£J_C=£. ·- ·-- _ . 2 ... 9.1 
S TANOARD ERROR = 
SAMPLING .ERROR % = 
375.72 
17.11 
COEFF. OF VARIATION ~ = 41.91 
1385.0 1407.5 
_ CUfT;: __ 35 ... 43...- _ - - ---- -----VMR;:; 23.30 
CUFT= 5.33 VB\R= 17.19 
CUFT= 43.97 VBAR= 24.42 
CUFT= 6.00 VBAR= 17.64 CU E'L~. _"_2~ _ _._]JL__ ~ _____ _ _ _ ll.BAL::;= _ _ 21JL _ 
~~~f~ ~~ =~~ ~fA~~ ~I:n 
146042.42 







.. S'IDEVB.R:;_ . ·- ·-·· .2 .. .75. .C..WBAR::: . - . l3.44; .. 
..... SIANllABlL£.RllOR...JJE_M£AliJRff_.UlUlii -= .. ______ -~ __ ~-- ·-· ----------·...l-~9- -··-~· ---·--···----··-··· ....... -· -·- .. --








--~------- -- ---- --- - ... -- -- -' --· -· ----.- ----- ------ ---- ~- ----- -- - -- .. , ... _ 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN VBAR = 
SAMPLING ERROR OF TREE COUNT % = 
0.42 
16.60 
~ --SAHP-lfP:4G·---ER_R_tiR __ OF. VB.,AR % = ~ ,.~--------~r-~­
COMBINEC SAMPLING ERROR TC r.. VBAR % = 
OPTIMUM f'fUMBER OF TREE COUNT POfNTS = OPTIMUM NUMBER MEASURE~ENT POI~ S = 
.-~~--"~ • -•co • '~ ___ ._, -·~oo -- • --• """ ---~--~ ·~--~~·- •, -• -~ ~--T~OU~~~·-~-~ •- ~ --~-,-~~--•- ~ • ~~-- ._ 
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF TREE C.OUNl POINTS IS PRAC. TH.AL NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT POINTS IS 
~OST fOR COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR OF 10% 
OPTIM!JH COST = 33.16 








POINT tOOROINATES ARE 
14.40 BA= 
11.50 BA= 










SUM V6~R SQUARED = 14366.41 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
'·~- - -- ------ --·--"'--- -·- -~--~, J ···-· •• ~·· -----~---·---·-· ----
SAMPLE POI NT COORDINATES ARE DIAM= 15.90 SA= 1.37 
DIAM= 13.00 BA= 0.92 
DIAM= 12.00 8A~ 0.18 
DIAM= 8.60 BA= 0.40 
DIAM= 12.90 BA= 0.90 
DIAM= 19.40 SA= 2.05 
- -- - .. - ' .... --· . 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 16261.35 













CUFT= 117 ~l ~34 
CUFT= 19.08 
















- --- - . ---- ------- -------- ·--· -






















DIAM= 12.80 SA= 0.89 CUFT= 18.37 VBAR= 20.64 OIST= 22.5; 










o .... 2 
0.73 
$,UM VSAR ~QUAREO = 12 261. 13 
RUNNING TOTAl VBAR SQUAREll = 
SAMPlE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAK~ 6.80 BA= 


















- -· --····. -· -· --t.Y$T= ----2:'1-.-1~--·-·······~-- - ··-
VBAR= 16.48 
VBAR= 22.04 




DIAM= 11.70 BA= 
DIAM= 7.40 BA= 
DIAM= 8.10 BA= 
-DIAM= 13.-60 .B.A= 
OIAM= 18.20 BA= 1. 80 






. ¥84-R = . -2-1 .. 31 
VBAR= 24.42 
----RuNNiNG ·roiA l.. ·-vBAR .. ·sC}u"AP.i o··-;;-. ·-- ------ ..... -- ---- ··----- --·-- ~~689i5:-9-3-··---·-----·---------·-- ------·-···--· . --·· ----·· ------ ... ··-· 
SAMPlE POINT COORDINATES ARE 1385 0 
- .DIAM:::; 18.20 BA.= 1...80 - -.CU.~'f= ... Ai. •. 9"1 -----· 
DIAM= 14.30 BA= 1.11 CUFT= 24.10 
DIAM= 16.00 BA= 1.39 C.UFT= 31.83 
1407.5 
... --- VBAR-=--- -- 2-4-.42 
VSAR= 21.71 
VBAR= 22.8q 
____ -SlJM __ .\llUR .. SQUAREO - ---~·------416.3-..-~----------- ··--·------- ··--·--··-·---···· 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPL.E POINT C.OORtllf.j.AT£S AAE-
DIAK= 12.20 BA= O. f1 
DIA"= 5.60 BA= 0.17 
73689.69 
.. . .. 138-S-.0 
CUFT= 16.35 
CUR= 2.65 
. --· - - . ·-1'715.0 
VBAR= 20.18 
VBAR= 15.58 
-S,UM- __ y BAR~ -S-QUA-R~D----,;_ __ ---- --~ .. ~-- ~ -- ----~~· -1--2-7~8.~1- --- «·- ~-·~--~~----=~-·- ---~-~--~~--~-- ~- ~ ----~,------- -~~~~--~ --·--- ~ .. ~-~~· -· ----·--~---· · ·~ -. ------- - -. ------·- -~---- ----~-~~--~-- --
RU~NING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
A= 42.64 8= 12. 97; 
74968.46 
TOTAL NUMBER OF TREES SAMPLED = 31 
AY£R.AGE. TREE- -COON~ ',.. v ~" ~~~--r--- -• .. -5 .~ .. ~----~ a,o:w-•--~-~=---·-~~~-~-----~-~~----- ----~·-,---~--------· ~--~~~~--~~--~ -----·~--~- '-• =--, -~- ·• 
SUM VBAR = 624.25 
AVERAGE VBAR= . - .20.13 
BASAL AREA PER ACRE = 103.33 
------ .. A..V..E.tl.A.G£. --V-ULUM...E-,_~ PE.Rr-·-----A-Ca.E-- --=---- -~-~-~-,~-- ~- -~- ~--~- ~--- ~~---~ _, -= ---.,·--·~-=-----=·~~---~----2080--.o.3--q---~·~ ...... ---~---~ ---- -~~~--- ~-~--- ~o···~-. 
TOTAL VOLUMlf IN CUBIC FEET = 24065.94 





· --Dist'·•---~- · · 
DIST= 
DIST= 






















STANOARO ERROR = 
---SAIIW~ ERROR lt -
- - -S :'JOE-l-C.= 
365.52 
17.5-7 ·-·---··-···-----·-~·--·---~·-·--· --· -··-------·~-------~----------
COEFF. OF VARIATION % = 43.03 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN TREE COUNT = 0.90 
---STANOA-IfO--ERROR--oF· .MEAN -VBAR ·:;·. _____ '" ___ -------·· ------ ----~---·--o-.4~7-------~---~ --- .. ~---· -------- ------------ -- ----. -~- --
SAMPliNG ERROR OF TREE COUNT % = 
SAMPLING ERROR OF VBAR ~ = 




- '--~,--~· --,--~-~= ~ ~-----------~- ~~------="~-==·-~ ·--~"~~~- ~----. 
·- ·nPT IM'UM NUMBER OF TREE To-~iNT- POINTS = 36.36 
OPTIMUM NUMBER MEASUREMENT POINTS = 0.65 
·-·-RATIO_ OF TREE COUt-iT _PQU!IS IO Jo\£A.SUREMENI _pfiiNIS IS.---- ___________________ _ 56. -
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF TREE tOUNT POINTS IS 28.00 
PRACTICAL NUMBER Of MEASUREMENT POINTS IS 1.00 
---c-OST~~ Fcrtt· ~-c-OMB-1-NEO~SA.MPli N G ·- -~-RRoR ---~--OF·--1 oi r~~-~~-~-~-,.--~~=~~-~-~~-~--~~-c~-----~---------~~~~~~----·~ - - ---- -------~ --~- ~~- ~~--~-- -- --
OPTIMUM COST = 
PRACTIC.AL COST = 
BAF= 30; 
. ---"- -~··- -~--
31.56 
27.19 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM: 14.40 BA= 1.13 
DIAM= 11.50 SA= 0.72 
DIAH= 5.00 &A~ 0.13 
DIAM= 14.80 BA= 1.19 
DIAM= 11.80 BA= 0.75 
-~- S_U~M. _VBAR SQ_UARE_D = " ~~~---~ "987_4_. 39 
RUNNI~£ TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINJ COORQLNATES AR£ 
0 IAI"t= 15.90 BA= 1.37 
DIAH= 13.00 BA= 0.92 
OIAH= 12.00 BA= 0.78 
DlAM=. _ Jt.60 SA:::__ .O.Ml _ 
DIAK= 12.90 BA= o.qO 
SUM VSAR SQUARED = 10469.38 
RUN~HNG TOTAl VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 

























- . VBAR;:: 17. n 
VBAR= 20.81 
































POH\.T COOROI~ATES ARE 
6.80 BA= 
11.70 BA= 













SUM VBAR SQUARED = 13712.40 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAB. SQUARED = 
. "" - --
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 18.7.0 BA= 
DIAM::c 14.30 6A= 




SUM VBAR SQUARED = 4763.76 
. . .RUNNING_ . TOTAL VBAiL SQUAR.ED 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 12.20 SA= 
OlAM: 5.60 BA= 
o.n 
0.17 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 1278.77 
.RUNNIN.G TOTAL VB.AR SQUARED.. = --· 
A= 35.27 B= 13.09; 
TOTAL t•UMBER OF TREES SAMPLED-=-
AVERAGE TREE COUNT = 4.16 
SUM VB.\R. :; __ 
AVERA~E VBA.R= 
.... 495. .. 0.1----·· 
19.80 
BASAL AREA PER ACRE = 124 .. 99 - . 
A~ERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE = 
TOTAL VOLUME. IN C.W.HC. FEET ...... 
CVTC= 35.27 STDETC= 
STANDARD ERROR = 361.74 
SAMPLING ERROR ' = 14.61 
1.46 







- .. CUET.;; __ - _...S •. OL. -·-· 








-· ---43.932.18 ... 
1385.0 
CUFT= 16.35 
CUFT~ .. -2 .65 
25 
2474.80 










VSAll~ 17.27 . 
VBAR= 17.65 
VBAR= 21.31 
VBA R= 24.42 
---· . -· . -
1407.5 


































. __ _LflE.Ef....__ .QE ... VA.Rlll...ION. __%_;;_ .. ___ -35-1.8.-------- ---------~-------------- ... ~----~----------------~ -- ---~- ----- - ------------ -- ------------------ ----- ----~----------- ----·--------~.--··- ---~--~~---
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN TREE COUNT = 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN VBAR = 
SAMPtH"4b ERROR OF l REE COUNT ~ = 
SAMPLING ERROR OF VBAR % = 
COMBJN~D SAMPLING ERROR TC & VBAR ~ = 
OPTIMUM NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS = 







·- .- - .. .() .. ~ ·--·-·-·· -·-··~·--- ···-· . -· .. --. ·- ··-. 
RAllO OF TREE COUNT POINTS TO MEASUREt4ENT POINTS IS 30 
PRACTICA-L NUMBER .OF TRE-E tOONT P QUI-TS -IS - - 22 .0.0 
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT POINTS IS 1.00 
COST FOR C.OMBI ... EO SAMPLING ERROR OF 10% 
- -----< ___ " ~ -~- ---•·-• •- • ,_ - , -~- .~, ~-- --·-~---- ,. __ -·---~-~' ~-•----- ~r•--0-- -·--- --··~·--- ~r • -·~-·~·--~~---·~ •--- ~ -' '"- -~~-~-~ -•--~---------· ---~ -~---· --~~- --·~- .-~-~- -~- ~-·•'-"·~~--- ---- - .-~- -- •••-- --- r~.-••- =~--~ 
OPTIMUM COST = 23.62 
PRACTICAL C.OST = 22.13 
BAF: 40; 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 1175.0 1100.0 
·- .ll.I.AJt; -- . -14.40 -· ... --------- -&A=--- --- --l.-13- --- "" 
DIAH= 11.50 BA= 0.72 --------- ------~l-=.·--~~--24· .. !i-2-------·-·----~------V~R -- · · 2-l-.69 C.UfT= 14.16 V R= 19.69 
OIAH= 5.00 BA= 0.13 
OIAM= 14.80 BA= 1.19 CUFT= 2.06 VBAR= 15.84 CUFT= 26.24 VBAR= 22.05 
DlAM= 11.80 SA= 0 .. 15 
---CUf-T= 15.08 -VBAR= 20 .. 10 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 9874.39 
-~·--JUJNN.ING_,_ TD.J AL ----VAAR SQUARED~~-·;~-- 0~~- • ------- ~---~~~~---· ~--~-··---·----~~~ --~-- -~~/~--~~-~ 
S-AMPlE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 13.00 BA= 
DIAM= 12.00 BA= 
OIAH= 8 .60 BA= 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 
RUNNING TOTAl VBAR SQUARHJ = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE OIAM;:: . . :> .9.0 -- ....... - -·- B.A;. 
DIAH= 5.60 BA= 





. 0..-18 .. -
0.17 
1032.33 
1175.0 CUFT= 19.08 




-··-. -C.u.Fl-------::.2 .98- - - --- -
CUFl= 2.6~ 
1407 5 VBAR= 26.73 














RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED =. 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 9434.23 
~UNN H~G T_QT AL )t'_BAK SQ.U~JLEJ) _=_ 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 18.20 BA= 










RUNNTNG- nl'tAL VBAR. -SQUARED-~----·-----·---·- - -·------------ - -·---·--·2a54i •. 35- - -------~ 
SAMPLE POINT C.OOROINATES ARE 
DIAM= 12.20 . BA= 0.61 
· DIAH= ~.60 ~A= 0.17 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 1278.77 
K.UNNING 'TOTAL VBAR sQiiAREO = 
A= 40.41 b= 14.35; 
TOTAL NUMBER OF T~EES SAMPL£0 = 
AVERAGE TREE COUNT = 3.33 
SOH Vf:'A.R = 392.:65 
AVERAGE VBAR= 
BASAl AREA PER ACRE = 
AVERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE = 




STANDARD ERROR = 
SAMPLING ERROR ; :: 




---= ~ -~~ -~ --·- -
44.3e 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN TKEE COUNT = 
·s T ANOARO ERROR OF MEAN VBAR = 






























SAMPLING ERROR OF VBAR % = 
COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR TC & VBAR % = 
3.21 
16.80 
OPTIMUM NUH6ER OF TR.EE .. COUNT·P-OINT·s·= .. ·-·--··-- --···3-2 .• 65·=· ·--"-- .. ___ "_ ··-----· -·-
OPTIMUM NUMBER MEASUREMENT POINTS : 1.23 
RATIO OF TREE COUNT POINTS TO MEASUREMENT PaiNTS IS 
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS IS 
PRA~Tl~AL NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT POINTS IS 
tOst FOR COMB INEO SAM-PLING- ERROR- OF 'iol 
OPTIMUM COST = 






PL/1 OPTIKIZ lNG COMPIlER 



























·- ------- -· ···---- ----~--~----- ·---·---•'"____ ·-·-·· ---------------~ ----
VERSION 1 R 2.3+PTF62 TIME: 12.26.31 DATE: 10 MAR 77 PAGE 1 
PL/I OPTIMIZING COMPILER TREES:PROt OPTIONSIMAIN); PAGE z 
STMT LEV NT 
-F>t:/T--of.riMiziNGc-ot.ti>ILER-----------,=-Rtes:PRoc oPrroNs(MAIN); __________________________________ _ 




-- -- ... ' 
PL/1 OPTIMIZING COMPILER TREES:PROC OPTIONSlMAIN ); PAGE 








----··-- -~ .. --···-·--·-- ---. ----~ -------------
Pl/1 OPTIMIZING COMPILER TREES:PROC OPTIONSIMAINJ; PAGE 5 
14~ l ~ ,.co~~~J tMttfe~~~~lill~A~Jf Jlicu•t~-T*~TC-l--) .. -..tat•tAvmum•N.vaARJ.J.); j-- --
l!~ l ~ PG~ ~KlPT~V'\~~fPOPTIMUM COST =•,(FIXED(COST,5,2))); . 
·-~---·-~-· .. l~t. .1 _l ... lll~~2 Il:ta.I .. OO;. .. --·--------- --· --··- -·--·-------·-------------------- -·---···--- -· ----------·---- ,. l------ -· -
150 1 3 IP-UT S.KIPl2) ._IST('PRACTICAI... COST =•,(FIXEDICOST,5,2))); l 151 1 3 END; 
152 1 2 END GG; 
153 1 1 END AS.; - - - -- -- --- --- -- - ---- -- ---- ---- ----- -
154 1 0 END TREES; · I 
----~--~---------









- AA .. -
AAA 
TREES:PROC OPTIONS(MAIN); 
ATTRIBUTES AND REFERENCES 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 
103,105,106 
-~*-·srii84-ENf-TA-8ET--c-cl\i-stANT--*,-
'* STATEMENT LABEL CONSTANT */ 
/* STATEMENT LABEL CONSTANT */ 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 













(1615) AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (4,2) 
39,62 
-
( 1615) AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (4, 2) 
41,63 
.. _ .. 1.16~5.1 AUJO.MA_ll C_ AU,GNEO OE.C.IMAL FIXED .15,~ l _ _ 
37.~1 
(1615) AUTOMATIC AliGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,1) 
33,57 
(1615) AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,1) 
35,58 
... - :·-~-, ·---~-..... ~~--------~------~-· . -----~~~~~---~--~-~~--~,-~ "'" 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED- DECIMAL FIXED (8,2J 
132,133 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECfHAL /* SINGLE */ FLOAT (6) 
e7,ee,95,107,111,131, 45.145 
AlfHJ1ATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED U0 1 2J 85,.144 --
AUTOMATIC AliGNED DECIMAL FIXED 110,2) 
86,89,97,113 
--- -- -
~W,~!~~~lt~IGNED DECIMAL FIXED (10,2) 
"'UAWOMAT.l.C._ALI.GNED. OECU!A.L FIXED L8.2J 
104.105.107 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5,2' 
62.65,.6.6 
/* IN TREE */ AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (4.2) 38,39 . 
PAGE 6 
- -- - -~ 









































---- -- . ------ --- ----------------------~------------ ----- --. ---------------·-·-- ----~--------·-- -- ---- ---
TREES: PROC OPTIONS (MAIN); 
.AlliUBUTE.S- ... AN.ILJi.EEEREN.US ... ~---. -· .... 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (50) 
43., 43 ,.43.43 ,it 3,.43,.43. 43 ,43' 43.43 9 43 '44, 64, 8 8 ,91 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (10,2) 
88,89,114 
/* STATEMENT LABEL CONSTANT */ 
AUTCMATit ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (6 9 0) 109,128 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (10,2) 
131,132 
'· ·--- -~-~-~ ~-,.·~·-·•-•--~--~~-,~··~-·---·•· .. --~-•-•••·~-r.~--,··~----- -~···~-- -•-•• ,~. -···-' 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5,2) 
93,120 
. /* STATEMENT .LAB£1.C.ON.Sl".ANT */ 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL /* SINGLE */ FLOAT (6) 
144,145 
A ur oM AT rt ·i. tfCiNeo--oe-tfMAL-- l*- siNGLe·--.~ ··-,:i..oA T , 6, 
145,147,159 
.. ftY!~~T_IC ALIGNE_~--~:~~-~~L __ ~I~ED (8,~) ..... . 
AUT~ATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL /* SINGLE */ FLOAT (6) 
29,145 
/* IN TREE */ AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5,2) 40,41• . 
-A-Ul-Ol\!U.le--AL-I.GN-ED OEg.JIAl~.$~~-- -t-S..2-l- · ·· · 63,65,66 . 
AUTCJ1ATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL 
.. 9-S.,l.l"l. 133. .. -- -- . 




~~!~~Tit AL.IGNED DECIMAL /* SINGLE *I FLOAT (6) 
/._STAT EM£Nl. LAB£LC11NST.ANT */ 
~Y!~!l!C ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5 9 2) 
PAGE 1 






., .. 2 
2 J 
AUTOMATIC. ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8 1 1) 6~64~~7~ - - --- -
I* STATEMENT LABEL CONSTANT *I 
------'0 .... -aUlL, T-1-N.- --~ ---- --- ----"' ·---· ·--·---- ····---------···· -
111,126,127,147,150 
I* STATEMENT LABEL CONSTANT *I 
----- ------------------- -------,-· . 
AUTCJ1ATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED (5,0) 
31,31,33,35,37,39,41 
m.AUJ-tJM.A.:a:-1-t--Ab-I-GNm D€GIMAL ~XE-0--t--8-.-l-J.------., -- --·---- -------~---
51,51,51,51,51,51,53,59,59,60 
-- ----~!-~-!ll~~~l.~~~R,~IU!k-9-~~~ ' 8 ' 1 , 
AlJTCJ4ATIC. ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5,0) 
56, 56' r; 7, 58 ,61' 62,63 










AUTOMATIC. ALI GNEO OEtl MAl FIXED ( 5 1 0) 138,138,138,138,139,146,149 
--1~!~~~~~9t~,f:~~~~:!~4~";""'!tog1-----
-- ___ JHI~a~~L~~~;~~tll!W~~~-!~~LE ___ *~F-~~~-AT l 6) 
AU~OHATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5,0) 
5 5t 70 ' 7 0' 8 1 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL I* SINGLE *I FlOAT C6) 
107,108,127,129,141,145 
-P-NTC.....-'" .. --------~-- .. ·--------- -- ~~--'" .. --------~~--- --~~lGNED- DEGI-M-At:-·A-*-ED---«h2-l--- -----.--,------~~-










. -109., 13C '13-4- -- -- ---------------- -
AUTCMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL fiXED (5,2) 
129,130,130,131,136,141 
- ----•- -' - •-•· •" ~ ·•·~- -~~ ~•-••-~~ _,__,__ ~--•·· •-~,-~~i ''"r- -•- ~~- ~--- ----• ~• ~ -~~~-··~-~-~-~·--~-~-~~- ~ -~~r. - .- ~ ~ -·~--~--~~ •- •• .~ •~ 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED Cl0,2) 
48,82,82,94 
----- . ----AUTOUTIC A-L.-UiN-ED---OE-C-I-MAL-FlX-E-0---(6.--2--)--. 
91t 92 '118 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5,2) 
92t 93 tll9 -----------~---------------
AUTOMATIC AliGNED DECIMAl FIXED (8,2) 
PAGE 
~-- --- ------ -- -------~-- ------------------------- ------------- ~-------~----- ---------------------------~--------------- ------------- --- -----------------------------------------
































94,95 ,99, 121 
---·· 
~~!~~Ib~,th!~~g DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 
AlJIOMA.Y-IC..-.-ALIGN-ED- -0£0-!SAL- FIX EO fa, -2 ) 
102,125 
AUTOMATIC AliGNED DECIMAL FIXED 18,2) 
-96 .. 9J_,_l00-t.l22_ -- ----- --- ---- -- --
AUTOMATIC AliGNED DECIMAl FIXED (8,2) 
97,101' 102,104,124 
~·---- ~-------- --- -------~---~~~-~-~----~~~~--~-------~· ,~------------~-----~-------=- --·-~----------- ---------------- --
AUTCM-AT It AliGNED INITIAl DECIMAL FIXED UO, 2) 
lt46,68,68,86,91,96,112 
AUTBo\ATIC .AUGlt.ED OE.CIHAL FIXED (8,2) 
54,69 ,69, 77 
AUTOMAT JC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED ( 8, 2) 
.77,_18._79 - . --- -~ ----~ 
AUTOMATIC AliGNED DECIMAL FIXED t8,2) 
99,117 
AUTOMATIC. ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED (8,2) 
100,117 
AUJCI1AII.C .AUGNED .. DEC.Ul.AL. ElX.ED tl.0,2) 
49,72,72,96 
AUTOMAT It ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED ( 10,2) 
47' 79' 79' 80 .,91 
EXTERNAl FilE 
32,34,36,38.,40 
·-~ ~'"-----"' ---~>o~~ -··~- •- -• -~ .~~------- -~·---=·-- ~----- ·~ -~- ~- • •--,- - - - - - -~o ~-~ < 
f!! ~~~~k, ~!~~0~,6~!110' 111' 112,113, 114,115' 116.117, 118.119, 120,121, 122 .,123. 
124,125 ,126 .,127 '128, 13 5' 136.137, 147,150 
--
~H!~~l~~u!llGNED DECIMAL FIXED C 10,2) 
AUIOMATK--A.U,GN.E!LDEtiMAl~ ~I.XEO- t l0,2l 
90,116 
AUTOMATIC /* STRUCTURE */ 
~- - -- ----- -. 
EXTERNAL ENTRY RETURNStDECIMAl /·*SINGLE*/ _FLOAT (6))· 
VBAR AUTOMATIC. ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5, ZJ 
---··- ·-·-~·- ----~ - -·-----~ - ----- ·------·· -- ----- ~----- -- -- - ~-----··-·---- .. ------- ·-- -----·-·· ----~-6.5 t-66.....6.8.s..ft~t.L1J._ ____ ~------~------- --------~ --- -· . ··----- - ... ----- ... -- --- - .. 
21 VBARSQ AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 
9 
--. -- ---




TREES: PROC OPTIONSt MAIN); 
71,72 
-- -~- - -- ---" - - ----- - - -
AUTOMATIC AliGNED DECIMAl ./* SINGLE */ FLOAT f 6) 
143,145 
AUTOMAT-IC.-~~-D.EC.UlAL ~IXEO (8,1~ 32,33,57,59,59,60 
~~!~!!~~5~~!~iB _DECI~_Al FIXE"D (8, 1) 
PAGE 10 









































TYPE LENGTH (HEX) OSA SIZE CHEX) 
-PL/I OPTIMIZING COMPILER TREES: PROC OP Tl ON S ( MA IN ) ; PA&E 13 
- ~--- . --- --·---
WITHIN Pa<OCEDURE TRE:ES 
OFFSET (HEX) 0 ac 94 9C 14.2 AS 11E 13A lBO lCC 242 25E 204 2FO 366 -~ ... 5IAI..EMENT~ JID. 1 
----
28 .2.9.. 
····---·30 --· . .. 3L---- 32.- -·"··· .33 ...... 34--- ---.-3-5 ·-· ---··~ .. 37---· .. 38 .. 39- ... . 40 -41-
OFFSET (HE X) 37E 38E 3AO 3E2 3E8 3Ef 3F4 3FA 400 406 418 42A 490 496 49C STATEMENT N:O. 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 5.? 53 54 55 56 
.. 
nFFyr::T fHEXA STA EMBH N • 4~, 4g~ 4~~ 5~~ 5~y 6!S 6~~ 61£ ~g 7 lR 7~· 7~g 7&$ 7,~ 7li 
..... OFfSET. lHEXJ. _ JBA. 
·-
7.90 - --- .J.A.(. . - .1AC. 7 AC ----- -__ U(_ ____ -aGE.--. - ...85C-- .... -~-86-,2- - ..... au .. ·~ .. 
-806. -·· SOC- - --~E4 - 91~ -- -91-t.. ···- _, STATEMENT NO. 72 73 74 7~ 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 52 84 51 
OfFSET tHE X) 948 96C 990 A02 At-E A8t AAA C4A C86 026 E46 E9E lOlE 105A lOFE STATSl4ENT ~>tO. .85 86 87 88 .89 
-
.. 90 __ _9.L - ___ 92 .. 93 94 95 9.6. 97 98 .99 .. 
OFFSET (HEX) llAO 1242 12E4 1390 1432 1484 1sA6 1 iM 1i8~ 1iR~ 1 i'l8 1iit 1~ti 1ii~ 111~ STATEMENT NO. 100 101 10 2. 103 104 1 5 1 6 
OFFSET (H.E X) - -------- -----~-y-· --·-~- c -~--- ·--··•-• -~•• a ~-~"~~ --.""' ----- ~ ~~~-~---~ -- -- - ----- ---~-.o·c·-~ --~-• --~ ~-·-~--.---~·-- •• ··- ~--·--·~ -----~-~~----~--y~.·- -~-~----~-·-=----·-o --~-~--- ~~-· -~ - .. ,_- .. ··-·-· -~- -17AO 17F4 1848 l88A 180E 1932 1986 19DA 1A2E 1A82 1AD6 1B2A lBAA 1C2A 1C94 STATEMENT NO. 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 12 3 124 125 1,26 127 128 129 
OFFSET (HEX) 1CC4 lC.EA 
··-
l05C lE32-. lECB l.EEE lE42 .... lf96 lRHt lF£6_ lFFO 201A 2042- 2042 20E2. STATEMENT NO. 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143 144 
OFFSET (HEX) 2176 21A6 2160 2230 2230 223A Z_f~l __ ---~ill_ .. -~~ i. ---~{gx_ 22{!_ _zH~ S.IA.l.EMEiil ... .MD. 
-
1.45 T •• O ~4.6 -- - .-.1.47 ... . L41L .. " 1..49. ·~-' .15D.~ 
N:O MESSAGES PK.OOUCED FOR THIS COMPILATI.ON 
COMPILE TIME 0.05 PUNS SPill F llE: 0 RECORDS, SIZE 4051 
OS/360 LOADER 
OPTIONS US EO - PRINT, MAP, !-ET ,CALL ,NORES ,NOTERM tSI ZE=24 7808 ,NAME=**GO 
NAME TYPE ADDR NAME TYPE ADOR NAME TYPE AOOR NAME TYPE AOOR NAME TYPE ADOR 
·--·-- ------··------- --
PL !START S-O 23bfH 0 -- - - **T .U:.fSl- SO 236858 - **TRE&-S2 --SD---2-3-~0- -- --PblCAl-LA LR 23881& -PLlGAL-L-8. I:R 2-388-1-A- - ----------- ---------
PL IMA IN SO 23E7EO I ELCG IA SO 23E7E8 IELCGI B SO 23E858 TREES LR 238860 SY SP INT SO 23E898 
SYSIN SO 2~E:8B8 IBMBPIRl* SO 23E.808 IBMBPIRA* LR 23E8FA JBMBPIRB* LR 23E8Ft JBHMBPs_fRC! LRR 23E8~E lB~BSIOl* SD .23fBC8 IBMBSIO • LR 23EBC8 IBMSSIOB* LR 23EBCA BMBS OC* LR 23EBCC 8 8 00· l 23EB"'E 
.. -IBl!tRS.IOEt:._ LR 23£B.OCL. -------1-SM.BS .. lO"l*--. L..a 2.3£0.36----m-----~- SO .a3£&28 - ----1-t\M&.t.CA*-- -b-R -~31!~2.s-. .. -lll-&:t:OJ.* .. SD--2.-aFt.l-0--- ----u ----- -·-----~-----· 
IBM.BC.THO* LR 23Fl10 IBMBCTHX* LR 23Fll6 IBMBC.TtF* LR 23Fl20 I BMBCTHP* LR 23Fl28 IBMBC.THE* LR 23Fl38 
IBMROiOl* SO 23F3BO IBMB-.:.WDH* LR 23F3BO IBMBCWZH* lR 23F380 I BMBMYLl* SO 23F5AO IBHBMYLA* LR 23F5A 
IH:R~tr~: ER ~~J~~ ~~~'~ t~ i~~~ -~~~=- _JBJ~W- n H-!R~! ~ft 1~t21 liAR~ tll~~~ 
IBMBSDOB* LR 23F84C. IBMBSOOA* LR 23F84E- IBMBSOOT* LR 23F81E IBMBSEil* SO 23FOCO IBMBSEIA* LR 23FOCO 
IBMRSEIT* lR 23FF7A ISMBSFil* SD 23Ff00 IBMBSFIA* LR 23FFOO IBMBSFIR* LR 21t-00.fE IBMBSIIl* SO 2400CO I IS .. !BSIIA* L~ 2400\:0 IBMBSIIB* LR 2400t2 IBMBSIIC* LR 2400C4 IBH8SIID* LR 2400C6 IBHBSIIT* LR 2400C.8 
-----1-Bl!m-S~Ol•- -·-S0.----240-1-E-3--· --- ---~0-A*---~l..R--2 402 i8 --·-· IlU4B SUB* -- LR 21t 02-E A I 8MB S PH*--·-~- 2-4 09 C8 · ---1-BMS--SP-b-A-*-·~·U-· Z409G8- ~--~--------
IBMBSPLB* LR 2409CA IBHBSPLC* lR 2409tC. IBMBSXCl* SO 240C98 IBMBSXCA* LR 240C98 fBHBSXtB* LR 240C9A IB~BSXCC* LR 240C9C IBMBSXCO* LR 24()C9E IBMBCKOl* SO 240EBO I BHBCKDP* LR 240E80 BHBCKZP* LR 240EBO 
IBMBCKOO* LK 240EB8 IBMBCKZO* LR 240EB8 IBMBERRl* SO 241030 IBMBERRA* LR 241030 IBKBERRS:f. LR 241072 
·lt~t~~~~: -~~- i:tt~~ ut~~~ttt: FR--~il~ --ta=R~~~t: -~~-~lm~--ll~~rl: · Ei ~~tlrs---u-IIRBJBlt:--tt-nllYt~-------- ---- -----
IsMsMoLA* LR 241816 lBMBI'tBSl* SO 241Cb8 IBMBMBSA* lR 241C.68 I BHBMDSl* SO 241068 IBMBHOSC* lR 241068 
IBMBMOSB* LR 24106A IB-MBMDSA* LR 24106E IBMBEEFl* SO 241E70 IBHBEEFA* LR 241E70 
-.------· -··-~~ ----~ ~·-- ~-~~-·-~-----·--~--~-------~-,--· ~~~~·--~~·-·~·~-~--~·~-~"'"-~·--,~~--··--
SYSIN PR 00 
TOTAL LENGTH 67BO 
-· ~- EN.l-RV ADDRE-SS. ·· 23.88-l 0 
--------- -- ------ ---- -- - -- -- -- ------- ---- - ----- -- --- ------------------------- -----~--------------------- ----------- -~------- -- -- -- ---------- ------·--- ---- --
BAF= 5; 
__ 6}~-k~I P'fl~~-o-'OOBP_INAH~~-~E- --n T;?z- ------- ---- -- ---- CUFT _ l071i ~57 
DIAM= 7.50 SA= 0.30 tUFT= 5.17 
_ -------~-------------- .. ~------- .. 11.oo~o~ 
VBAR= 24.16 
VBAR= 17.23 
DIAH= 8.10 BA= 0.35 CUFT= o.l8 
OIAM= _ 15 • .h._O_ BA=_ __ _1 ... 32 __ CUEI:::: ___ 29_..8.9 _______ _ 




D I AM=- l b .1 0 B A= 1. 41 CU FT =. 32 • 3 3 
OIAM=- 17.20 BA= 1.61 CUFT= l8.14 VBAR= 22.92 VSAR= 23.68 
o IA.M= ___ lt.-•. 17\o_o ____________ 8sAA==---~--'0l ___ .~7CI.7. -----~-- .. -------- ~tlH~--- {g :~ij -··nTAMr= 11 9v 
DIAM= 7.10 BA= O. 27 CUFT= 4.55 
____ " _____ ~fttft; --t~tt------
VBAR= 16.85 OIAM= 5.20 BA= 0.14 CUFT= 2.25 
OIAM= B .50 BA= 0.39 _ CUFT:::: __ 6._.92 __ _ 
biAM= 13.10 BA= u.93 CUFT= 19.44 
DIAM= 14.50 BA= 1.14 CUFT= 24.94 
OIAM= 16.70 BA= 1.52 CUFT= 35.43 0 lAM= l? •JlQ _ _ __ ,___ _ JH\.= ____ _ 1__._12 _____ _ ___ LllEI~==----- Jt1_.SJ ________ _ 
-- ·olAK:-- 17.30 BA= 1.63 C.UFT= 38.70 
OIAM= 16.10 BA= 1.41 tUFT= 32 .33 
DIAH= 12.00 BA= 0.78 CUFT= 15.71 
OIAM= 22. ·00 JlA:: . _2.._63 _ CUET::: _ 11- .. 2.6 
D!AM= 18.60 BA= 1.88 CUFT= 46.45 
VBAR= 16.07 










DIAM= 20.80 BA= 2.35 CUFT= 61.72 
OIAK= 7.90 BA= 0.34 CUFT= 5.83 
EilQ~ ----~~- -~ :GR -it~--- -3:!1 ------ ---------- -ftl~l~- i :~f---- --- -----
























OIST::: - 10.1'; 
































SUM VBAR SQUARED = 
Rt; 6:~ 
bA= 0.16 




RUNNING TOTAl VBAR SQUARED = 
_ SAMP.LE f>.Q1NI C.OOROlN.ATES ARE . _ 
DIAM= 17.00 BA= 1.57 
DI AM= 14.00 BA= 1. 06 
DIAM= 8.00 BA= 0.34 
OIAM= 8. 70 BA= 0.41 
lHAM= 8.60 BA= 8• 40 
· 01 AM= 9.40 BA= .48 
I 0 IAH= 16.20 BA= 1. 43 
494244.10 
__ -.DIAH:: 13.-. .8 0 _ B.A= _ . 1...03... .. _____ ~- ... 
0 I A/!o't = 13 • 7 0 B A= 1 • 0 2 
0 I AH = 11 • 9 0 B A= 0. 77 
OIAH= 10.00 BA= 0. 54 
DIAM= 8.10 BA= 0.41 
OIAM= 10.90 BA= 0.64 
DIAM::: 10.70 BA= 0.62 
OIAH= 10.SO SA= 0.60 
_ 0 lAM..= .1 Q • 70_ ..... JlA:; _______ Jl .... 62.. __ _ 
0 I AM= 15. 7 0 B A= 1 • 34 
01.\M::: 14.00 BA= 1.06 
DIAM= 20.90 SA= 2.38 
. OIAM= 14.10 SA= .1 .. 08 
DIAH::: 17.70 BA= 1.70 
OIAM= 16.70 BA= 1.52 
DIAH= 9.60 BA= O. 50 
- , . . . - ~ -~ -- ---- . 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 224315.90 
RUUNING TOTAl VBAR SQUARED = 
SA~Plf POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 9.70 BA= 0.51 




CUFT= 9.44 VBAR= 18.50 
CUFT= 25.37 VBAR= 21.87 
RliJ~ J:~8 · --- --· -- ---tt~- ···- 8:~--- -- -·--- -··· ·- ~~wre------- ~ts-------·--·--------~; ---tl:-~ · 
DIAM= 9.80 BA= 0.52 
DIAH=- 16.00 BA= 1.39 
0 lAM: 13.40 _ BA:: 0 .. 91 
OIA~= 18.00 BA= 1.76 
OIAM== 12.90 BA= - 0.90 
OIAH::: 12.20 SA= O.S1 
ItlA.M.:=. 9 •. 3..0. ____ .. .. _&A.~~--·--·0 • .!:..1 ........ . 
QIAM= 12.90 BA= 0."0 
OIAM=- 12.90 BA= 0 •. 90 
DIAM= 14.80 BA= 1.19 
CUFT= 9.67 VBAR= 18.59 
CUFT= 31.83 VBAR= 22.89 
_______ .. &:UfJ_;:: ___ __ 20 .. 55 _______________ YBAR= 21.18 
C.UFT= 42.76 VBAR= 24.29 
CUFT= 18.73 VBAR= 20.81 
CUFT= 16 .35 VBA R= 20.18 
--·---- . LUEI.;; ____ ____g ..S.fL ______ -- - --~--...V.BAJt;;;_ .. -1.8..1.1-
C.UFT= 18.73 VBAR= 20.81 
C.UFT= 18.73. VBAR= 20.81 
CUFT= 26.24 VBAR= 22.05 
D IAH= - 10.90 ~ SA= 0.64 
ClAM= 5.60 BA= 0.17 
DIAM= 8.00 BA= 0.34 
DIAH= 12.30 BA= 0.82 
___ ..fllAM_::: _ __ll ... Q.Q_ ----------~ ~-----~-- 0. 6_5 _____________ ~---
-flf~~-- --~:rt- -- ~ - - ~RH~ 1~:~ 
(,iUFT= 6.00 VBAR= 17.64 
CUFT= 16.68 VBAR= 20.34 






































































--··--~-. ____ Jl.I.ST= ------· 
zl:t! · 
22-2; --------------· ~--~----~-·~--
BlAH= 8·.60 · lAM= 5.60 
OIAM== 15.30 
__ --DIAM.E" ..... 12 . ..00 .... 
OlAM= 8.90 
DIAM= · 10.30 
OIAM= 16.20 
0 lAM= lb.60 
DIAM= 18.20 












8:t9 EHH~ ~ :1~ 
--- h:Jl __ ·- ·-· .. > --·. ---- •• lHJI~ _____ {g: ~1------~- --
0.43 CUFT= 7.70 0.57 CUFT= 10.89 
1.43 CUFT= 32.84 
l:~ EM~:---- -tt:n---
o.ss CUFT= U .14 
1.09 CUFT= 23.69 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 3 t-2777. 33 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARE 0 = 1081337.33 
----
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OlAH== 7.30 BA= 
I OlAM= 13.40 BA= 
1280.0 
0.29 CUFT= 4.86 
0.97 CUFT= 20.55 
---.DllK::; 1.7 ..1.0 -- . --- ---- B.A.;. . -- ~--59-m . ---· ----·--- --CUFl~ 37.59 
DIAM= 16.30 BA= 
DlAM== 17.90 &A= 
DlAM= 7.00 SA= 
l:rt tHR~ ~:ii 
0.26 tUFT= 4.41. 
..01AM::: 13.00 .. 1\.A::: 0 .. 92 .CUE'f.; _____ -1.9 .. -08--------
OIAK= 9.60 BA= 0.50 CUFT= 9.21 
DlAM= 15.70 BA= 
DIAM= 9~20 BA= 1.34 CUFT= 30.37 0.46 CUFT= 8.33 
-----DUM.;;; __ - l6.0.C:L---~-----------~----
O IAK= 13.20 BA= 
1 • 39 cu fT- - 31.13 
0.95 CUFT= 19.81 
DIAM== 18.00 BA= 
OlAM= 15.20 BA= 1.16 'UFT= 42.76 1.2:6 CUFT= 28.03 
--·-- -- -----------~-------
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 87669. 28 
1169006.61 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 214 711.75 
-----lUJrffllf'.fG --toTAL--VB-Alf_S_(fUAREf)-:..;-~ --- --------
SAMPLE POINT C.OOR[•INATES ARE 
OIAM= 13.30 BA= _ O. Q6 
DtAK: 13.60 BA= 1.00 
CUFT=·l4B~~18 __ _ V:BAR::~ 10~i~02 
CUFT= 21.31 VBAR= 21.31 
OlAH= 13.70 BA= 1.02 
DIAH:.: 6.70 SA= 0.24 
CUFT= 21.69 VMR= 2.1.26 
CUFT= 3.99 VBAR= 16.62 
-Bl~A~- ---l~:~8- -- -i1~ a:~l -----ffi~t~~--N :2t -·------------ --- ~fitl~~ -- iB~--
DJAM= 17.70 BA= 1.70 
OIAM= 16.20 BA= 1.43 
OIAM= 13._9(! _ BA:::_ 11k05 
CUFT= 40.99 VBAR= 24.11 
CUFT= 32.84 VBAR= 22.96 
_ WEI_:;_ _ _22..~. _j(J~AR= _ 21.40 
DIA"= 15.70 BA= 1.34 
DIAM= 5.60 BA= 0.17 
CUFT= 30.37 VBAR= 22.66 
CUFT= 2 .65 VBAR= 15.58 
DIAM= 5.70 BA= 0.17 
DIAH= _ lQ.iUl . _____ Bit= ______ Jl..b1. __ n-----~--~~-- EH~I~_ 1 ~: ZL___________ ~~1~ _____ l~:R~-- _ 
DIAM= 9.80 SA= O. 52 CUFT= 9;, 67 VBAR= 18.59 
DIAM= 17.40 BA= 1.65 CUFT= 39.27 VBAR= 23.80 [;JAM= 10.00 BA= 0.54 CUFT= 10.15 VBAR= 18.79 
OIAM= 13.10 BA= 0.93 _ 
OIAM.= 10.00 BA= 0.54 -Etr~-;- ro-:t~----- ~~~ · fR:iS 
DIAH= 11.50 SA= 0.72 
OIAM= 14.90 SA= 1.21 
CUFT= 14.18 VMR= 19.69 
CUFT= ~.68 V~R= 22.~ 
D lAM::: _ 11. Z.O ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ BA:::. _ ---·. 0.-.68 ----- -_ --. --- -... .LU.F...I;; __ ~ ~ .. D.3,0 ___ -~- --··- -V.BAR;;:; -- .. 19 ... 55. 
OIAM= 22.00 BA= 2.63 CUFT= 71.26 VBAR= 27.09 
OIAM= 14.60 BA= 1.16 CUFT= 25.37 VBAR= 21.87 
S.UM .VBAR_SCJUA.RED._ = __ - 228350.11-
1612.068.53 
--- ---~- .... ----1-US •. o ..... --- -----~- ____ .-
coFT= n .oz 
• < •• - 1407.5-
VBAR= 19.43 
C.UFT= 46 .45 VBAR= 24.70 
CUFT= 47.09 
.CUFT= 42.16 VBAR= 24.78 VBAR= 24.29 
CUFT= 24.94 VBAR= 21.87 
C.UFT= 58 .00 
CUFT= 31.83 
VBAR= 25.89 
VBAR= 22.89 tMPr; ·--- n:H -- -- .. ~u~- -~-A:tt 
'uFT= 37.04 
t:;UFT= 7.91 
VBAR- 23 59 
VBAR; 17:97 
.CUFI= . 25.80 -- \lBAR= 22.05 
C.UFT= 38.37 
t:;UFT= 1 .89 VBAR= 22.66 VBAR- 19.10 
CUFT= 11.40 VBAR= 19.00 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUAREO = 1721331 .83 
¥ ' - --~ • - • ---· - • - •• • - ---
5t~~~E P~!~i0COORDINATES8~~E l.l7 CUFT=148~~~SO VBAR=l71~~~0S 





DIST= D ST::; 
















































SUM VBAR SQUARED = 
Rt~ A:gij 
SA= 0.41 
- . .BA=- .. - 1.55_ __ __ 
BA= 2.35 
BA= O. 26 
BA= 0.64 
_BA= O. 25 
BA= 0.20 BA= 0.20 
SA= 0.99 
BA=~ O. 77 
BA= o. ez 
97038.48 
RUNNING TOTAl VBAR SQUARED = 
A= 25.01 B= 
=-' ___ .,. , , '~ • -~·c-o.-- =---~ - • 
TOTAL NUMBER OF TREES SAMPLED = 
AVERAGE TREE COUI'H = 





. BASAL AliEA PER ACRf-;- --
AVERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE = 
lOT Al VOLUME IN CUBIC FEET = 
.-~-~~·~··-,-· • , .. ·c- ---·~---.--
CVTC= 25.01 
-· . ~-
STANDARD ERROR. = 
SAMPLING ERROR ~ = 






STANOA.RO ERROR OF MEAN TREE COUNT = 
-STANDARD -~E-RR_OR_ OF ·-HE_A_N_, __ VBAR~--~ -~------- --· 
SAMPLING ERROR OF TREE t.Ot.A'H ' = 
SAMPLING ERROR OF VBAR ~ : 













s~rr~~=- ~H~g~~ -·~~At5l~~~~¥N~~~~lff~--;--~~-~·-~·-~--···-----·-'"1~:~a ····- ··--·------- --- -----· 
... 
RA..TIO Of TREE COUNT POU~IS TO MEASUREMENT P.OIN.TS IS .. ----
PRACTltAL NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS IS 
P~ACTICAL NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT POINTS IS 7.00 1.00 
~----------- ---








. Blii~ .. 
DIST= 
TO I 
COST FOR COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR OF 1~ 
OPTIMUM COST = 27.02 













POINT COORDINATES ARt 1075.0 1100.0 
7.50 BA= 0.30 C.UFT= 5.17 VBAR= 17.23 
8.10 BA= 0.35 CUFT= 6.18 VBAR= 17.65 
,_ .. -·-l-b-.-.10. ---·--~----·-·. ------- ·- .. lhft:- ---. -----l-w-4l----- --- ---- . --- ----.. -----~ t-U-R-=----32--~---~~-- -· ---·-Y-M-A-•·-· -- ·l-t.-92-
17.20 BA= 1.61 tUFT= 38.14 VBAR= 23.68 
5.20 BA= 0.14 C.UFT= 2.25 VBAR= 16.07 
14.50 BA= 1.14 fH~!-_: ___ 4~-~~-------- vv~~= ~~-.087 22.00 - --6-A= 2.-~ - ~- -.-a- .-c-v Ol't'ft t-r 9 
20.80 BA= 2. 35 C.UFT= 61.72 . VBAR= 26.26 
7.90 BA= 0.34 CUFT= · 5.83 VBAR= 17.14 









- - -------·-·-·------------.--------- ·-·----------·--·· --··-----------------·-··------ -----------· ------·--- ------- ------· -.--- --------- -- .. ----
SUM V8AR SQUARED = 44791.48 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAK SQUARED = 44791.48 
SAIM.PLE POI NT C.OORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 14.70 BA= 
0 I AM= q. 70 BA= 
1075.0 . 1407 5 
1.17 CUFT= 25.80 VBAR= 2~.05 
0.51 CUFT= 9.44 VBAR= 18.50 
. Dl-A.J!; -~· . -1-3 .. 4Cl . - ... - ...... ~B-A=. 
OIA~= 12.70 BA~ 
0 IAK= 15.30 BA= 
-Co-.-Q-~. ···-· -- . -- -· -· ... ·--· -G\:1-F-'J= ~--~S--- ---.. - . ~-· - .. VSA-A-=··· '" 2-1-.18 . 
0. 87 tUFT= 18.03 VBAR= 20.72 
1.21 CUFT= 28.49 VBAR= 22.43 
ClAM= 16.30 BA= 
0 IAK= 11 .0.0. . . BA:; a:~; _Etl~I~ il:Ji_ --·- . ~W~-. i~:l6 
ClAM= 5.50 BA= 0.16 CUFT= 2.55 VBAR= 15.93 
SUM VBAR SQUAREO = 26751.87 
-----·-·--~ ... ~=--• • -- •• ~--~"- a'-• .-•~~~·--· -----~--~~w··--·~-~ >r>~-~-~·-·~-~--~---=-·---'-'"~~--~~---~--------~~----~~~·~~r 








fit~~~E P~.J~6oCOOROINAT~Sa:~f 1.57- -WFT=-107~-~-- --- --V8AR=~713J259 -·· 0-lSl'= · - -- -42.-2.; ·· 
DIAM= 8.70 BA= 0.41 CUFT= 7.30 VBAR= 17.&0 DIST= 3.9; 
DIAM= 8.60 BA= 0.40 CUF-T= 7.11 VBAR= 17.17 DIST= 19,.7; 
DIAM= 16.20 BA= 1.43 CUFT= 3.2.84 VBAR= 22.96 DIST= 36.2; 
-~gf~; .... ··t~:n-·-· -~-~!~~ ~"·-·f-=~- -·~ -----·· .. ·m·-·ittff; ---~~:tt-~---·--·-m-m~;:- ·~tt:·ft··· --· ....... ~~~l:--~-----~-~·:tt··-
DIAM= 11.90 &A= O. 77 C.UFT= 15.39 VBAR= 19.98 DIST= 17.9; 
DIAM= 10.00 BA= O.S4 CUFT= 10.15 VBAR= 18.79 DIST= 23.2; 
DIAM=-- 10.90 - BA; ........ O • .M.. ----C.Uf-1: .... 12.46---·- ----VBA-R=-----19.46- -- -0-I.ST-=-----------l:J.O.;--
[JIAM= 10.70 BA= 0.62 ~UFT= 1].92 VBAR= 192 •• 2662 BfST~ 6.2; OIAIK= 15.70 SA= 1.34 LUFT= 30.37 VBAR= 2 ST 39.0; 
___ M1:~ f2:~8 R~~ 1:~' EH~J~ ~:tL ~ti~~ -~~:~ ·--~--~~---Bill~ 1':ti 
---·- ~-- -·----------- ~-~---~--- -- -----~~~------ ------ -----· -----~-----~--- ---~-~-- -·-- -----·-------------------- ---·---- -- -~---- ----- --·· - -------------~--~-------------
DIAM= 9.60 BA= 0.50 CUFT= 9.21 VBAR= 18.42 DIST= 23.9; 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 85784.S5 
---RQ~NlNG ··nftA[·-·vs"Aif- SQUAR.E1l~---~w·-----~-- --- -----------------~------···-T573-2--(;-9o~· -- --~-~-~ ---·-·-·-··~--------- ---~-------~ .. ----~---- -~·····--- --· . 
SAtMA!!~E POINT (.OORDINATES ARE 1280 0 D n 9. 70 BA= Q.,5l _C.UET= ... -~ .44 
DtAH== 9.80 - BA= 0.52 tUFT= 9.67 
OIAM= 12.20 BA= O. fH CUFT= 16.35 
DIAM= 9.30 BA= 0.47 CUFT= 8.54 [lJAK= 12.90 B A:: 0._ ~ . CJ.lfl~-- __ 18_._ll _ . _____ .. 
·-·-··nTAJ\:= 12.90 ... n·A: lY.-.;v-· C.UFT= 18.73 
DIAM= 14.80 BA= 1.19 CUFT= 26.24 
£JllM= 10.90 BA= 0.64 CUFT= 12.46 
HI~~~ ~ :-S8 Rt~ 8:!~ ---atfl~ -- l :86-
DIAH= 12.30 BA= 0.82 CUFT= 16.68 
D lAM= 11.00 B A= O. 65 CUFT= 12.74 
BIt~~ ri:8& -- --· -- -1~--- --- 8:~- --· --------- ----- · f~ft; - --tl:{t·--------- ·---
oxAM= 18.20 SA= 1.80 CUFT= 4l.97 
DIAM= 10.40 BA= 0.58 CUFT= 11.14 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 9813[.82 
ftONNJNG TOTAl VBAR SQUARED : 
0.97 
1.44 
1 .. 74 






SUM VBAk SQUARED = 37480.96 
RUNNING TOTAL VRAR SQUARED = 





























































c.u FT= 10 .89 
CUFT= 16 .;03 








































































































~tiM VBAR SQUARED = 83688.1?0 
RU~NING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
·- '"$~M-PLE PO-INT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 13.6D &A= 1.00 
DIAH= 13.70 BA= 1.02 
DIAM= 17.00 SA= l.S7 
OI.AM=- 16.20 BA= 1.43 
OJAM= 13.90 BA= 1.05 
, OIAK= 15.70 __ BB~~--- __ 1_.1347 ___ _ .DIAtJ:: 5 .• 60 _ a __ 0 __ 
I 
OIAM= 10.60 BA= 0.61 
OlAH= 9.80 SA= 0.52 
OIAM:.: 17.40 BA= l.b5 
OIAM: 13.10 BA= 0.93 
DIAM= 10.00 BA= O.S4 
DIAM= 22.00 SA= 2.63 
______ S!Rl Jl.8A&. SQUARED _.. 16751-.16 ____ ..... 
. RUN.NING TOTAl VBAR SQUARED = 
-SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES. ARE 
OIAM= 11.10 BA= 
DlAM= . 18.60 BA= 
OlAK= 18.70 BA= DIAM= _ 18 .QO_ __ __ . __ _ __ .AA=: 
DIAH::: 16.00 SA= 
DIAM= 12.80 BA= 
DIAMi= 17.00 BA= 
0 lAM= '1.00 S.A= 










SUM VBAR SQUARED = 38923.34 
RUNNIN\G TOTAL- VB.AR -SQUARED ; --
376629.38 
-~><---- .. f48 5'~ 0 
CUFT= 21.31 (.UFT= 21.69 
CU fT _:::: 37- • 04 
CUFT= 32.84 
CUFT= 22.48 
___ EH~-- ~:ll. 
CUFT= 11 .66 
CUFT= 9.67 
CUFT= 39.27 












CUFT= 11 .40 
49 2303.88 
POINT COORDINATES ARE 
5.30 BA= 1485 0 0.15 CUFT= . i .34 
8.70 BA= C.41 CUFT= 7.30 
16.90 SA= 1. 55 CUFT= 36.50 












































7 .• o.o -- - .. .BA.:c .... .0 .. 26 . _ _ _____ ·- . __ --· QJEI;: _______ L!t:L _____ ~-- . . - . -~VBA.b - . .1.6...96 
10.90 BA= 
13.50 BA= 8:~~ ~~~1~ ~~=;~ VBAR= 19.46 VBAR= 21.14 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 19.813.3.1 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 512117.25 
A= 29.39 B= 13. 66; 
TOTAL NUMBER Of TREES SAMPLE,O = 101 
AVERAGE TREE COUNT = 11.22 
SUM VBAR = 2079.33 
















































- - -- -~ --- -
BASAl AREA PER ACRE = 112.22 
AVERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE = 
TOTAL VOLUME IN CUBIC FEET ~ 
C VTC= 29.39 STDET C= 
STANDARD ERROR = 209.88 
SAMPLING ERR OK ~ = 9.08 
COEFF. OF VARIATION ~ = 27.23 
STA .. fiARO ERROR OF MEAN TREE COUNT = 
--
STA~DARD ERROR OF MEAN VBAR = 











-~--~----~~~- ----~--- ~ •• _ ~-, -~-c ~- •--- ,._ -~·~~-~··~ ·~~-~·•·-~-.~- ~-·~~--~~- _. , -~--•- o•o ·-----· ~ -•- -~ •- - ••" .,_ ---~-~-~-· -~•-• ~~ ·-~~ ~' -· ·--~-.~ -~~---•r -~---~--·--%-.-~-m .,.. • -·--• •~~ --~-----~ 0 
SAMPLING ERROR OF VBAR % = 
C.OKB It-tEO SAMPLING ERROR TC & VBAR ~ = 
----------
OPTIMUM NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS = OPTIMUM NUMBER MEASUREMENT POINTS = 
PRACTit.AL NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS IS 
PRAC Tl CAL NUMBER OF Mf.ASUREI"tENT POINTS IS 
- -- .. - -- -
LOST FOR COMB I NED SAMPLING ERROR OF 10% 
9PTI MVM COST = 2 5.4 7 
'~----· 
PRACTICAL COST = 21.03 
BAF= 1.5; 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 17.20 BA= l.bl 
DIAM= 5.20 BA= 0.14 
~--JllAM;;;. . .1~.50--~ ... ---.Sk-- ... -1....14------·-·--· 
DIAM= 22.00 BA= 2. 63 
0 I AM= 7 • 90 B A= 0. 34 
.. --SUM VBAR .SQUAi\ED- ::;; -- --llL0-4-.22 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 












SUM VBAR SQUARED = 
kUNNING TOTAL. VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLf 
OIAM= 



















. 1.0.70. . BA= 
20.90 BA= 
16.70 BA= 
. 0 .. 62 
2.38 
1.52 
.. SUlLY BAR .S QU.AR£0 ____ ;;... ___________ 2.8..'11.a. 25 ... ____ _ 
RUNNING TOTAL VSAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DlAM= 9. 70 BA= 
DIAM= 9.80 BA= 
DIAM= 12.20 BA= 




0 •.. 90 
DIAM= . 14.80 BA= 
OIAM= 10.90 BA= 
DIAM= 5.60 BA= 
OIAH= 8.00 BA= 
DIAH= 12.30 BA= 
DIAM= 11.00 BA: 
D IAM= 8.60 SA= 
OIAM= 12.00. RA= _ 
D lAM= 18.20 B A= 








o .. 7.£ 
1.80 
0.58 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 75229.51 
RUN~ING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SA.M_p_L E POI NT._C.OOROINATES .. ARE 
DIAM= 13.00 BA= 
DlAM= 9.60 SA= 
DIAH= 9.20 BA= 
OIAH= 15.20 BA= 





iUJNNlNG. .TnT Al. JIBAR SQUARED. ~-- _ --
SAKPLE POINT tOOROINATES ARE 
OIAM= 11.30 BA= 0.69 
0 lM= 5.50 SA~ 0.~6 
DIAM= 11.30 BA= 0.69 
OIAM= 19.20 BA= 2.01 
DIAM::: 6.10 BA= 0.20 
















.. CU.EI=-- .. 1B .. :Z3 .... 







CUFt= 15 • .71. 
CUFT= 43.97 
CUFT= 11 .• 14 
122231 .43 
. . 12BQ.O_. 
~HH~ 1~:~i 
CUFT= 8.33 
CUFT = 28 • 03 
- -1 US-50. .-09 -- --
1715.0 
VBAR= 17.80 











...... V.BA.R;;. ~zo.an 
VBAR= 22.05 





VBA-R= - 20.14. 
VBAR= 24.42 
VBAR= 19.20 





CUFT= 13.59 VBAR= 19 .. 69 
€tlH: 1~ :~~-- - - -·~~~~ - l~::~ 
CUFT= 50.34 VBAR= 25.04 




















































DJAK= D AM= 
DIAM= 







SUM VBAK. SQUARED = 34029.18 
RUNNING TOTAl VBAR SQUARED -
SAMPlE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 13.70 BA= 1.02 
.. DIM= 1.7 .. 00~ BA;:~---~~-5J ... 
OIAM= 13.90 BA= 1.05 
OIAM= 15.70 BA= 1.34 
DIAM= 5.60 BA= 0.17 OIAM= 10.60 SA: ~0.61 
OIAM= 17.40 BA= 1.65 
DIAM= 13.10 RA= 0.93 
DIAM= 10.00 BA= 0.54 
..... suifVBAR SQUARED= 35oo2.66 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQU4REO = 
SAMP.LE POINT COORDINATES. ARE OIAM= 18.60 BA= 1.88 
DIAM= 18.70 64= 1.90 
·- . DlAtt.~ .18 .00. fiA;; ..... 1 .•. 1b. 
OJAM= 16.00 BA= 1.39 
0 AM= 12 • 8 0 6 A= 0. 89 
OIAM= 17.00 SA= 1.57 
DIAM= 9.00 BA= 0.44 . 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 25236.49 
RUMN.lN.G TOTAL. VBAtl. .. ..SQUAREil =. 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 8.70 BA= 0.41 
DIAH= 16.90 6A= 1.55 
OIAM= 7.00 BA= 0.26 
0 lAM= 10.90 B A= O. 64 
DIAK= 13.50 BA= 0.99 
S tlH "vBA~R ··so-UAREb~. ==~~~------- ~--, ~-----~97·8-i-·:·zo-··---
RUNNING TOTAL VBAk SQUARED = 
A= 44.99 B;: 13.5b; 
TOTAL NUMBER OF TREES SAMPLED : 
--=--· ---" -- -. ·---- .. ~ ~ - .~ .. -·· ·--~·. -- ~ '~J ·- ~'·~--~ -
AVERAGE TREE COUNT = 7.33 
SUM VBAR = 
AVERAGE: VBAR= 




- ---- ---------- ---·· _____ , ..... - -· 
EHR; 1~:~~ ~Btl; l~:&Q 
_ . _ -· .~H~I~. ,-··· ~:ll_~·--· . -····. ~~-~~-~---.l~_:iA. 
16-25.79 .27- . 
1485.0 
CUFT= 2l.b9 




. (.U_fT:: 11..06 . 
CUFT= 39.27 
C.UFT = 19. 44 
CUFT = 10. 15 . 
19 7581.93 
1485.0 C.UFT=- 46.45 




CUfT;;; ..... 7.91 --
.. ·- ..... 222.818 -42 .... --~-· 
1485 0 
CUFT= t .30 



















































AVERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE = 
TOTAL VOLUME IN CUBIC FEET = 
L.VTC= 44.99 
STANOAR.O EK.ROR = 
SA~PLJNG ERROR % = 








STDEVBR= 2.76 CWBAR= 
~ ·----- ••- •- •-· •-•-•-··r-. ·-·· ~~-- -~ .. - ·--·-~·--~•·'~-~-~---·~---~ _,.,, ---··--- ---
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN TREE COUNT = 1.10 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN VBAR = 0.34 
---··-
SAMPliNG ERROR OF TREE COUNT % = 15.00 
SAMPLING ERROR OF VBAR % = 1.67 
13 .56; 
- _,_,.- oc-, ~ -~-~- ---~- •• ~ ~ ------ •• _, -------- •---~-~-- -, ---------- "'' -- ••·• -- ,._,,.,,, ____ ---------------~------------------- --- -- ••-----·--• ----- -- ' ' • ••·-•-• -~---~ --·-- <> ••- "''' ----~- ''•' •o•~--~~-~- ~----· ------~~~----~-~----------------
COKBINEO SAMPLING ERROR l~ & VBAR ~ = 15.09 
OPT IMUR NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS = 40.48 
OPT I MUM -NU-MB.f-R--MEASUREME~l POIN-TS---=- -- - - -----0-.-W-
RATIO OF TREE COUNT POINTS TO MEASURE~ENT POINTS IS 81 TO 1 
------P-a.AC-1-I.CAL---- ftU MB ER .QJ:. __ l'lU£-_.(..QUN T -lmU'U-S----1-S------ ---------- 28 .0 0 --------------------~-----~-----~ ----- ------ ----- ~------------- -------- ----------.. -~--~-----~ -- ------ -~-----~ ------·-------- --- ~ -- ---~--------
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT POINTS IS 1.00 
COST FOR COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR OF 10% 
• --· 4 ··-· - ·- ·-
OPTIMUM COST = 




SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
~ DIA-M::: 17.20 - SA= -l.-61 
DIAH: 5.20 BA= 0.14 
DIAM= 14.50 BA= 1.14 
DIAK= 22.00 BA= 2.63 
1075.0 1100.0 
C.UFl-=--- - 3S-.--l4---- ~ --VSAR=- 23.68-
CUFT= 2.25 VBAR= 16.07 
CUFT= 24.94 VBAR= 21.87 
__ .O--IA-K"'-.. ---- _ .1.9..0. -· .. ----__ ----·~.B.A.;;. ____ --~-· a. 34 -- ·~~~-- . ~- ---~ -~-----~- EH ~~~----"i:i ~ ----~-~-- __ ~111:.-- .. __ fl:£4. 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 11204.22 
RUNNING TOTAL 'llf)AR SQ.IJARE.O-=-- - - ---~-
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAK= 14.70 BA= 
----D.I.AM= 9.70 BA= 
1.17 
0.51 
~-~ -~ -~----- ---- ------l-1-2-04-.22--------- -------- ---
1075.0 1407.5 
CUFT= 25.80 VBAR= 22.05 
-\o.C--UU-"'F+T=•--49~L. • .-4...-4~o------.lV~J-~8AM-J~R._...= 18 • 50 
OIST= DIST:: 
----·--- ----------- -----------~---,---- --- ~------------------·· ----~--~ 
l~:~S BA= BA= 
·--~-~-~~.SU.ti,. -~R,.._S_QU ARED __ -=-- ~----"--~- ~--~ ~~ _ -'-~~-,~6..8.1.9- .... ~. "~~--; .--~ -~--~= ~---- _ -~--~= ~- ~~~ .,_~-~~~-~~·--~ ~--~ ~-~~--. --~=~-~-~~~. ~-·~---·-~-~~~~~ --~~~ _ ~- ~--· 
RUNNING TOTAl VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POl NT t,OOROlNATES ARE 
DIAM= 8. 70 BA.; 
DIAM.= 11.90 BA= 
OIAI"i= 10.90 BA= 
--Elt=~-- l2:~8- -i~~ 
0.4_1 o.n 
0.64 
.P ... 62 ... 
1.52 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 9952.05 
-- RUNNING. TOTAL- VBA-R SQUARE-D = 
18023.67 
1075.0 
CUFf= 7.30 C.UF = 15.39 
C.UFT= 12.46 







- llBA&.;;_ -- .1.9 .22 
VBAR= 23.30 
SAMPLE POI NT C.OORO I NATES ARE 1280.0 1100.0 
Ell~~--- -l:l8 -- --------R-~------&~~t-----· --------------Etl~i~--- -~:ti ---~------------:et~;-~--Jt~---
otAM:. 12.90 BA= O. 90 C.VFT= 18.73 VBAR= 20.81 
DIAM= 10.90 BA= 0.64 CUFT= 12.46 VBAR= 19.46 
DlAH= 5 .. 60 BA= 0.17 C.UFI::_ 2...65 VBAR= 15.58 
tJIAM=- 8.00 BA= o. 34 tUFT= 6.00 VBAR= f7 .64 
DIAH= 8.60 BA= 0.4-0 CUFT= 7.11 VBAR= 7.77 
DIAf'J= 12 .oo BA= 0.78 E~~~~ ____ lj:~t ~.til~ 12:11 
.OIAJt= . ~-a .zo __ ~- -~. BA= _ t.ao. 
SUM VBAR SQUARED =- 29897.86 
RUU~ING TOTAL VBA~ SQUARED = 
S.AMPLE POINT t.OORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 13.00 BA= 
Dl~l't=.. 9 .t>;O B.A:= 
OIAM= 9.20 SA= 
OIAM= 15.20 BA= 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 






. SAM.P.L£ POINT .COORD.l.N.ATES" ARE _ -~ ..... 
DIAM= 11.30 BA= . O. 69 
[)JAM= 5 .50 SA= 0. 16 
D I AM= 11 • 3 0 B A= 0. 69 
DlAM= 6.10 bA;::~ 0.20 
OIAM= 6.90 BA= 0.25 
DIAM= 6.40 BA= 0.22 
DIAM= 6.10 BA= 0.20 
--·-s-uit ·vBAR_S_QUAREo·;;-- - .. ______ "'T46i6~8I--
RUNNING TOTAL VBAK SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT ·cOORDINAl ES A~E 
OIAM= 13.70 SA= 1. 02 
DIAM= 17.00 SA= -1.~i1 
.DilH.EL -· .13._q{}_ -··---· .. ~---··_BA=-~---~•-05 ··----· . ---
576.73.58 
1280.0 




. - -1280.0 .. 
C.UFT= 13 • 59 
tUFT= 2.55 
CUFT= 13.59 










. -~ 171-5-~0 
VBA R= 1'1'.69 
VBAR= 15.93 
VBAR= 19.69 
VBi.R;:;: 16.10 .. 
VBAR== 17.08 VBAR= 6.31 
VBAR= 16.10 
1485 0 1100 0 
CUFT= 21.69 VBAR= 21.26 
tUFT= 37.04 VBAR= 23.59 







































OJ ST= 22 .9; 
OIST= 31.3; 
.. "ruu.;;;; _____ . __ ... -26-.4; -- ~ .. -~----- ____ ..... __ ·- .... ___ 
--.-- . _, ___ . -- -. ---~ ··- ---- -~- --- -- - ---- ---~-- ------- --------------------- --· 
-
--
OIAM= 15.70 BA= 1. 34 
OIAM= 5.60 BA= 0.17 
DIAM::. 10.60 BA= 0.61 




OIAM= 13.10 BA= 0.93 
DIAM= 10.00 BA= 0.54 
SUM VBA.R SQUARED = 35002.66 

























~ <-- ·-~ < -~--,-~, 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = ' 25236.49 
RUNNHlG TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COOROINATES ARE OIAM= 8.70 BA= 
DIAM= 16.90 BA= 






DIAM= 10.90 BA= 
OIAM= 13.50 BA= 
SUM .. VBAR SQUARED = 9781.20 
RUNNIN.G TOTAl VBAR SQUAREO = 
-- 10 ,, 
A= 31.88 B= 13.94; 
TOTAl NUMBER OF Tl<EES SAMPLED = 
AVERAGE TREE COUNT = 6.11 
SUM VBAR = 
. A VHiA.GE VB.AR..;:: 
BASAl AREA PER ACRE = 
1106.34 
. 20--1-l -- ... 
12?.22 






EUFT= 19.44 UFT= 10.15 
113811.71 













·"- ;n~-.- '~' ~< 
. C.Ufl_:; - 4 • .!t-L-- --- . 
CUFT= 12.46 C.UFT- 20.93 
148829.40 
55 
AVERAGE· VOLUME PE-l{ A-CRS - . --- -- - - 24-57.-84---- - ~-
TOTAl VOLUME IN tUBIC FEET = 2~37.20 
VBAR= 12.66 VBAR= 5.5y VBAR= 9.1 
---VBA-R= -·-- 23-.lU> 
VBAR= 20.90 
VBAR= 18.79 



















DJST= 0 ST= 
Bl~l~ 
BI ST= ST= 
OIST.;:. 
81~~~ 
.. CYI.C= ...... _ .3.1a.118 .. . . "· -SlDt.IC:;: ______ - -----.l-.99- . --- ...... S.I..DE.\l.aR;.~---·-----2--l!l .. ---· C.W.B.AR.•-·-- . -1-3 .. 94; - . ------ .. _ .. ·-- ·--
STANDARD ERROR = 
SDtPLH-.G ERROR % 
266.98 
-1..0 .8.6 
C.OEFF. OF VARIATION ~ :::. 32.57 
- --~SJAlillARO __ ERROR ..DE~ .M£..A1i... T R E E . COUNT _;. -- --·--~- ---·-- 0 .6 5 ----------------- ---------·- ---~---~~-"·--~----
-~ 




9.~; 17. ; 







STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN VBAR = 
SAMPLING ERROR OF TREE C.OUNl ~ = 
0.38 
10.63 
~----~----~ -------~C-~--- _0 ____ -~>-~~~----~- -~--~· -~-- ~~----- ----~-- 0~-"-~~- --=~ ">0'-~~--. ---~~ -~~-~-- ·--~• _,, ·~~--- -~-'"~-~~-~ >'ff' F·o'''·------~- ------------~----T~--~~~~-.--~,, ~~---~-- --- ---~- ---- ----~-------· ~-~ -
SAMPLING ERROR OF VBAR % : 
COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR TC &. VBAR % = 
~ ~ 
OPTIMUM NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS = 




-··~--~U-10 ~OF---T~-EE. GOUN~~--P.aiNT-·&~ TG K&A SUHHENT---POJN.:f5-,15-·----·--·--- ----·-.. - · --~- --- -- · - --3~ 
PRACTICAL NUMBI:.R OF TREE t.OUNT POINTS IS 15.00 
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT POINTS IS 1.00 
------- -- - -------------- ------ -~---------- -
COST FOR COMBIN-E 0 SAMPLING ERROR OF 10% 
OPT HtUM COST = 
PRACTICAL COST = 19.77 
BAF= 30; 
-
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 1075.0 1100.0 
0 lAM= 17.20 BA= 1.61 CUFT= 38.14 VBAR= 23.68 
OIAM= 5.20 BA= 0.14 CUFT= 2.25 VBAR= 16.07 
-~,~~tllAM= 0 -22.00.-- ~· ~ ----SA=~--- -~-2--.&~- ___ , ________ -- -- .. ..(..y..F-=J:.;:-~.,::JI-d.fr-- --0 -----~------'IBAR• - -2-7-~r-o9-o ---
CHAM= 7.90 BA= 0.34 CUFT= 5.83 VBAR= 17.14 
SUM VRAR SQUARED = 7052.64 
~-





POINT COOROINATES ARE 1075.0 1407.5 
. .1.4....20 ~ -~-----··-·····-· ______ ftAa. ... ---1.-l.l-----·---·--- ~------CUFT= -25-...SO.- -- ----------VBA R:::- .--· -~2..-Cl-S ------~--- --m--~Ut".: ~ 
9.70 BA= 0.51 CUFT= 9.44 VBAR= 16.50 BJST= 
15.30 BA= 1. 27 CUFT= 28.49 VBA R= 22.43 ST= 
DIAM= 11.00 BA= 0.65 CUFT~ 12.74 VBAR= 19.60 DIST= 8.3; 
- -- ~ - -· ---- -----------·- -- -- ----
SUM VBAR SQUARED : 6819.45 
RUN-NING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
S.AMPlE POINT COOROINAlES ARE 
DIAM= 8.70 BA= 0.41 
OIAM= 11.90 BA= 0.77 
ClAM:;;_ - 10.90~ ---~A:- - - -0.&4 -- ~~ ~---- - -----
OIAM= 10.70 BA= 0.62 
DlAM= 16.70 BA= 1.52 
--S..W! VBAQ S QUAREO - 9952 .ns 
13872.09 
1075 0 CUFT= -) .30 
CUFT= 15.39 
~ n -tV-F-T-=- 12 • 4 6 -U ---- -- • --- --
(..UFT= 11 .92 
CUFT= 35.43 
VMR=171i,~so 
VBA R= 19.98 




OIST= - 17.9; 
- 01-ST=-- --------1--"J .. Oi 
DIST= 6.2; 
DIST= 16.1; 
RU.NNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 23824.14 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 1280.0 1100.0 
•=-~~,_{!~::_ ____ ,-~~ll-~_O__r~~~---~--..•--•~·~·•·='•-=-~-· RA= "-~--~-,_Q__--..9I!_~~-- N~~· ~~~~·~·-~~--..LUf-I~~ o • }8 .. 1~-------.-.-=-~~·-·~ll.BAR=._"'~~·h.'"2n.8l...-~~ ~- ··-~ .. -,. ~--
OIAM= 5.60 BA= 0.17 . CUFT= 2.65 VBAR= 15.58 
OIAM= 8.00 SA= 0.34 CUFT= 6.00 VBAR= 17.64 
DIAM= 8.60 BA= 0.40 C.UFT= 7.11 VBAR= 17.77 
OJAJ14.: 12.00 BA= 0.78 tUFT= _15.11 VMR.= 20 .. 14 
OIAH:. 18.20 BA= 1.80 CUFT= 43.97 VBAR: 24.42 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 13539.64 
··~ RUNf.fii\!G totAl ·veAR SQUARED-= 
SAMPLE POINT COORuiNATES ARE 
UIAM=__ 9.60 SA::; 
DIAM= 9.20 BA= 
0 • .50 .. 
0.4b 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 1333.71 





_ -~ .6.40 J~.A~., . 
6.10 BA= 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 10243.46 
RUNNING TOTAl VBAR SQUAK.EO = 
~-t~k~E __ P~l~lotat?R?INAT~Sat~f: 
DIAM= 10.60 BA= 
DlAH= 17.40 BA= 





SUM VRAR SQUARED = 7477.06 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
s .U.fPLf Pb fNt ·c OOR or NATES MfE-- . 
0 I A K= 18 • 7 0 B A= 1. 90 
OIAM= 18.00 BA= 1.76 
OIA.K= 16.00_ BA= 1.39 
DIAM= 12.80 BA= O.S9 
OIAM= 17.00 SA= 1.57 
__ S.UM .. V.RAR. S.QUAREQ __ =_ --· .... _ ll50.0..1L.· 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POI NL COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 7.00 BA= 









CUEI;;;.__ U-59 ~ 
CUFT= 2.55 
CUFT= 3.22 
. ____ rUH~ ... __ j :~-~ ~-~ ... 
tUFT= 3.22 
46940.95 




__ ~w~ ___ ll-=~---- ~-- .. 
VBAR= 16.10 
CUFT~~-~8 ~0 ~31-~ ...... -.~- . _ . JtBJ.R;:;1 ~~9~~66 
CUFT= 11.66 VBAR= 19.11 
CUFT= 39.27 VBAR= 23.80 
CUFT= 19.44 VBAR= 20.90 
56418.01 






































7 .. 6; 
8.0; 
···- ------------ ---- ---- --- -- -~-----.--· 
RUNNING TOTAl VBAR SQUARED = A= 34.79 B= 15.10; 
-~ '' ----- ~-----·----
l'OTAl t.VMBER OF TREES SAMPLED = 
AVERAGE TREE COUNT = 4.22 
SUM VBAR = 
AVERAGE VBAR= 




AVERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE = 
TOTAl VOLUME IN CUB!~ FEEl = 
CVTC= 34.79 STDETC= 
··--~ - -~--- .... ~ -- -~ '"___ ~·-- __ ,. 
~TAN.OARD ERROR = 
SAMPLING ERROR % = 
COEFF. Of VARIATION % = 









1.46 STOEVBR= 3.02 CWBAR= 
0.49 STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN TREE C.OUI\H = 
si.ANoA•u> -ERRoR. oF~·ite-AN vsAR··; ~ "--·~~--~·- ----~ ·-•·· ~A·~ ,. --~~··• 0• 0-'- -~---· ••,--· -· Oo ·r 
SAMPLING ERROR OF TREE COUNT ; = 
SAMPLING ERROR OF VBAR % = 
COMBINED SAMPliNG ERROR TC £ VBilR % = 
--- -- - -- -- - . -- ----~~-~-- . ----·- --~~---~ -- ~ 






RATIO OF TREE COUNT POINTS TO MEASUREMENT P-OINTS IS -
PRACTitAL NUMBr;R Of !RE~ES.Ut.R-OEUMNEJ.TPOPINI!TSSISS 2 .• 11.00 PRA (. Tlt.AL NUMBER OF n ,.. ,, 0 " I 00 
. - ·····-COST FOR COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR OF 1~ 
OPTIMUM COST = 23.57 





SAMPlE POINT C.OORDINATES ARE 1075.0 1100.0 
DIAM= 17.20 BA= 1.61 CUFT= 38.14 VBAR= 23.68 
~-lilm~- .. ~;ag-----~-- -··--~i~~---~:lL:- -- .. ____________ _mJ= ----~.-.1!: ~;-&~~----------- ~Hi~= .. --ll~-
~~AM= 7.90 BA= 0.34 CUfT= 5.83 VSAR= 17.14 
SUM VBAK SQUARED = 7052.64 · 
RUNNING TOT4L V&AR SQUARED = 7052.64 
__ _Mlli.~-~Yl~~~~~-~~~!~~-a~E- --l-11-- ----·- - -------- ~-l==-~~-~3!k----------------¥-BA~~~~l~~5--
oiAM= 9.70 BA= 0.51 CUFT= 9.44 VBAR= 18.50 
DIAM= 15.30 SA= 1.21 CUFT= 28.49 VBAR= 22.43 
DIAJl!: 11.00 BA= 0.65 CUFT= 12.74 VBAR= 19.60 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 6819.45 





--~-·~-~-·~--~ ---·~ ---~~·--~r ••><~---------·-~-~-~---·-~-~---•~-~~~--~ -- ~-·~,---·~~-,-- -----·---·-~---~~-----·~-~---~~~·-~~·--~~~~" ---~-~-·~~-~-~~~~-~~ -~ ~-~~- ~-----~~~~~~-~·---~~ ··--•'•"-•~-- ~-~~~-.~~--··~~-~,-,·--"-··----.~~ 
SAMPLE POI NT COORD INA lES ARE 1075.0 1715.0 
OIAM= 8.70 BA= 0.41 CUFT= 7.30 VBAR= 17.80 
OIAM= 10.70 BA= 0.62 CUFT= 11.92 VBAR= 19.22 
DlAM= -- -16.7-0 8-A=- l-..-52 ·· ---- -£-H-FT=-- -3;.4-3----- ------VSAR------· 2~.30 
DIST= 3.9; 
OIST= 6.2; 
- - ·· ---- -fHST-=- - -- ---1:6-.-t-;- - ----- · - --------- ----~---
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 3638.SO 
SAMPLE PO I NT COORD INA l E.S ARE 
OIAH= 5.60 BA= 0.17 
1280.0 1100.0 
CUFT= 2.65 V6AR= 15.58 




.. - -7-.-9-;- .. ---------
DIAM= 8.60 BA= 0.40 
OIAM= 12.00 SA= 0.78 EU~f~ ~~:~l ~~~~ i~:I4 
--- --S.:WLVB.A.R.SQUA.R£0 .. .- .. ________ --·-· ------5.05.9 ... 41----- -- ---- ·---·-·- ------- --------~--- --~·------------~- ----·-----····-· --- ... -
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
. -SAMP!..£ .POI NT COORD I NATES ARE 
D IAK= ~ .60 BA= 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 


















SUM VBAR SQUARED = 4279.77 
RU~NI~G TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
·-·- . - -·· -- ~- -~ ~------- -·--------
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAH= 15.70 BA= 
DIAK= 10.60 BA= 






VBA R= 18.42 
t-UF~=l_280J-~~~-- ___ __ ___ _ ----¥BAR-=~ 7_1 ~~~-93-
CUFT= 4. 27 VBA R= 17.08 
CUFT= 3.59 VBAR= 16.31 
CUFT= 3.22 VBAR= 16.10 
2.7169.12 
1485.0 1100.0 
CUFT= 30.37 VBAR= 22.66 
CUFT= 11.66 VBAR= 19.11 












-·-·······-··--- ·- ··------------ . ·-·-·-------··-·-·- .. --- -------· 
DIST= 15.8; 0 ST= 3.0; 
-··--------ID~I~SHTf-"'-~---.e6..Z..; 
DIAM= 13.10 BA= 
. SUM VBAR SQUARED = 
RUNNIN~ TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
0.93 
7477.06 
D I AM= 18.70 BA= 1. 90 
OlAM= lB.OO SA= 1.76 
OlAH= 16.00 BA= 1.39 
DIAM= 12.80 BA= 0.89 
----------------
CUFT= 19.44 VBAR= 20.90 
34666.18 
1485.0 1407.5 
C.Ufl = 41.09 -- - - V.BAR= 24.78 
CUFT= 42. 76. VBAR= 24.29 
CUFT= 31.83 VMR= 22.89 
CUFT= 18.37 VBAR= 20.64 
-~ ~.JH~~= _ ·tl.~Q_(L '--~---- . __ !}~_::: . __ 1 .• 5.7. ·-·· _ . . ··-~-. CUF1=--~-- 31' .• Jllt ... ·--" ~-~-~----~-Y.BAR= _ 23...59_ . 
SUM VBAR SQUARED= 13500.11 
____ RUNNING TOTAL~YB~R SQUARED_E= 
SAMPLf POINT C.OOROINA1ES ARE 
__ 4JU.b6..29. ___ .. ·~ 
OIAM= 10.<}0 .BA= 0.64 1465.0 tUFT= 12.46 
---~--SUM ·-·\if\ A R'~-S~QUA-REO~-~----c -~-------~~----·--~----~ -~-37-8. ~;q---~~r"' --------~~~ ~~-,~~~~---·---~---~~-----
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
A=. 42.29 B~ 15.50; 
·y-oy Al liJMB ER OF TREES SAMPLED = 
AVEtlAGE .TREE cOUNt -- - 3.3 3 




BASAL AREA PER ACRE = 133.33 
-A"\tE_R_A-r..E · VoluH~- PER -At~E · -:~-
TOTAL VOLUME IN CUBIC FEET = 
tVTC= 42.29 STOETC= 1.40 
STANDARD ERROR = 




5TANO.ARD ERROR OF' MEAN TREE COUNT = 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEA~ VBAR = 
. -- s·AMPCING~ ERROif ~of:"'lREE~-C.ritiNYi·--;· 
SAMPLING ERROR OF VBAR % = 
48544.98 
30 







lOMBINED SAMPLING ERROR Tt & VBAR% = 14.38 





















-- -----·--·- --- ·- ---------· ------------··---·--------- --··- ·----- -- --·· --------------
RATIO OF TREE COUNT POINTS TO MEASUREMENT POINTS IS TO 1 
~lliliEll ~H=l~ILB~.l~isukg~~r~~bUis~ls .. 
tOST FOR COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR OF 10% 
OPT IPWH COST :: 28.22-
































l INECOUNT J62l -MARGIN! ( 1 ') 
MARGIN$(2.!.72,1) 
SEQUENCE(73,80) 
s fl E-(247~04 ) 
NOSYNTAX(S) 
PL/I -uPTIR !ZING ·coMPilER -
STMT LEV NT 
1 0 
2 1 0 
3 1 0 
4 1 0 
5 1 0 
6 1 0 
7 1 0 
8 1 -0 
9 1 0 
10 1 0 
11 1 o· 
12 1 0 
13 1 0 14 1 0 
15 1 0 
16 1 0 
17 1 0 
18 1 0 
19 l 0 
20 1 0 
21 1 0 
22 1 0 
23 1 0 
24 1 0 
25 1 0 
26 1 ·o-
27 1 0 28 1 0 
29 1 0 
30 1 0 
31 1 0 
32 1 1 
33 1 1 
.. ·-··--.----··-· -------"3ft:-. --·-·-·t-· . ~--------
35 1 1 
SOURCE LISTING 
. .. ' -. ~~ . ·-· . ~- . ·-·-·-· -~·· 
TREES:PROC OPTIONSCMAIN); 
I* I* THIS PROGRAM IS A SAMPLING SIMULATION OF VARIABLE PLOT 
I*" CRU!STNG. -THE DATA CONSISTOF-AI'If.TI~-s7-ACRE-UNEVEN--AGED STAND OF 
I* HARDWOODS. FOR EACH OF THESE 1615 TREES, DATA ARE GIVEN ON TREE I* SPECIES, LOCATION IN X AND Y COORDINATES fiN FEET), DIAMET~R fiN 
I* INCHES), BASAL AREA fiN SQUARE FEET), VOLUME (IN CUBIC FEET), I* AND HEIGHT fiN FEETT. .. - - . -- . -- - -- -- - - . . 
I* TO CHANGE THE NUMBER OF SAMPLING POINTS! ONE MUST CHANGE 
I* THREE CARDS. THEY ARE CARDS IN STATEMENTS 3o, 51, AND 52. NPLOTS 
I* IN STATEMENT 30 REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF SA"PLING POINTS. 
r* STATEMENTS -sr·A--No---·'5"2 ·sP"ECIFY-liJHERFIRFSF-PUTNTS"ARF~--DUE m· THE 
I* SETUP OF THE COORDINATE SYSTEM, X MUST LIE BETWEEN 1075' AND 
I* 1485 1 AND Y MUST LIE BETWEEN 1100' AND 1715'. 
I* OCt CXCO,YCO,I,J) FTXEDCB,IJ; 
DCL 1 TREE, 
2 OIAM FIXE0(4 1 1), -~ ~~F~I~f~~rif~!zl; --·-. -
DCL(K,H,M,BAF,NPLOTS,NUM) FIXE0(5,0); 
DfieL c~~~t6c~~~~~,~~~~6ca,1); 
8~F :~6i~~ttli~) F~~~~ ?51J H; 
8Et ~:2~~ltl~l5~I~~~~~ll,i,; 
OCt tOT AM, BA, CUFT 9VBAR 9Rt1UNVS"ARJ"-FIX'Et>l5", 2) l 
DCL COUNT FIXED(5,0) INITCOI; 
OCL SMVBAR FIXEDC10,2) INIT 0); 
DCL(AVVBAR,BAPA,AVVOL,TOTVOL) FIXEOC10,2); OCt SPVBAR FIXEDC8,2); . -- --- -
DCL SVBARSQ FIXEDC10,2); 
8~t ~~~B~~~E~~~e&lA,zl; 
- OCt. SE .. rlXED-fli ·zl;. - - ... -
OCL C FIXED(5,Z); 
DCL(VBARSQ,COUNTQ,SETCM,SETCP,SEVBARM,SEVBARP,SETCVB,A,B,ARATIO) 
FIXED(8f2); OCt. BRATTO F XEOC6, OJ; .. - .. . - --
8~t ~E~~g~t~c~~=x~~~~Tt!~~~I~~cfi~+, FLOAT·; 
DCL(CVT~fSTDET~fSTD~VBR,CVVBAR) FIXED(8 9 2 ; 


















·· ~-- ~~~C~l,~.}l~~g j fCott£tti,Ft"6, 1 t); -----w--·~--~---------·---....... - .. ---· ·-···-··--·-···-·--~ --·-·-~----·-
ARYCQ(H)=YCO; 
-·--PAGE -2 

























1 1 GET EDIT (TREE.DIAM)(COL(33),F(4,1)); 
1 1 ARDIAM(H)=TREE.DIAM• 
1 1 GET EDIT (TREE.-BAHCOLf40l,FC4,2ll; 
l l ~~~A~~~rT7t~E~~tUFTJ(COL(51J,F(5,2)); 
1 1 ARCUFT(H)=TREE.CUFT; 1 1 END --AAA;--. -- _._ __ _ 
1 0 AB:DO BAF=5,10,15,20,30,40; 
1 1 PUT SKIP(lO) DATA(BAF); 
1 1 COUNT=O; 
1 1 SMVB AR-=0; 
1 1 SVBARSQ=O; 
1 1 SCOUNTQ=O; 
1 1 SUMVBSO=O; r· - r ·-·· .. -- ·-- ·roTOTSI:iU1' -----·---- ---- - ···-- .... _. _______ ---------·- ~---~------···--··-·-·· ----------- . ... .. ··-· - ....... ---
1 1 AA:Do I=I075,12BO,t485; 
1 2 ee:Do J=tto0,1305,1510,1715; 
1 3 PUT SKIP(2) LIST('SAMPLE POINT COQ~Dit'lATfS ~Rf',J~JH 1 3 SPVBAR=OT ·- - - -... -· - --
1 3 NUM=O; 
1 3 CC:DO K=l TO 1615; 
1 4 XCO=ARXCO(K); I"-- 4 VCOi:i::ARVCUTKT;----. 
1 4 IF (((XCO<CI+l00)) & (XCO>CI-100)}) & ((VCO<CJ+lOO)) & fVCO>fJ-100}))) 
THEN DD:Do; 
60 1 5 OIST=((((XCO-Il**2)+f(VCO-J)**2))**•5); 61 1 5 O!Afif:ARDIAMCKJ; .. ... . . . . ·-- --- -
62 1 5 BA=ARBA(K); 
63 1 5 CUFT=ARCUFT{K); 
64 1 5 IF BAF<=((43560)/(1+(576*((0TST/OIAM)**2)))) THEN EE:OQ• 
. . 65 . . 1 -6 VS"A~:i£CUFTTB"AT . ·- -· - . - --- ... -. -. -. -- . ·. -.. -- ----- -- - --~- - . -----·.- ----- -- - - -·· .. - .t . 
66 1 6 PUT SKIP DATA(OIAM,SA,CUFT,VBAR,DIST); 
67 1 6 COUNT=COUNT+l; 
68 1 6 SMVBAR=SMVBAR+VBAR; 
69 1 6 SPVBAR=SPVSAR+VBAR; 
70 1 6 NUM=NUM+1; 
71 1 6 VBARSQ=VBAR**2; 
72 1 6 SUMVBSO=SUMVBSO+VBARSQ; 
. 73 --- T ·-5 ·-- ... -- - "TOTDT5Ti::rOTOTST+llTSTf ___ .... ___ ..... ----------- - --- - --- ... --'"--·-- -- -----· -- .. -
74 1 6 END EE; 
75 1 5 END DO; 
76 1 4 END CC; 
77 1 3 SPVBA"RQ=SPVBAR**2; 
78 1 3 PUT SKIP(2) LIST('SUM VBAR SQUARED =•,SPVBARQ); 
79 1 3 SVBARSQ=SVBARSQ+SPVBARQ; 
80 1 3 PUT SKIP(2) LIST('RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 1 ,SVBARSQ); 
·- -- ·at ·· ··I · ·3-- · COUNTQ·=~Itrili·z-l·····'"---- ·- ................. ···-·-··--·----·------------···-·-·--------·---·--·o·'"··--- -· ·- --·· ····· ······ ·· 
82 1 3 SCOUNTQ=SCOUNTQ+COUNTQ; 
83 1 3 END BB; 
84 1 2 END AA; 
·as 1 ·r AVITT ST=TOTDlST /COUNT; . 
86 1 1 AVVBAR=SMVBAR/COUNTi 
87 1 1 AVCOUNT=COUNT/NPLOT~; 
88 1 1 BAPA=BAF*AVCOUNT; 
---------- -----a9"---ir-----T----1f-nl;.rn..~:::-irir....-:.:-.irr-m7n'-i-ft-R r; -----·---
90 1 1 TOTVOL=t1.57*AVVOL; 
-----·-·-· 
'· 
STMT LEV NT 
91 1 92 1 










































































SEP=(SE/AVVOLl*100; C=SEP*( NPLOTS**• 5); --- - - . -- . 
SETCM=(((SCOUNTQ-((COUNT**2J/NPLOTS)J/(NPLOTS*tNPLOTS-1)))**•5J; SETCP=((SETCM/AVCOUNT)*lOOJ;. 
SEVBARM= ( ( ( SUMVBSQ- ( ( SMVBAR**2) /COUNT J )/ (COUNT* (COUNT-1))) **. 5 J ; SEVI3ARf>:::ftS"EVSAFtM/AVVBAR)*lOO);------ - - --- ---- ---·· · 
~¥6~1l~ii~~t~!~~~~l6~;r*~!JJ,. 
STDEVBR=(SEVBARM*C(COUNTl**•SiJ: CVVBAR=tSE'VSARP*llCOUNT )**.; 5ll;-
SETCVB=(((SETCP**2J+(SEVBARP**2))**•5J; 
~~~~~hb2l~::;1~;~~~~k~l; 
-·pul·srrrp·--m-n1A ,-a·n--·- ---------- --·----------~------ ---- ------ ------- ·---- - - - - -
NTC=( ( A**2 )/50); 
NVBAR=(((B**2J/50J/AVCOUNT); 
ARATIO=(NTC/NVBAR); BRATIO=ROUND( ARATIOtOl;- ... ---
~~t §~~~~~1 ti~l~ :rs~~kG~u~~~~ gbu~~E~~.r~~~~5?Av~a5~¥~!!~) n; 
~m ~~~~~~\ tl~lf!i-~R~~~Rv8~1t~~~~:hn;- --- -- --- - - - -
PUT SKJP(2) LIST( 1 8ASAL AREA PER ACRE =•,BAPAJ; 
PUT SKIP(2) LIST( 1 AVERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE =•,AVVOLJ; 
PUT SKIP(2) LIST('TOTAL VOLUME IN CUBIC FEET =•,TOTVOLJ: PUT SKlp-l 21 DATA (CVTC9STDETC, STDEVBR 1CVVBARn . . . -------·-· . PUT SKJP(2l LIST( 1 STANDARO ERROR =•,sE); . 
PUT SKIP(2J LIST('SAMPLING ERROR t =•,SEP); 
PUT SKIP(2) LIST('COEFF. OF VARIATION t =',CJ; 
PUT SKtP'f'21 t lSTt 'STA'NOARU FRRoR·-oF-·~w TRFE' COUNT·:•-9SETOfl; 
PUT SKIP(2J LIST('STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN VBAR ='tSEVBARMJi 
PUT SKIP(2) LIST('SAMPLING ERROR OF TREE COUNT t =•,SETCPJ; 
PUT SKIP(2J LIST( 1 SAMPLING ERROR OF VBAR% ='tSEVBARPJ; 
PUT SKIP ( 2l lIST ('COMBINED SAMPL INGERROR TC & VBA'R ~ ::•, StTCVB J; 
PUT SKJP(2) LIST( 1 0PTIMUM NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS =•, (FIXED(NTC,5,2))); 
PUT SKIP LIST('OPTJMUM NUMBER MEASUREMENT POINTS ='• 
····· ··- fFIXEtrfNVBAR5,2)JJ; . -------- ········ 
PUT SKIP(2) LIST('RATIO OF fREE COUNT POINTS TO MEASUREMENT POINTS IS•, 
BRATI0, 1 TO 1'); 
129 1 1 ROUNVBAR=NVBAR+.5; 
130 1 1 ROUNVBA'R=ROUf\lOCROUNVBAR ,OJ; 
131 1 1 BVCOUNT=AVCOUNT*ROUNVBAR; 
132 1 1 ASETC=((100-(CCVVBAR**2l/BVCOUNTJ)**•5J; 
133 1 1· PNTC=(((CVTC/ASETCl**2)+.5); 134 1 1 · · · "PNTC-=Ratmrrtf>f\l"TC o-·Jr . -· · ·- - -· .. ---- ·-- ~---- . · ----- ... 
135 1 1 PUT SKJP(2) Lisfc•PRACTICAL NUMBER OF TREE' COUNT POINTS ts•.PNTCJ; 
136 1 1 PUT SKIP LIST('PRACTICAL NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT POI~TS IS '•ROU~VBARJ; 
137 1 1 PUT SK!P(2) LTST('COST FOR COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR OF 10~ 1 lf t38 1 1 G'G:OO M-=-r-z;----- - ··· ----- ~ --- --- -
139 1 2 IF M=2 fHEN DO; 
140 1 3 NTC=PNTC; 
141 1 3 NVBAR=ROUNVBAR; 
· ~--· .... t- -3 ... --- ..... ·-eno-;---···-·-· .. --~---------· -----~--- ...... --···-------~---------~-~--~-- --~--- ·--- · --- ---·-----~----- · ·- ---------·------ --·· - · ... - · ---- · · 
143 1 2 WALK=(((11.57*43560J/NTCJ**•5); 
- ·----- ------------------- -------- ~l"G£"'" ~~-~-- ---------------
~ 
Pt/1 -uPTlMIZlNG COMPILER TREES:PROC -OPTfONSfMAINTf 
STMT lEV NT 
144 1 2 
145 1 2 146 1 . 2 
147 1 3 
148 1 3 
149 1 2 tso· 1 3 
151 1 3 
152 1 2 
153 1 1 
154 1 0 
CM=C.l6+(CAVOIST/100)*.5)); 
COST=((NTC*CCW*(WALK/100)))+(CTC#(AVCOUNT*NTC)J+(CM*(AVCOUNT*NVBAR))); t F M = 1 THEN 0'0 ; . . . . . . . - . - . . . 
PUT SKIP(2) LIST( 1 0PTIMUM COST = 1 ,(FlXEO(COSTt5r2))); 
ENO; 
IF M=2 THEN DO; 



















ATTRIBUTES AND REFERENCES 
~UTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FtXF.D (8,2) 
103y105,l06 
7*.STATI:R"E'fiL-mR CONSrA~-*-7 - ---- -- .. 
I* STATEMENT LABEL CONSTANT *I 
. /*-STATEMENT LAEfEC-CONSIAN"r *1. 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED {8,2} 












(1615) AUTOMATIC AliGNED DECIMAl FIXED f4,2) 
39,62 
( 1615) AUTOM-ATIC .Al!GNEO DECIMAl FfXEO f4,2) 
41,63 
. ---- -- --- - .. -Jt~tiLAUI.Cl~A.TIC ... ALlG..I'lE!LJ2Et:U1AL .. fl~fD __ t~..~lJ. _____________ _ 
f1615) AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,1} 
. 33,57 
(1615) AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED f8,1} 
35,58 
·· ·-"A-utoMArtc AitGNErr·rn:crr;;~c-r=rx"Eo ·la;zt · 
132,133 . 
4UTQMAilC_~llGNED DECIMAL I* SINGLE */ FLOAT f6) 
87,88,95,107,111,131,145,145 
AUTOMATIC AliGNED DECIMAl FIXED fl0t2l 
•••• ··- > ..... -·· -··-·- • ------ •• ·-·· • .. _a~_t_l_4:~--- -----·-· ·····--- ..... ······· -~------·---·-·-· ·----····· ...... - .. 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (10,2) 
86,89,97y 113 
AlJTOMATlC AttGNEO ·ot'C-IMA-l FlXED rtO ,2) 
89,90,92,115 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED f5t2J 
~-~-t~_5,§6 __ -- - --- ··-· --- -----··· 
I* IN TREE *I AUTOMATIC AliGNED DECIMAL FIXEO 14,2) 38,39 . 
-----·------------------------ --------------»·------~-----------------------





































ATTRIBUTES AND REFERENCES 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5 Ol 
43,43,43,43,43,43,43,43,43,43,43,4!,44,b4,88,91 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (10,2) 
88,89,114 
. -1'*-STATE'MENT t--.:en-Cr:lf\rSIANT·-..-7. 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (b,O) 
109,128 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (10,2) 
131,132 
·--AUT OM A n-c--n-r-G NE 0 OF.Clrottt-'F r-xrn-·---r-5-, 2 f-
93,120 
I* STATEMENT LABEL CONSTANT *I 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL I* SINGLE *I FLOAT (6) 
144,145 
At1TOMATtt ·AtTGNroOF"c-r-Jiftt·l* -sTNGt£ --.;~-·FtOAi t61 
145,147,15(1 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED INITIAL DECIMAL FIXED f5,0l 
t ,45, 6r967 985,86, e-7-,"94 ,'96 ,96 ,96, too; 101,104,110 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 
81,82 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL I* SINGLE *I FlOAT f6) 
29,145 
I* IN TREE *I" AUTOMATIC AtlGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5,2) 
40,41 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED f5t2J 63,65,6'6. . -- -- . -
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 
98,117,133 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 
101,117,132 
AUT~ T-IC At1G~rn- ~m-1: · I•·-stNGt'E *I' FU)A'T t 6) 
28,145 
I* __ S! ATEME~T_l._AB_Et_ --~_[}N_~I_A"!_T __ *I 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5,2) 
61 ,64, 6.6 
·-·--'"3"··-- -- - ------ -o-t"A"M·-----· ----~------------ ---------~--- -- .. ---------'*-n TREE •-r~UTOMA"Tf"C--.l tGNEt:r DFC IflltAl-r:-rx-E0-·1ttil'J ··· -----------~---------- ---·· ·· 
36,37 





































. - -TREES fPROC OPT! ON'S (lfA TNT; 
ATTRIBUTES AND REFERENCES 
-·--· . . -·~ _,.. --~-~-,---~· " --=~- -~-·- ~- - -~-··· --~· --~ "---~-~ • 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8y}) 
60,64,66,73 
I* STATEMENT LABEL CONSTANT *I 
BUILTIN 
'111 ill'ti;, 127' l?t7'9 1'50 
I* STATEMENT LABEL CONSTANT *I 
AUTOMATIC AlTGNEU DECIMAL FIXED ( 5 ,o) . 
31,31,33,35,37,39,41 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXFD f.8~1) 
51, s1·; s1 ;5l9'5Tr5T' 53·;s9;s-9,·5o · 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED (8~1) 
52' 52 t 52_~ 52' 52_, 52,52 '5?t 53,59' 59,6c:J 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5,0) 
56,56,57,58,61,62,63 
/ 
. AUTOMATIC 'A t'TGNED UECTM'A l . F!XEO - f5 iO l .. ~ 
138,138,138,138,139,146,149 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5,0) 
30,a7,91,q1,91,93,94,94i94,98,99,103 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL I* SINGLE *I FLOAT (6) 
106' tQR_, !26 t_l4g, 14~!J_45~' 14~ 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED f5tOJ 
55,70,70,81 
AUTOMATIC AliGNED OFCTM'Al I* SINGLE *' FlOAT (6) 
107,108,127,129,141,145 
.. ~-~j~ ~·~~l~·3~ ~i ~~-~~~-~~ ~~ l -f J. '-'· ~ q_-( f:J 9? t 
BUll TIN 
109,130,134 
- - --- - - ------
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5,2) 
129,130,130,131,136,141 
A tJTOllfA11C "At IGNEO' "'01!'C !M'lt·· .. Ff'XtO·· t Itt, ?·t 
48,82,82,94 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED (6y2) 
·91 r92',-tlB - - -- · ·-
17 SEP AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED (5,2) 
. ·--.. --··--·--··- ~------·- ·-· ...... _ ... _, ..... _. ______ ...... ~------.. -·--· -· ________ ? 2 ' 9_3 ' 1 ! 9 ·----~-----"~·--·------- --- --·--· ---" 
21 SETCM AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECTMAL FIXEO CA~2) 
PAGE - 8-
PL/l OPTI~ IZING "COMP:lTER -
DCL NO. IDENTIFIER 





















AUTOMAT!t AliGNED DECIMAL FTXED f8 ,2) 
95~98~102.103,123 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED (8 2) 
-I oz-;rz-5 ----------- --------- · ·--.. --. -- ---------- ---- -- .. - -- ----'- · .. ., --
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED (8,2) 
96 '97, JQ()_~l? z - 0 --- ·-- 0 - --
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED (8,2) 
97,101,102,104.124 








~~!~~~l~~-.,4llG_NEQ DfC.lM~L. FJ)tED l8.t2 J _ 
AUTOMATIC AliGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 
__ 7I_,_7J3_,_l_9 ____________________________________ ~ ___ _ 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED 
99,117 
DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FTXEO ( ffr2) 
100,117 
-~I~~~-H~9~_l..lGN~J?_J2f_CJ_M~L-_f JXEQ .J1Q r2J _ 
' ' ' -
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (10,2) 
4 7 t 79 t 7_9. 80 t9_l_ __ ---- --- --- --
EXTERNAL FILE 
32,34,36,38,40 






AUTOMATIC Al fGf'lED DECIMA[- F-tXEO- ( 10, 2) 
50,73,73,85 
-~-. _ m .... _____ ·- ---~-- -----·-· ---~-~!~~~TIC A_L IjlNEQ __ pE_f;J M_~f.:- £l>.CEJ2. il(h.Z t __ 
AUTOMATIC I* STRUCTURE *I 
---- EXTI:Tfr'J"A"L--ENTRY"RFTURN"S"fORTRAC I* STNGLE *I FLOAT f 6l J-- ..... --- ·---- -------
3 
1 
11 VBAR AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED (5,2) 
-------~------------------=6:..:::...5 '66' 68,L_, 6~9"-'"'-7'--'1=-----------­ ---------------------· -------
21 VBARSQ AUTOHATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED f8r2) · 





AUTOMATIC AliGNEODECIMAl I* SINGlE *I FLOAT (6) 
143,145 
__ ~~I~~-A,~+~5:~~~~~g _ _p~~J~~~ FIXED f 8,1) 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,1) 
34,35,58,59,59,60 
--- .. ... . ----· ---
Pl/I UPT!MTZH~G "COMPILER -. 
DCL NO. IDENTIFIER 
9 ARSA 
10 ARCUFT 







AGGREGATE LENGTH TABLE 




























. P"AGE - 11 ~- --
. i 
. -PL/l O"PTlRIZmG COMPTCER --- --- -- - -TREE SfPRllt -O~TIONSTM)TNl;--·- ------.--- ---- --·---·-···----··--
BLOCK, SECTION OR STATEMENT 
**TREESl 
**TREES2 
TYPE LENGTH {HEX) 
PROGRAM CSECT 9112 2398 
STATIC CSECT 3088 ClO 
_"_T.~_f~~~--- ----- __ .. ------·-- "FI.BO~t;__pJ)J~J:. -~-L,QCJ( ________ ... __ __2ll_~ _____ . ~.l9Jt 
------ ------------------
DSA SIZE '(HEX) 
. ''"3}_12~. 7A~Q_ 
----·---------" -----
-------nit OPTIMtn"nG~-coMPtt1:1\-~~~-~------ TREES: PROC --cJPi!ONS ( MAHrr,--------------~----------------------- --~------ ------ --------------· -~PAGE --n-----~ 
TABLES OF OFFSETS AND STATEMENT NUMBERS 
WITHIN PROCEDURE TREES 
OFFSET (HEX) 0 8C 94 9C A2 A8 llE 13A lBO ICC 242 25E 204 2FO 366 
STATEMENT NO. 1 2A 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 
---~,~ ···---·-- - ·- ----· . -~·-- ---·-- -~=>"-. -·- ~ -- ·- ---
OFFSET (HEX) 37E 38E 3AO 3E2 3E'8 3EE 3F4 3FA 400 406 418 42A 490 496 49C 
STATEMENT NO. 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 
OFFSET (HEX) 4A2 4Br ---- 40A- - ~32 5F6 61:C 61-s-- -6so-- 6FO-' 718- 75A 760 766 ·7&C 772-
STATEMENT NO. 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 
OFFSET (HEX) 78A 790 7AC 7AC 7AC 7BC 808 85C 862 886 806 8DC 8E6 928 932 
---s"lATfMB-t'f----ffft;·- -- --'?-~--- ---- --~--- -- --rtt· ·--·-15-···-···------·-T-t;---------rr--- -----;tt-··-----~-----·- ---1t0 ----ax- --~ -s2 ~ -----~ ·- '52• -- -s-tt- --- -. _,1" --. ---··· ~-~---~--- .. "· -· -~ . - -·· 
OFFSET (HEX) 95E 982 9A6 AlB A84 AA2 ACO C60 C9C 03C E5C EB4 1034 1070 1114 
STATEMENT NO. 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 
OFFSET CHEXJ 11B6 1258 12FA 13A6 1448 14EA 152C 155E 1598 15C8 15E6 163A 16BA 170E 1762 
STATEMENT NO. 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 
-OfFSeT ·fHFX)· -178-6- 180A 1"85~---- tftAO' ·t8F4 19trft --- -1~---·-t"9FO 1 Altlf - ··tA98- lAEC ts·tto - ts-co tC4-o teA A-
·STATEMENT NO. 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 1 ?2 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 
OFFSET (HEX) 1CDA 1000 1072 1E48 lEDE 1F04 1F58 lFAC lFEA lFFC 2006 2030 2058 2058 20F8 
STATEMENT NO. 130 ··t31 132 133 134 13~ 136- 1'37 138 139 -140 141 142 143 144 
OFFSET (HEX! 218C 21BC 21C6 2246 2246 2250 22DO 2200 220A 22F4 22FE 2380 
STATEMENT NO. 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 138 153 43 154 
- -
- - . ~---.••--- -• r 
NO MESSAGES PRODUCED FOR THIS COMPILATION 
COMPILE TIME 0.04 MINS SPILL FILE: 0 RECORDS, SIZE 4051 
- --- '- ~------
~ ~ . .. -nS7'3-60 LOAOFR -- --------- --- - - -- --- --------
OPTIONS USED - PRJNT,MAP,LET,CALL,NORES,NOTERM,SIZE=247B08,NAME=**GO 
C "' ~-- •"•••-•~• H•··•·•<- ' . . ----· -----~- ---- -~-- .•. -~~---~ ~ ~- - . "0' or,oT~. '0--'-~,,---~r· > -~-~-~ oT Lob -~---~ •. i&o.·,ro, . - ~--~ ---- ~~ ·--~----~-----· ..... -~--~+,..- ., .. 
NAME TYPE ADDR NAME TYPE AOOR NAME TYPE ADOR · NAME TYPE AODR NAME TYPE A.ODR 
PLY START so 1DC810 **TREES 1 so 1DC858 **TREES2 so lOEBFO PLICALlA LR 10C816 PLICALLB LR 10C81A 
Pt.: I MAIN so lOF800 TElCG IA so 10F808 TEl.CGTlr so 1DF878 TREES LR 10C860 SYSPTNT··· so 10F8B8 -- ------·· --------SYSIN so 1DF808 IBMBPIRl* so 10F8F8 IBMBPIRA* LR 10F91A TBMBPIRB* LR 10F91C IBMBPIRC* LR 1DF91E 
IBMBSI01* so 1DFBE8 IBMBSIOA* LR 1 DFBEB IBMB SlOB* LR 1DF8EA tBMBSlOC* LR lOFBEC IBMBSIOO* LR lDFBEE 
IBMBSIOE* LR 1DFBFO IBMBSIOT* LR 10FDA6 IBMBCACl* so 1DFE48 IBMBCACA* LR 10FE48 lBMBCTOl* so 1E0130 
· !S.,.SCTfiO* t.R 1EtH30 t~SMB"CTHX* -ur 1E0138 ... ,. TBMBCTH'"F* L.R tEOl~O. TBMBCTHP• t.R 1£011+8 t1JM8CTHE* lR 1E0150 
IBMBCW01* SD 1 E03DO IBMBCWDH* LR 1 E0300 IBMBCWZH* LR 1E0300 JBMBMVll* so lE05CO IBMBMYlA* LR 1E05CO 
IBMBMYS1* so 1~0660 IBMBMYSA* LR 1E0660 IBMBOCLl* so 1E06F8 IBMBOCLA* LR 1E06F8 IBMBOClB* LR 1E06FA 
IBMBOCLC* LR 1E06FC IBMBOCLD* LR 1E06FE IBMBSD01* so 1E0868 IBMBSOOO* LR 1E0868 IBMBSDOC* LR 1E086A 
IBMBSDOB* LR IE086C IBMffSDOA* LR 1£086E IBMBSUOT* IR I~OB3F ... IBMBSEll* so IEOOEO 18MBSEJAIII lR lEOOEO 
IBMBSE IT* LR 1EOF9A IBMBSFil* so 1EOFFO IBMBSFIA* LR lEOFFO IBMBSFIR* LR 1ElOAE IBMBSIIl* so lElOEO 
IBMB SI IA*. LR 1E10EO IBMBSIIB* LR 1ElOE2 IBMBSIIC* LR 1E10E4 IBMBSIIO* LR 1ElOE6 IBMBSIIT* lR 1ElOE8 
IBMBSL01* so 1E1308 IBMBSLOA* LR 1 E1308 IBMBSLOB* LR 1E130A JBMBSPll* so 1El9E8 JBMBSPLA* LR 1E19E8 
· IB~S SPl.:B* LR 1El9"EA~ TBMS"SPt. C~ ··~· t.R- 1Fl9FC ·- TBMBSXC I*~ . so·-rrTCBB ... . TBMlrSXC.-.-~ 'lJ~ IETCBS ... l8Mt!SXCB• -· tft ·tnca·• ·-· "' ·~-· -~~~- •a '" ·-~- ·-"--•-~·-o 
IBMBSXCC* LR 1E1CBC IBMB SXCD* LR 1E1CBE IBMBCKOl* so lElEOO !BMBCKDP* LR lElEOO IBMBCKZP* lR lElEOO 
IBM8CKOO* LR 1ElED8 IBMBCKZD* LR 1ElED8 IBMBERR1* so 1 E2050 JBMBERRA* LR 1E2050 IBMBERRB* LR 1E2092 IBMBERRC* LR 1E2674 IBMBEER1* so 1 E2720 IBMBEERA* LR 1E2720 IBMBSCVl* so 1E2728 JBMBSCVA* lR 1E2728 IBMSMSLt*· so 1E2968 IBMBMBLA* tR 1 F296tl IBRBMOtl* so-~TEZB30 TSMBMOlC* lR ·tE2830 18M8MOt8* lR 1E2832 
IBMBMDLA* LR 1F2B36 IBMBMBS1* so 1E2CB8 IBMRMBSA* LR 1E2C88 JBMBMDSl* so 1E2088 IBMBMOSC* lR 1E2D88 
IBMBMDSB* LR 1E208A IBMRMDSA* LR 1E208E IBMBEEF1* so 1E2E90 JBMBEEFA* lR 1E2E90 
SYSIN' PR -·oo -- ------·- ~ .__ ---- ., ··-· ~~~~---~----~ .. ~- - -~-.. - ····-··~- - --- -·- ~ . --· 
TOTAL LENGTH 6700 
ENTRY ADDRESS 1DC810 
BAF= 5; 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARF 1075.0 1100.0 
"··· UUM= . l7;·ao· --sA: 1~7z·- . ··aJFT=·---4T~-57--- ··- .... V"BAR= -. 24-~16 DIST:£ --·-··. '""57.;6-;·--·-·· 
DIAM= 7.50 BA= 0.30 CUFT= 5.17 VBAR= 17.23 OISTc 19.7; 
DIAM= 8.10 BA= 0.35 CUFT= 6.18 VBAR= 17.65 OISTc 18.3; 
- &I:~~ 1 ~:~8 ~~-~- A:~~ -~H~t-~ 2~-:2t- ~i~~~ t~~~6 -M!t~ ii:ll 
DIAM= 16.10 BA= 1.41 CUFT= 32.33 VBAR= 22.92 DIST= 43.3; 
DIAM= 17.20 BA= 1.61 CUFT= 38.14 VBAR= 23.68 DIST= 22.8; 
DIAM= 11.10 BA= 0.67 CUFT= 13.02 VBAR= 19.43 DISTc 37.4• 
---o·rAM= . ··yy;·qu·· --·····--·-----· ··-a-~=--------u·;n-··----· . - --- -- -cUFT=-·--f'>.39"·-----·-- ····--·--v~:··- --T-q-~"914-- ... - -~--- DIST= --- _____ ,. ____ lf.£.6t--- ---.- -·---···--····------------------·-~-----
DIAM= 7.10 BA= 0.27 CUFT= 4.55 VBAR= 16.85 DIST= 22.8; 
_ DJAM= 5.20 BA= 0.14 CUFT= 2.25 VBAR= 16.07 DIST= 5.5; 
.. DIAM= 8.50 BA= 0.39 CUFT= 6.92 VBAR= 17.74 OIST= 32.8• 
... DTAM= 13.10 BA-: .. .. u-;?T 1:0FT: 111~~4 VBAR: 20.90 DIST:i: 50";7i 
DlAM= 14.50 BA= 1.14 CUFT= 24.94 VBAR= 21.87 DlSTc 26.5; 
DIAM= 16.70 BA= 1.52 CUFT= 35.43 VBAR= 23.30 OIST= 46.9; 
-- 8\{~~-H-}~;~- --·· ·· ------- -----l~-~--------{-;-~~- .. ---·-· -·· ------~f~- ... -4~~-------· · -~~~--- -~·!+~- ---· · --- · ··· ~J!f: ··· -- -ti:-8f · ---------- -- - ---- --
DIAM= 16.10 BA= 1.41 CUFT= 32.33 VBAR= 22.92 OtST= 62.0; 
DIAM= 12.00 BA= 0.78 CUFT= 15.71 VBAR= 20.14 OtST= 35.4; 
DIAM= 22.00 BA= 2.63 CUFT= 71.26 VBAR= 27.09 DIST= 10.7; 
D!AM= 18.60 l3A= J;813- CUFT= 46~45 VBAR= ?4.70 DIST= 57.-5; 
DIAM= 20.80 BA= 2.35 CUFT= 61.72 VBAR= 26.26 OIST= 56.1; 
DIAM= 7.90 BA= 0.34 CUFT= 5.83 VBAR= 17.14 OIST= 10.7; 
--&l~~ -- .. $ :gg. --~{-~---·-·-&:-~- ······-·----· -----~¥:---- ·--~;-4~----- -···-·· --·.,--~~~~ ... ll;g~ -----Bf~ .. -··· ~-:~+' 
DIAM= 14.20 BA= 1.09 CUFT= 23.69 VBAR= 21.73 DlST= 33.9; 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 29_7897 .63_ 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 297897.63 
SAMPLF POINT COORDINATES ARE 1075.0 1305.0 
··· o<oT"AR=·-· ·- r2·.;a-o -----·--·- --·-- -· .. ····s-.a:·=··--· ··- rr;tfl1· ··-···- ·--- ·--------cuFT= --nr;·rr·--··-- ---------- ·vs-Alr= ... ·· ·--z·cr;6~-- · 
DIAM= 12.20 BA= 0.81 CUFT= 16.35 VBAR= 20.18 
DIAM= 11.90 BA= 0.77 CUFT= 15.39 VBAR= 19.98 
OIAM= 11.60 BA= 0.73 CUFT= 14.47 VBA~= 19.82 D!AM= 12.30 . ·sA:: 0~82 ·cuFT: Hi;6a- V!rAR":- 20.34 
... DIAM= 13.60 BA= 1.00 CUFT= 21.31 VBAR= 21.31 
DIAM= 6.30 BA= 0.21 CUFT= 3.46 VBAR= 16.47 
DIAM= 15.40 BA= 1.29 CUFT= 28.95 VBAR= 22.44 
--nrnr=·---····n·-;s-o·-·-··--... ---·-·---·-a-,;=--···· -----o-;t~g·· -· _n _____ -- --------··coF r =----------zu-;-93"··----- -·--·-·-···· ..... VBAfr=·· ···-- 71 ;14· · 
DIAM= 14.40 BA= 1.13 CUFT= 24.52 VBAR= 21.69 
DIAM= 11.20 BA= 0.68 CUFT= 13.30 VBAR: 19.55 
OIAM= 13.60 BA= 1.00 CUFT= 21.31 VBAR: 21.31 O!AM'=- 11. 5o· - - s~=------cr;n· ·--- --- ·- --- ---·-cUFT=-- ---1-zt~-ra----- - -·--· -- -vsn-=·· · 19 ;69 
DIAM= 12.60 BA= 0.86 CUFT= 17.68 VBAR= 20.55 
DIAM= 10.30 BA= 0.57 CUFT= 10.89 VBAR= 19.10 
DIAM= 13.00 BA= 0.92 CUFT= 19.08 VBAR= ___ _?_Q.73 -·-·------
----RI:~-~--- 1b: ~g -~-- ~------------c;~ -- ---r:n-~-- --------~B~f: -- -~-x-:~a --------------~-~Hir;----~-J=-~--- ----- --- Sin:-·~-----w:rr---------~-------~---~-------
DIAM= 13.30 BA= 0.96 CUFT= 20.18 VBAR= 21.02 OtST= 13.71 · 
DIAM= 9.70 BA= 0.51 CUFT= 9.44 VBAR= 18.50 _DIST= 32~3; · 
-··--t)-J-A"flt:·----·t£.oo------ - -------- -·-a•=------cr.-;g----------- ·- --- --~ CUFT::!:·-----r~7l --·------·----·-·v-trKR= - ··z-cr;.1·4 ·-- --·otST~:-· -----------,.~-4-r· ----· ------·· ---- - --·------~-- --------~-
DIAM= 13.60 BA= 1.00 CUFT= 21.31 VBAR= 21.31 DIST= 11.8; 
DIAM= 12.90 BA= 0.90 CUFT= 18.73 VBAR= 20.81 DIST• 26.4; 
DIAM= 9.00 BA= 0.44 CUFT= 7.91 VBAR= 17.97 DIST= 16.8; 
OIAM= 8it70 BA== 0.41 Ct1FT= 7;.30 VBAR= 17.80 OIST= 25.3; 
DIAM= 8.40 BA= 0.~8 CUFT= 6.73 VBAR= 17.71 DIST• 23.8; 
DIAM= 13.20 BA= 0.95 CUFT= 19.81 VBAR= 20.85 OIST= 37.3; 
DIAM= 16.00 BA= 1.39 CUFT= 31.83 VBAR= 22.89 DIST= 33.8; 
- ··1>-I-A'M= 14.70 - · ·· RA= · l~tl7 - -- · · ·- · Ct1FT= -z-5 .-s-o- ---- VSlR = ~?.05 - DTST= 5"4e.8'; 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 345779.28 
- RUNNING TOTAL VSAR SQUARED = - 643676~"Cn--
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 1075.0 1510.0 
DIAM= 10.60 BA= 0.61 CUFT= 11.66 VBAR= 19.11 
--L)r-A-M-= -----1'15-.-70- ----.. ----e"A"-=---- ··-!;'5z------------·------- ------cuFrr-------'3'5';-4~------- --- .... _ va•ft!!-- -?r.'30--
DJAM= 5.90 BA= 0.18 CUFT= 2.98 VBAR= 16.55 
DIAM= 8.20 BA= 0.36 CUFT= 6.36 VBAR= 17.66 
DIAM= 15.30 BA= 1.27 CUFT= 2A.49 VBAR= 22.43 
'OIAM= 8.30 t3'A= 0;.37 ---cuFT=- 6;.-s-4- VBA~= 17.67 
DIAM= 9.10 BA= 0.45 CUFT= 8.12 VBAR= 18.04 
DIAM= 11.50 BA= 0.12 CUFT= 14.18 VBAR= 19.69 
DIAM= 15.90 BA= 1.37 CUFT= 31.34 VBAR= 22.87 
-otAM: 12.80 eA= 0;.8'9- CUFT=·· ·1a .. -31 VBA~-e 20;64-
DIAM= 11.30 BA= 0.69 CUFT= 13.59 VBAR= 19.69 
DIAM= 12.10 BA= 0.79 CUFT= 16.03 VBAR= 20.29 
OIAM= A.80 BA= 0.42 CUFT= 7.50 VBAR= 17.85 OIAM= 16.80 BA= t.-s3· · CUFT= '35.96- veAR:: 23.50 
DIAM= 13.80 BA= 1.03 CUFT= 22.08 VBAR= 21.43 
DIAM= 16.20 BA= 1.43 CUFT= 32.84 VBAR= 22.96 
DIAM= 14.30 BA= 1.11 CUFT= 24.10 VBAR= 21.71 
·-- · t}lAM=- ·· H>•'TO e~- 1;.5·2 CUFI:- -- ·3'5·•-43"- VB"AR~ 23.30 
DIAM= 9.30 BA= 0.47 CUFT= 8.54 VBAR= 18.17 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 149660.65 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 






















~~ .. .,.o 
11.90 
10.00 













































-etJ1:T= --- ·2t;'t;~- -
CUFT= 15.39 
CUFT= 10.15 CUFT= 7.30 













- VBAft:-· 21.026 
VBAR= 19.98 
VBAR= 18.79 









































· OtST• tt2-.2; 
DIST= 39.9; 
DIST= 27.5; 




·otSTe ·· · -30-;--~T 
DIST= 17.9; 

























-- OI~AM= 17.70 - B"A= -y ~70 -~.tUFT:···- ~0 .. "9v·· ... - .. ·- .. "YBARe 
VBAR= 
VBAR= 
. 2/t;II. . Tn ST•- . 
DIAM= 16.70 
DIAM= 9.60 




RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
·--·-s-AMPtE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 9.70 BA= 0.51 
DIAM= 14.60 BA= 1.16 
DIAM= 7.80 BA= 0.33 
D!AM= s.qo BA= 0.43 
DIAM= 9.80 AA= 0.52 
DIAM= 16.00 BA= 1.39 
DIAM= 13.40 BA= 0.97 
----orAM= · · Ht;oo· ·sA"= · ·- 1.76-- -- · 
OIAM= 12.90 BA= 0.90 
DIAM= 12.20 BA= O.R1 
OIAM= 9.30 BA= 0.47 
DIAM= 12.90 · BA= 0.90 
OIAM= l2.90 BA= 0.90 
DIAM= 14.80 BA= 1.19 
OIAM= 10.90 BA= 0.64 
·otAM= · 5.60 BA=. . 0~·17 -
DIAM= 8.00 BA= 0.34 
OIAM= 12.30 BA= O.B2 
OIAM= 11.00 BA= 0.65 
DIAM= 8.60 BA= 0.40 
DIAM= 5.60 8A= 0.17 
DIAM= 15.30 BA= 1.27 
DIAM= 12.00 BA= 0.78 OIAM"!::- B.CJO . ff"A::: 0.4"3 
OIAM= 10.30 BA= 0.57 
OIAM= 16.20 BA= 1.43 
OIAM= 16.60 BA= 1.50 
DIAM= 18.20 BA= 1.80 
OIAM= 10.40 BA= 0.58 
DIAM= 14.20 BA= 1.09 
·· · SUM VBAR SQUA.RED · ~- .. 362777.33 








CUFT= T. 70 CUFT= 9.67 
CUFT= 31.83 
CUFT= 20.55 CUFT= ·7+-z;n . . .. -
CUFT= 18.73 
CUFT= 16.35 

















CUFT= 11.14 CUFT= 23.69 
1380430.79 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE . 12HO;O 
DIAM= 19.80 BA= 2.13 CUFT= 54.43 
OIAM= 10.40 BA= 0.58 CUFT= 11.14 
OIAM= 10.20 BA= 0.56 CUFT= 10.64 UTAM= 11.30 . BA= ""0.69. . ... ·CUFr=- ·13~59 
DIAM= 16.10 BA= 1.41 CUFT= 32.33 
DIAM= 11.10 BA= 0.67 CUFT= 13.02 
OIAM= 11.30 BA= 0.69 CUFT= 13.59 DIAM= 14.40 BA:= t. 1"3 CUFT=- 24;-52 . 
DIAM= 11.00 BA= 0.65 CUFT= 12.74 
DIAM= 10.50 BA= 0.60 CUFT= 11.40 






VBAR= 25.55 OtST= 55.3; 
VBAR= 19.20 OIST= 14.9; 
VBAR= 19.00 DIST= 37.9; VBAR=·. 19;69 "OlSTi: n-;z;-
VBAR= 22.92 OIST& 38.2; 
VBAR= 19.43 OIST= 28.1; 
~g~~~ } i: ~; Blit: ~l: fl 
VBAR= 19.60 OIST& 17.8; 
VBAR= 19.00 OIST= 18.9; 
...... ____ y_'jJ_A_R := _____ _?_~ !.?.. 2, _____ -------. ______ .. _Q.!!!= _________ 2 ~-· ~.L ... ____ --~-------··· ______________ .... ___ _ 












--·--urJR= - 11.- ro 
· el= ··a.;;·fn 
BA= 0.58 
BA= 0.2 5 
BA= 0.51 








. ·aA·: .. T~5'9-
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 242605.50 
- RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARt:D = 
·cu,:t:- -. -I6-;3s····-- ... V1fAR-: .. 
CUFT= 11.14 VBAR= CUFT= 4.27 VBAR= 
CUFT= 9.44 VBAR= 
ruFT=· ---- ·-2~-~--"··--· ··-- ·- · ·va-~ = 
CUFT= 18.37 VBAR= CUFT= 40.99 VBAR= 
CUFT= 5.17 VBAR= CUFT: 30~37 - v-BAR= 
CUFT= 37.04. VBAR= 
CUFT= 14.1~ VBAR= 
CUFT= 28.95 VBAR= 
. cm=r:··· .. '37·;·59··- ·-- .. - VBA~= 





















8A= 0.89 CUFT= 18.37 VBAR= 20.64 




BA= 0.18 CUFT= 2.87 VBAR= 15.94 
BA= 0.51 CUFT= 9.44 VBAR= 18.50 





BA= 1~21 . - CO~T:- lS .4(1 . VSAR= 22.43 
DIAM= 
DI AM= 
..... ...PJ.A~:= . 
BA= 0.85 tUFT= 17.34 VBAR= 20.40 
BA= 1.76 tUFT= 42.76 VBAR= 24.29 
. _________ . Jt~ =: .. o .§ ~L __ ··-· ... _________ ~JJEI= .. ___ t.?_!_?l!:_.____ __ . V eA.R_=: _ .19. .~.Q _ . 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 33492.66 
.. Rl}NNING TOTAl, VB~R SQUARED =_ 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 11.80 BA= 0.75 
DIAM= 9.50 BA= 0.49 
00 0 UTAMi:: 16. 10 - . -BA·:-·--- -T.4f 
OIAM= 14.90 BA= 1.21 
OIAM= 11.30 BA= 0.69 OIAM= 5.20 SA= 0.14 
DIAM= 5.50 BA= 0.16 
DIAM= 8.20 BA= 0.36 
DIAM= 11.30 B~= 0.69 
DIAM= 11.20 BA= 0.68 
·- UI'AM= 1"9.-ZO 0 -!r~= ------z;01 ~-- -
OIAM= 11.60 BA= 0.73 
DIAM= 6.90 BA= 0.25 OIAM= 5.00 BA= 0.13 
DIAM= 6.10 . B.A.: 0~?0 
DIAM= 11.10 BA= 0.67 
DI AM= 10.30 BA= O. 57 
DIAM= 12.10 BA= 0.79 
... --·urA'f.f=- ·- lo~·'+o ·- ·· · ··-l'fA-=·-·--··-T;;·r;o--
DIAM= 15.30 BA= 1.27 
OIAM= 17.00 BA= 1.57 
DIAH= 6.90 BA= 0.25 
.. O!AM:£ 6~4-0 'BA-: - U~'ZZ 
OIAM= 6.10 BA= 0.20 
SU~ __ VBAR SQUARED= 214711.75 
1656.526 .. 9~ --
1280.0 








.. CUFT=·- -- -'5"0 ~"3'zt 
CUFT= 14.47 
tUFT= 4.27 CUFT= 2.06 
·cuFT= - 3. 2Z 
CUFT= 13.02 
CUFT= 10.89 CUFT= 16.03 
1715.0 
VBAR= 20.10 VBAR= 18 32 
















· -- - -·- wrr=· -- ·3r.1r0· -- ·- -- · -- -
·- vr:r"R·=.. · '2'3' ;19 
CUFT= 28.49 
CUFT= 37.04 CUFT= 4.27 
- CUFT:·-- - - -3-;59-




···--- .. - V8A'R: . 16~31 
VBAR= 16.10 
DIST= 








MH~ -· --lt:-ijf · ·· 
DIST= 51.9; 
DlST= 16.1; OtST= 18.5• 
- tJTST= -2~9; 
OIST= 25.8; OIST= 20.4; OIST= 39.9• 
---·rrrsr= ------~r.tt···---· ............ -~ --------·-------------- ... ·----.-~ 
OIST= 40.9; OlST= 25.8; OIST= 18.2• 
- orsr=· · -s·;7l 
DIST= 22.3; 
OIST• 22.7; DIST= 28.5• 
·utST=- ··· ·· ··-- - 4'5"';u-J-· -- · · ·· --- · -· · · · --- · ------- -- · · · ··· -- ·-
otST= 47.3; 
OIST= 65.0; OIST= 3.3; OlST• ______ -. - --r-;lf; -·· --
OIST= 8.0; 
·---~------"'~--·------------
--ml'tflftm;--TOTAr--v-en- SOtrA~ur-= ---- ------------- - ·------·--yanz4-u-;70- ---------------- -·-·---- ------ ---- ----- ---- -- ---- --- -- ·--------------- ----------------------------·-
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 1485.0 1100.0 
DIAM= 13.30 BA= 0.96 CUFT= 20.18 VBAR= 21.02 
--:-:;n-AM'= -- - -t3.-6o·-- -- - --- -eA=- --- ---1-;-o-o·-- - ··· ------- Ct11='T-*-:----z-x-.~--- ~-·-- ---- .. -vnR·=- - 2r;31· 
DIAM= 13.70 BA= 1.02 CUFT= 21.69 VBAR= 21.26 
DIAM= 6.70 BA= 0.24 CUFT= 3.99 VBAR= 16.62 
DIAM= 17.00 BA= 1.57 CUFT= 37.04 VBAR= 23.59 
OIAM= 13.10 BA= · 0.93 CUFT= 19.44 VBAR= 20.90 
DIAM= 17.70 BA= 1.70 CUFT= 40.9~ VB4R= 24.11 
DIAM= 16.20 BA= 1.43 CUFT= 32.84 VBAR= 22.96 
DIAM= 13.90 BA= 1.05 CUFT= 22.48 VBAR= 21.40 
----M-AM= 15.70 - ~A= - 1;34 · -- - - CtJFTe '30-;'37-- VBAR= 22.66 
DIAM= 5.60 BA= 0.17 CUFT= 2.65 VBAR= 15.58 
DIAM= 5.70 BA= 0.17 CUFT= 2.76 VBAR= 16.23 
DIAM= 10.60 BA= 0.61 CUFT= 11.66 VBAR= 19.11 
OIAM= 9;80 BA= 0.52 CUFT= 9"~'67 VBAR= 18.59 
DIAM= 17.40 BA= 1.65 CUFT= 39.27 VBAR= 23.80 
DIAM= 10.00 BA= 0.54 CUFT= 10.15 VBAR: 18.79 
DIAM= 13.10 BA= 0.93 CUFT= 19.44 VBAR= 20.90 
-----rn-AM= -to-.-oo ·· ~-------o-;i5"4 ------- --- --- -- --~-- · -ro-.;·t5""'-- ----- -- ·--- vs-~~ ·- ·ts ;79 
DIAM= 11.50 BA= 0.72 CUFT= 14.18 VBAR= 19.69 
DIAM= 14.90 BA= 1.21 CUFT= 26.68 VBAR= 2~.04 
DIAM= 11.20 BA= 0.68 CUFT= 13.30 VBAR= 19.55 
DIAM= 22.00 BA= 2.63 CUFT= 71.26- VB4R= 27.09 
DIAM= 14.60 BA= 1.16 CUFT= 25.37 VBAR= 21.87 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 229350.17 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 17.?0 BA:: 1.61 
DIAM= 19.10 BA= 1.98 
DIAM= 6.30 BA= 0.21 
D!AM= 11.10 BA= 0.67 
Ot AM= 6.70 --e..-~ Ct. 74" 
DIAM= 9.60 BA= 0.50 
DIAM= 21.90 BA= 2.61 
.. DI AM= 9.70 BA= 0.51 OIAM= 8.50 BA= 0.39 
DIAM= 15.30 BA= 1.27 
DIAM= 15.40 BA= 1. 29 
DIAM= 13 .oo BA= 0.92 
Eti-AM= 15•Mt · · ·eJt: 1;32 
DIAM= 13.90 BA= 1.05 
DIAM= 20."30 BA= 2.24 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 101416.77 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
























1485.0 CUFT=- ·- 38.14 -
CUFT= 49.68 
CUFT= 3.46 







CUFT= 19.08 CUFT: 29.;89"" 











. VBAR= 23.68 
VBAR= 25.09 
VBAR= 16.47 




















·-··-Ol'STJ!·- . -·--·-·--·-·-'31r;o-;-· -- ·------ " --- ---------·------------·-·------··-----
OIST= 22.9; OIST= 24.9; 
DIST= 31.3; UISTc 43.2; 
OIST= 63•3; OIST• 44.0; 
OIST= 26.4; 









OIST= 44.0; OIST= 48.3; 











DIST= 23•8; 12.9; 
OIST= 14.4; 
OIST= 35.9; 






otsr-= -- -- zt ;1-; 
OtST• 56.0; OISf= 39.1; 
~0!~-!~---- ---~---~~-·J!; -.,. 













·-sA: --o ;qs- --- .. -
DIAM= 10.80 84= 0.63 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 70734.72 



































































SUM VBAR SQUARED = 97038.48 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
A= 31.10 B= 12.3~; 
· -~oTAL NUMBER OF TREES SAMPLFD = 
AVERAGE TREE COUNT = 20.91 
SUM VBAR = 5109.34 
AVERAGE VBAR= 
BASAL AREA PER ACRE = 
AVERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE = 




STANDARD ERROR = 




COEFF. OF VARIATION % = 31.14 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN TREE COUNT = 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN VBAR = 
6.51 
2271742.36 








.. CUFT:· .... ~-~l 
CUFT= 12.46 
CUFT= 4.12 













































































SAMPLING ERRO~- OF TREE COUNT_"t_ = 
SAMPLING ERROR OF VBAR % = 
·- ---·------~- -·-a-~98 ________ _ 
0.78 
--""CORBINE'O SA'MPLTNG--ER"ROlr rr· c··vBAR-~--:· ---- --· --- -- - --· -- - -- - ----lf;or· ----- ------- -
OPTIMUM NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS = 




RATIO OF TREE COUNT POINTS TO MEASUREMENT POINTS IS 133 
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS IS 11.00 
-----pR-ACTICAL- NUMBER OF ~E~SURl:MFI\Jr-PnTNTS-Ts·· -·-·T.;ou·---·--------- --
COST FOR COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR OF 10% 
OPTIMUM COST = 















- 10 ;--- ----·-·-----·-··--·- ---··- --·-·· --- ---- --·--· --· -----
POINT COORDINATES ARE 
7.50 BA= 0.30 
8.10 BA£ 0.15 
16.10 BA= 1.41 
17.20 BA= 1.61 
5.20 BA= 0.14 
14~50 ·a-A= - -·-r;J.·4--""-· 
22.00 BA= 2.63 
20.80 BA= 2.35 
7.90 BA= 0.34 
14.20 BA= - 1;,;09 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 44791.48 
RUNNING TcrTA[ VB-AR "SQtJARFU··:··- ·-----· ------
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 11.60 BA= 0.73 
OI AM= 12.30 --"SA= O. 82 
OIAM= 13.60 BA= 1.00 
OIAM= 13.50 BA= 0.99 
OIAM= 14.4"0 BA= 1.13 
·-----orA~== - - 1 ,-.·oo · ---- - - ··-- -- ---a~= --- ·-rr .""97-- - ·- ------ ·--
DIAM= 9.70 BA= 0.51 
OIAM= 16.90 BA= 1.55 
DIAM= 13.30 BA= 0.96 OIAM:i: 12.00- ·sA-=- -o-~78 
OIAM= 13.60 BA= 1.00 
OIAM= 12.90 BA= 0.90 
OIAM= 9.00 .BA= 0.44 
1075.0 
CUFT= 5.17 





















CUFT= 14.47 VBAR= 19.82 
·cuFT= I6;5e - ---- ·veAR= 20.34 
CUFT= 21.31 VBAR= 21.31 
CUFT= 20.93 VBAR= 21.14 
CUFT= 24.52 VBAR= 21.69 CCUFT=-- ~ -.. ·t"lT;og-~ · ..... , - - Vln~ = · ·zo ~ n 
CUFT= 9.44 VBAR= 18.50 
CUFT= 36.50 VBAR= 23.54 
CUFT= 20.18 VBAR= 21.02 
. CUFT=-·· ---I-s-;7r------· VB'Al{"":: 20 .,y-4· 
CUFT= 21.31 VBAR= 21.31 
CUFT= 18.73 VBAR= 20.81 























-----rrt,e;~=-- ---r6~ ~- ------- ---sJ.=- ---T;"Jlr -- · ------ ------cur:r=:·----·n·~---------- ~--vSA·~<=- -· · -2~~-gl} ___ ----- ----- ---OT-sT&--------n-.;-s;----------------~- -------
suM VBAR SQUARED = 84803.26 
SAMPLf POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 16.70 BA= 
OIAM= 5.90 BA= 
DIAM= 8.20 BA= 
DIAM= 15.30 BA= 
DIAM= 8.30 BA= 
--- -o-t-AM: ~.to· · ~A: . 
OIAM= 11.50 BA= 
DIAM= 11.30 BA= 
DIAM= 16.80 &A= 
OIAM= 14.30 BA= 












SUM VBAR SQUARED = 49970.13 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
. SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE OtAM= · 17.00 BA~ 
DIAM= 8.70 BA= 
DIAM= 8.60 BA= 
DIAM= 16.20 BA= 
OtA~-- 1'!~80 eA·: 
DIAM= 13.70 BA= 
DIAM= 11.90 BA= 
DIAM= 10.00 BA= 
or-A"M= to. 90 s~= 
DI AM= 10.70 BA= OIAM= 15.70 BA= 
DIAM= 20.90 BA= 














DIAM= 9.60 BA= 0.50 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 85784.55 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE 

















































CUFT= 35.43 tUFT: -- 2 .. "98-
CUFT= 6.36 CUFT= 28.49 
tUFT= 6.54 
· - -cuFT=- ----e-.; rz--- --·-
cuFT= 14.18 
CUFT= 13.59 
CUFT= 35.96 CUFT= 24.;10 
CUFT= 35.43 
179564.87 
1075.0 CUFT=-. 37;04 
CUFT= 7.30 
CUFT= 7.11 
CUFT= 32.84 CUFT=-- --- n.o·g- --· 
CUFT= 21.69 
CUFT= 15.39 CUFT= 10.15 
CUFT= 12.46 
CUFT= 11.92 









· ···· V~'R= ·nr.or.-
VBAR= 19.69 
VBAR= 19.69 















c. - VB"A R ~--·· 73" .;·30 
VBAR= 18.42 
12eo.o 11oo.o 
- CUFT!:: . - 9;44· - c.- .. ·--- --. VBAR=- - 18 .5"0 -
CUFT= 9.67 VBAR= 18.59 
CUFT= 16.35 VBAR= 20.18 CUFT= 8.54 VBAR= 18.17 
tUFT= -18~73 . VB"AR= 20 .;81 
CUFT= 18.73 VBAR= 20.81 
CUFT= 26.24 VBAR= 22.05 CUFT= 12.46 VBAR= 19.46 CUFT=" . -7 ~-6--s---~-- -·vaAR~. 15.;58 
CUFT= 6.00 VBAR= 17.64 
CUFT= 16.68 VBAR= 20.34 
CUFT= 12.74 VBAR= 19.60 
"CUFT=· - - r;tt VBAR= - 17.77 
CUFT= 15.71 VBAR= · 20.14 CUFT= 43.97 VBAR= 24.42 















































. DIST• - . 17-.;4; 
DIST= 17.0; 
DIST= 25.8; 
OIST= 24.1; OIST• 30;.0; 
DIST= 19.9; 
DIST= 29.7; 




ntSTa· -- ·-;;6; 
DIST= 15.7; DIST= 26.1; 
OIST_!__ __ ~- -~~ . .-l.?.~?.J .. 
SUM VlrAR SQUARED :::: .. . .... 98"131~8£ 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
-- SA'MPt E- PU!Nr COOROIN'ATES--).~F-·. 
DIAM= 10.40 BA= 
DIAM= 11.30 BA= 
DIAM= 16.10 BA= 
D~AM= 11.10 BA= 
DIAM= 11.00 BA= 
DIAM= 10.50 BA= 
DlAM= 15.00 BA= [)!AM= 1?.20 BA= 
. DIAM= 10.40 BA= 
DIAM= 6.90 BA= 
DIAM= 9.70 BA= 
DIAM= 5.30 BA= 
DIAM= 12.80 BA= 
DIAM= 17.70 BA= 
DIAM= 7.50 BA= 
--·--o·r-~tM= · t5. ;o· ·- ·-a-A.= 















-::- . !';3"4 
1.57 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = ll617A.72 
RUNNING TOT~L VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLF PO!NT COORDINATES ARE 
- ··or-AM:. 9;. so· . . B A: 
. DIAM: 5.80 BA= 
DIAM= 11.00 BA= 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 





SAMPLE POINT ~OORDTNATES ARE-
DIAM= 11.80 BA= 
DIAM= 9.50 BA= 
DlAM= 16.10 BA= 
DI AM= 11.30 BA= 
DIAM= 5.50 RA= 
DIAM= 11.30 BA= 
DlAM= 19.20 BA= 
D 1 AM::: 6 ;.:10 -- s-a·:·-
DIAM= 11.10 BA= 
DIAM= 10.30 BA= 
DIAM= 12.10 BA= 
DI AM= 16.40 BA= 
DIAM= 6.90 BA= 
DIAM= 6.40 BA= 
















SUM VBAR SQUARED = 83688.70 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
363481.24 
- -rnro~lr--- -~- --
CUFT= 11.14 
CUFT= 13.59 












. CUFT=· ··-· ·3'o·;-'37 .. - - -
CUFT= 37.04 
479659.96 





















































- CUFT== . 33'.%-
CUFT= 4.27 
CUFT:: 3. 59 
CUFT= 3.22 
566249.55 


































































SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 1485.0 1100.0 
DIAM= 13.60 BA= 1.00 CUFT= 21.31 VBAR= ?.1.31 DIST= 36.0; 









BA= 1.05 CUFT= 22.'48 VBAR= 
BA= 1.34 CUFT= 30.37 VBAR= 











BA = O. 52 CUFT= 9. 67 VBAR= 
BA= 1.65 CUFT= 39.27 VBAR= 
-BA::: .. -0~93- CUFT:t r9;44 - . VBAR:i 
DIAM= 10.00 
DIAM= 22.00 
BA= 0.54 CUFT= 10.15 VBAR=. 
BA= 2.63 CUFT= 71.26 VBA~= 
-- SUM. VBAR- SQUA-RED -:- ·- -76751:~T6·- . 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
-· "SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARF. 
DIAM= 17.20 BA= 1.61 
1 DIAM= 19.10 ' BA= 1.96 DIAM= 6.30 BA= 0.21 
-o-rA~-=~ '""--11--;To ·T< ·-· --- _, -··---·e-A·=--·"------·--n-;or·.,-~ --- -·-----.. 
DIAM= 6.70 BA= 0.24 
DIAM= 9.70 BA= 0.51 
DIAM= 15.30 BA= 1.27 
- D!"AM= 15.4"0-- BA:i:: r;z-9 
DIAM= 13.90 SA= 1.05 
___ -.SJltt. Y~.A~ S_()!JA!:t!;.Q _ :::: _____ ····-- ______ 1~6J.13.."- 3? ... 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT CnORO!NATES ARE 
orAM·::: 14~oo ······ ··sA= ·t.-o6· 
DIAM= 10.30 BA= 0.57 
DIAM= 11.30 BA= 0.69 
DIAM= 10.00 BA= 0.54 
--nilM== t7.6o··- ··--~-- ·----a-A=··---··--r.-68-
DIAM= 13.20 BA= 0.95 
DIAM= 10.80 BA= 0.63 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 20563~56 
643000.71 
1485;0 ----- .. 1305 .o 
CUFT= 38.14 VBAR= 23.68 
CUFT= 49.66 V8AR= 25.09 
CUFT= 3.46 VBAR= 16.47 
·cUFT:-· 13.02 -------~----- -- V6AR :-- ---!9";4~-. 
CUFT= 3.99 VBAR= 16.62 
CUFT= 9.44 VBAR= 18.50 
CUFT= 28.49 VBAR= 22.43 l:UFT= 2"8~95 VSAir: - 22.44 
CUFT= 22.48 VBAR= 21.40 
677619.03 
- -~- .... 14 8 5 .o - -- . ·- . 151 Q • 0 . . ..CUFT= 22.88 VBAR= 21.58 
tUFT= 10.89 VBAR= 19.10 
CUFT= 13.59 VBAR= 19.69 
.. -- . ··-- f~~ ·-·--!-8:-!¥-··-··---·· -· ---~i~~~---l1~6~ 
CUFT= 19.81 VBAR= 20.85 
CUFT= 12.19 VBAR= 19.34 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 698182.59 
- S~MPU: POTNT ·caORUimTFS-ARF·-···- ' ·-- ·--·-· -- ··---·--· ----· -~~;o·--· .... ~----------------·- ....... rrr5 ;'0"··· . 
DIAM= 5.30 BA= 0.15 CUFT= 2.34 VBAR= 15.60 
DIAM= 8.70 SA= 0.41 CUFT= 7.30 VBAR= 17.80 
81~~~ ~~:18 · -~~-~---· ~:~§- tH~l~ &~:t~-- ~1-~~ ~~!~1 
DIAM= 7.00 . BA= 0.26 .CUFT= 4.41 VBAR= 16.96 
DIAM= 10.90 BA= 0.64 CUFT= 12.46 VBAR= 19.46 
_____ PI~_f-1= ....... !~!' ~9 ·- .. - -··----~A=---- ... Q!_'!~- ------- -·· .......... CU£:I_::._ ______ _?.Q.!..2~---·-------------,-· ..... YftAB.=-·· ·- ?l .. ~ ~~---· 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 19813.37 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = A=·····- 37~27. ······--l:f=·- T2-~59f-
TOTAL NUMBER OF TREES SAMPLED = 136 
DIST= OIST= 
DlST= 
























----,.yER7fGF TREE --cutmT -=---------~1-~-n-------- ------------------------------------------ ------------ ---------------------- -- ... ----------------------------------------------------
SUM VBAR = 2763.80 
---~--AVER A et-·-·vtlA~--=--- --- -- ----- ---- · --------- ------ ---· -- ----·""?-o--;32·-- ·---· -- --- ------ ··- --- --~- _.,_ ·- ·---··-----~-~- ~- --~~ ----- ---- "--------- · ---- --- · ... ·-
BASAL AREA PER ACRE = 
AVERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE = 




- .. Cv-TC= - -- 37 .-2'7 ·· STOETC:. ···· ·· - · 4~7? STUEVBR::··~- - -- ·z.;s& -- - CVVBAR= 
STANDARD ERROR = 
SAMPt ING ERROR % -




-----stA'NOARO f:RROR OF" MF.AN''"TRFF--cntmT--: -- - · - --- ----. -- -
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN VBAR = 
----------------r~ n---------- ·---------- --- --- ----- --- --- ------
SAMPLING ERROR OF TREE COUNT ~ = 
SAMPLING ERROR OF VBAR % = 
--- CO MtnN1:0' S'A J'ltP t: IN G ... 'ERRLJ~ TC & -VB'AR 't =-· 
OPTIMUM NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS = 







RATIO OF TREE COUNT POINTS TO MEASUREMFNT POINTS IS 
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS IS 17.00 
----nACTiCAt.- NUM'BER' m:--"M'E'1fSURFMENT-p-crtNTS I'S - --- T~ ou· -- --
COST FOR COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR OF 10~ 
OPTIMUM COST = 
PRACTICAL COST = 
35'.31 
?7.35 







POINT COORDINATES ARE 
17.20 BA= 
























RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
, - SAMPrE··potNT "1:00RDTNATF.s-· ARF 
OIAM= 11.60 BA= 
DIAM= 12.30 BA= 
OIAM= 13.60 BA= 
OIAM= 13.50 BA~ 
DIAM= 9.70 BA= 
DIAM= 16.90 BA= 
DIAM= 13.30 BA= 
·-··-ot·AM= . l2. 00 . BA= 
DIAM= 13.60 BA= 
OIAM= 12.90 BA= 
DIAM= 9.00 BA= 













SUM VBAR SQUARED = 61896.46 
SAMPLF 
DIAM= 















SUM VBAR SQUARED = 11359.29 










POINT COORDINATES ARE 
8.70 BA= 














SUM VBA~ SQUAR~D = _ ?~97~~2~ 















-14~80 · ~A~ 
10.90 BA= 
5.60 BA= 

















- ----··- ·ro-rs-;.-o ---·---~ · ·----···· ---
cuFT= 14.47 
CUFT= 16.68 





ClJFT= 21.31 CUFT:: 18.73 
CUFT= 7.91 CUFT= 31.83 .. 
. ··-- 73TOo;-6fJ 
1075.0 
CUFT= 6.36 
CUFT~ ll3 ;.49 . 





CUFT= 32.84 CUFT: -ZI. 59· 
CUFT= 15.39 
CUFT= 12.46 
CUFT= 11.92 CUFT=-- 62 ;.48 
CUFT= 35.43 
113438.22 






















VBARi:: 21 ;.26 
VBAR= 19.98 





















































CUFT=· ... 9;.4rt VffAR= . 18.50 DtST= 17.4; 
CUFT: 9.67 VBAR= 18.59 DIST:: 17.0; 
CUFT= 16.35 VBAR= 20.18 DIST= 25.8; 
CUFT= 18.73 VBAR= 20.81 OIST= 19.9; nn--curr:- ·-zs ~z.r.--n----· -··--- ----- ··vsAR'~- · 22 ;1)5 OI STt:· . 29-;--r;·, 
CUFT= 12.46 VBAR= 19.46 DIST:: 18.7; CUFT= 2.65 VBAR= 15.58 OIST:: 7.3; 
CUFT= 6.00 VBAR= 17.64 OIST= 7.9; 
-CUFT= 16 ;-6-g - V~ = cO ;34 OTST= 2T;. n 
CUFT= 12.74 VBAR= 19.60 DIST= 22.2; CUFT= 7.11 VBAR= 17~77 DIST= 7.6; 
C UF T = __ _!?._~_!_l ____________ V B A~ =--~,0 !..1'!_ ------~-·- __________ QI~:r:: -----~. 7; ---------~- --~· -~·-·----~······ _____ ·-
- =· DJ- AM= 18 ~ zcr· - -- - EfA:- - T~-RO 
D AM= 10.40 BA= 0.58 
_____ $_llM .VI?AR ~Q_ll~~J~D _:: ___ ---·-- ____ .. ?2.?.?~!" ~L. __ 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 188667.73 
24.42 
19.20 





10~-40 BA= 0.58. CUFT= --Tl.llf V'BAR= 19.20 
11.30 BA= 0.69 CUFT= 13.59 VBAR= 19.69 
11.00 BA= 0.65 CUFT= 12.74 VBAR= 19.60 
10.50 BA= 0.60 CUFT= 11.40 VBAR= 19.00 




12.20 BA= 0.81 CUFT= 16.35 VBAR= 20~18 
6.90 BA= 0.25 CUFT= 4.27 VBAR= 17.08 
9.70 BA= 0.51 CUFT= 9.44 VBAR= 18.50 




12.80 BA= 0.89 CUFT= 18.37 VBAR= 20.64 
17.70 BA= 1.70 CUFT= 40.99 VBAR= 24.11 
7.50 BA= 0.30 CUFT= 5.17 · VBAR= 17.23 15-~70 ------- - SA:··-. ---,-·~-r4 ________ -· ------- - CUFT= ---- 30. 37·---------- --------~=------2"2"";-66- ----nT~1-f=--
DIAM= 17.00 BA~ 1.57 CUFT= 37.04 VBAR= 23.59 
~UM VBAR SQUARED = 78008.48 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
--urAw:· ·Tr. mr------ -----------·frA=-- ·-- ·u.-6-s· 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 3A4.15 
RONNING-TOTAL V~A~ SOUAR~D ~ 
266676.21 
-- · -- · ·cuFr-=1-~ 8Y 2~74·------------------ ·v1r41r=15 l~9-~60 
267060.:3"6 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 1280.0 1715.0 
--M~~ ·- 1~ :-~8 - ---- - -~~~ -- ,--8!~~ - ----Hfff~ -----q;~}- -----~~~~~-- -r~:$j-
DIAM= 11.30 BA= 0.69 CUFT= 13.59 VBAR= 19.69 
DIAM= 19.20 BA= 2.01 CUFT= 50.34 VBAR= 25.04 
-8~~~~ ~~:l8 B:~ -- -8:~~ -E~l~ ~t.~-~- -~H2~~ l$:1~ 
DIAM= 10.30 BA= 0.57 CUFT= 10.89 VBAR= 19.10 
DIAM= 6.90 BA= 0.25 CUFT= 4.27 VBAR: 17.08 
... .gf~~~ . ·- . --~;i-8 ···" ---------- --~-~-~ ·- ----g;~- ----------- . "'- ---- --~-~t~--- -~;-~----. ------------------- --m::~- . -1~;16-. 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 34029.18-
~UNNTNG TOTAL VBAR SQLiAffED- = 301089~54- .. 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 1485.0 1100 .o 
-r>IAM= 13.70 BA= 1.02 CUFT= 21.69 VBAR= 21.26 
--nTJM:---- 17~-oo ·-----· ---·- ·-------ffA=- ···---y;s,·---------·- -·····----cm=T=---TI;-(Jli."·--------.. --------VlfA·R"= · ·--l"l ;59- --
DIAM= 13.90 BA= 1.05 cuFT= 22.48 VBAR= 21.40 
DI AM= 15.70 BA= 1.34 CUFT= 30.37 VBAR= 22.66 
DIAM= 5.60 BA= 0.17 CUFT= 2.65 VBAR= 15.58 
UI~M= - 10~ 60- - ------ - mr: - ·cr;6T - ·cUFT:·· -u-;"6"6- ------- - VDR=-- 19.11 
DIAM= 17.40 BA= 1.65 CUFT= 39.27 VBAR= 23.80 
DIAM= 13.10 BA= 0.93 CUFT= 19.44 VBAR= 20.90 








---- -- ----- -·-onT= 
DIST= 22 9• DiST:··· ----- --3'r:!f- --- ___ .. --- . 




----suM~r SQOA R ro-=-------------~suuz;-66-------------------------~---------------------------- - ----------- ----_------ ----------- ------- -----------------------------
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 336092.20 
------sAMP"lt'POINT--CQORt'):l1q"ATE'S--~-------n- --------n __ .. ------ ~------ 1485 ~u~------------------------------l3U5"';.;-o- -~ --- ---
DIAM= 17.20 BA= 1.61 CUFT= 38.14 VBAR= 23.68 
DIAM= 19.10 BA= 1.98 CUFT= 4·9.68 VBAR= 25.09 
DIAM= 6.30 BA= 0.21 CUFT= 3.46 VBAR= 16.47 
-otAM= 15.30 BA=- 1.;27 CUFT= z-s-•49' VBAR:: 22.;43 
DIAM= 15.40 BA= 1.29 CUFT= 28.95 VBAR= 22.44 
DIAM= 13.90 BA= 1.05 CUFT= 22.48 VBAR= 21.40 
-----suM VBAR SQUARtO .. = ··t729'4.;-s-g--·- ·-" --- ----- ·----- -----
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED -= 353387.08 
SAMPLE POINT COORDlNAiES ARF. 
DIAM= 14.00 BA= 
DIAM= 10.30 BA= 












----o-r AM~ t<J.·oo - - ------ --a-A:=----- . 54 ______ _ ------ -- -·-coF r = - to .ts -- ,_ ---- --- -V"B"JR= - --Ts ;;79 , 
DIAM= 17.60 BA= 
DIAM= 10.80 BA= 
1.68 
0.63 
SUM VBAR SQUARED ~ 15018. so--
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAM'PtT POINT COORO!NATFS' 'ARE-
DlAM= 8.70 BA= 
DIAM= 16.90 BA= 
D!AM= 7.00 BA= 
- - 01 Mt:: 10 .;90 BA= 
DIAM= 13.50 BA= 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 








TOTAL NUMBER OF TREES SAMPLED = 
AVERAGE TREE COUNT = 
SUM VBAR = 
AVERAGE VBAR= 
BASAL AREA PER ACRE = 
AVERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE = 
·- "'-- --- ., •• - .. _ •• _ -~~ -- --·-- - - '" ~- -~--~"' - -·· ··~· "< ___ ••• 





CVTC= 50.29 STDETC= 
STANDARD ERROR = 340.58 





--- -rrt-s-•; ;o· ---- ---- ---
CUFT= 7.30 
CUFT= 36.50 

















• -~ ---~--~-.~ -·•=--~-~~·-<~--' v• • -~-"--~-------~ •~--~·~~ ~~~~·-~·---··--------· -~--....-~-~---- -~~~ .. -~- •·~~----~-- ----·---·----------~-~-·---------- ·•- R -~---~ - -- -y,_ -~·---·•·- ~-· •• --- -~ --~·• -~~~••- .. ~ ... , 
OIST= 




























--- COEFr.-·oF VA~TAT!ON % = -- 4ll~91'' 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN TREE COUNT = 1.15 
···~··STANDARD 'ERROR UF -MFA'N' VBAR :· .... ---------
SAMPLING ERROR OF TREE COUNT % = 
SAMPLING ERROR OF VBAR ~ = 
-· ··--·~------ ~-u·;. 76·----- "------·- ··~--
14.52 
r;ze 
COMBINED SAMPLING ER~OR TC & VBAR % = 14.57 
I 
- ··twTIMUM NUM6FR OF TREE COUI\JT ___ l'OINIS - ... -50~ 58 ... 
OPTIMUM NUMBER MEASUREMENT POINTS = 0.39 
RATIO OF TREE COUNT POINTS TO MEASUREMENT POINTS IS. 
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS IS 
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT POINTS IS 
----coST FOR -COMB1NED .. SAR'Pt TN'G "ERR OR--uF--lO%' 
OPTIMUM COST = 




SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 17.20 BA= 1.61 
DIAM= 5.20 BA= 0.14 
OIAM= 14.50 BA= 1.14 
DIAM= 22.00 BA= Z.63 
DIAM= 7.90 BA= 0.34 
SUM VBAR ~QUA~~~~ 11204.22 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 12.30 BA~ 0.82 
.DIAM= 13.50 BA= 0.99 
DIAM= 16.90 BA= 1.55 
OIAM= 13.30 BA= O.Q6 TI"IAM= 12.00 -. ---·sA=--··. o;-ra 
DIAM= 13.60 BA= 1.00 
DIAM= Q.OO BA= 0.44 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = Z1T58.-61 









• ~-" •o ·~- -·--'" -•-•• > • 
11204.22 







. -- --- ----- -- ~-
32362.83 
... -.. ---. ---- ---·--
129 TO 1 
-- 1100 .;o 
VBAR= 23.68 DJST= 22.8; 
VBAR= 16.07 OJST= 5.5; 
VBAR= 21.87 DJST& 26.5; 
VBAR= 27.09 OIST= 10~7; 
VBAR= 17.14 OJST= 10.7; 
-·· ---·- ---
D ~· _, 
1305 .o VSAR= ---- Z0.34 DISTc 22.2; 
VBAR= 21.14 DIST& 23.4; 
VBAR= 23.54 DIST= 32.3; 
VBAR= 21.02 OlST= 13.7; 
'VS'A'R=- 20;14. ·orsT= '''4~l--
VBAR= 21.31 DJST= 11.8; 
VBAR: 17.97 OIST& 16.8; 
- SUM VBAR SQUARED = 6902.28 
- RUNNING TOTAL VBAR -SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 8.70 BA= 
-··urA·M=- - rr;q-o---· -- · -- --- - --- g.{:·· 
DIAM= 10.90 BA= 
DIAM= 10.70 AA= 






SUM VBAR SQUARED = 9952.05 
-3"9265.11" 
1075.0 1715.0 
-- EH~t£ -----1~:~------------------- ~~-~~- -.. 1 ~:-~g 
CUFT= 12.46 VBA~= 19.46 
CUFT= 11.92 VBAR= 19.22 CUFT= _3_5_.43__ ___ _ _VSAR::: 23.30 
__ B_~~N.ING,_JQTAk ..... VJ~-~~----SQ.IJA~~JJ _:= ______ -----------··---w·-----------------~9217 .1_~--~--- __________ ---~----------- ___________________ _ 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 1280.0 1100.0 
DIAM= 9.70 BA= 0.51 CUFT= 9.44 VBAR= 18.50 
DIAM= 9.80 BA= 0.52 CUFT= 9.67 VBAR= 18.59 OIAM= 12~90 sA:-- - -o;9o -cm=-r= - ra~-73 VBA"~<= 2o;.e1 
DIAM= 10.90 BA= 0.64 
DIAM= 5.60 BA= 0.17 
CUFT= 12.46 VBA~= 19.46 
CUFf= 2.65 VBAR= 15.58 
DIAM= 8.00 BA= 0.~4 
-----l>TAM:· .. -. 8 -~60- - -------------------s-A:----- --1r;-40 __________ _ 
DIAM= 12.00 BA= - 0.78 
CUFT= __ 6.00 -~VB_AA.,~-~----- 11, •. 76~ ---"C1JF·T:----- 7 .11 _____ - ------------- v o '"' l7. r 
CUFT= 15.71 VBAR= 20.14 
DIAM= 18.20 BA= 1.80 CUFT= 43.97 VBAR= 24.42 
SUM VBAR SQUA-RED = 2989-7 ~ 8-6 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 79115.02 
----sA-MPLE-POINT c·ooRDINATE-s--ARr--- -----
DIAM= 10.40 BA= 0.58 
DIAM= 11.00 BA= 0.65 
81:~~ }g:&8 -it~ ~:~~-
DIAM= 12.20 BA= 0.81 
DIAM= 6.90 BA= 0.25 
DIAM= 9.70 BA= 0.51 
---- nrAM"=-- ·- · --5 ;;~o ·- ----------- --trA=- -------rr~rr------ -- --
DIAM= 12.80 BA= 0.89 
DIAM: 7.50 BA= 0.30 
DIAM= 15.70 BA= 1.34 
otAto4= 11. oo -- -ex= r~-57 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 55460.25 
----RURNrN·G-TOI(l VBA~. SQU;UfEO ·::: ------- -·--·--- -----
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
_[)t ~M= 11. OQ _ _ !3..!::__ ~ _ Q _ _._~:? 1510.0 va_~R = _ 19 .6o 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 384.15 








OJST:r: -- --- ~----7-Ll; ______ _ 
---~~;t P~~~~o cooRo-mmB~~E----o-~~~-~-----------CUFT= TZSlfi:r~;------------~BA-~--:: l71j 9~~~- --- -- ----~t;T=------~-6~l-~----------~--~---
DIAM= 5.50 BA= 0.16 CUFT= 2.55 VBAR= 15.93 DIST= 2.9; 
. DIAM= 11.30 BA= 0.69 CUFT= 1:3.59 VBAR= lq.69 DIST= 20.4; 
~--·ttt-AM=- ---- "-Er.;-t-o-u·----- ------- ------- -eA-:--· - --'()-;"2'0 ---- ------ - ··· ------ et1F"T'= --- ---"3;-n---- -------- "-- ---vBAR =-- -t6;t-o-- -- -- --o-~-- ---- --·--s-;--rr------- "--- ------ ------ ------ ~n~--------
DlAM= 6.90 BA= 0.25 CUFT= 4.27 VBAR= 17.08 DIST= 3.3; 
DIAM= 6.40 BA= 0.22 CUFT= 3.59 VBAR= 16.31 OIST= 7.8; 
DIAM= 6.10 BA= 0.20 CUFT= 3.22 VBAR= 16.10 OlST= 8.0; 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 14616.81 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 149576.23 
·~-'"--'~-·-·· ·- ~ ~-.. - .. ~ 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 1485.0 1100.0 
DIAM= 13.70 BA= 1.02 CUFT= 21.69 VBAR= 21.26 
DIAM= 17.00 BA= 1.57 CUFT= 37.04 VBAR= 23.59 
- - DfAM== 13.90 BA= 1.-os- CtJFT-: 22.413 - -- -- VS.6R= 21.40 
DIAM= 15.70 BA= 1.34 CUFT= :30.:37 VBAR= 22.66 
DIAM= 5.60 BA= 0.17 CUFT= 2.65 VBAR= 15.58 
DIAM= 10.60 BA= 0.61 CUFT= 11.66 VBAR= 19.11 
----tli-A-M=-- -- 17-• 4-o ---- ~A=---- ----t-.-55 -- -- --------------~-T=----.,~.-z--r- ----- -- -- --van:--- -n.-ao 
DIAM= 13.10 BA= 0.93 CUFT= 19.44 VBAR= 20.90 
DI AM= 10.00 BA= O. 54 CUFT= 10.1115 VBAR= 18.79 
- SUM VBAR SQUARED = ~5002.66 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
-SA-Mf>LE--"Po-INT COOROlf'tATES- ARE 
DIAM= 15.30 BA= 
DIAM= 15.40 BA= 
DIAM= 13.90 BA= 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 10.30 BA= 
DIAM= 17.60 BA= 
DIAM= 10.80 BA= 









RUNf\tlNG TOTAl V'BA R SQU-ARED - -- -
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 8.70 BA= 
DIAM= 16~90 BA= 
DIAM= 7.00 BA= 
DIAM= 10.90 BA= 






~ ---·- .. ~ , .. ~ ',____ --···-- --- .. ·-·-- -· ·--~ --~-·-•r>• -~· ., --··~7·-- . ~- -- ·----- ., .. _ -·-·-
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 9781.20 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
A= · 52.82 'B=- - - 12•54; 
TOTAL NUMBER OF TREES SAMPLED = 
184578.89 
t48~;o·- ·-



































































AVERA-GE TREE ·coUNT = 
SUM VBAR = 
-- 'Avt:RAGE "VBA'R= 





AVFPAGE VOLUME PER ACRE ~ 
TOTAL VOLUME I~ CUBIC FfET = 
23Z8.53 
26941.09 
·-cvTc:: 52.82 STDETC= 3.08 ...... STOFVBR: 2. 50 
STANDARD ERROR = 
SAMPliNG ERROR t = 
347.43 
14.97 
COEFF. OF VARIATION ~ = 51.68 
-·····sTANDARD ERRUR OF MFAN TRFF CTJUNT" .. :: 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN VBAR = 
SAMPLING ERROR OF TREE COUNT ' = 
SAMPLING ERROR OF VBAR ~ = 
COMBil'lfED-SAM?LfNG' ERROR ·TC- & VBAR. ~- = . 
OPTIMUM NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS = 
OPTIMUM NUMBER MEASUREMFNT POINTS = 
-·-u-~-8'9-. 
0.30 
. 1 '). 25. 
1.50 
. 1 '5'; 32 .... 
55.79 
0.53 
RATIO OF TREE COUNT POINTS TO MEASUREMENT POINTS IS 
~~:~tf~~t ~~~~-~ · 8~ ~~i~~~~kr Pgb~~t~? is 
COST FOR COMBINED SAMPLING FRROR OF 10% 
OPTIMUM COST = 








POINT COORDINATES ARE 













VBAR= . 23.68 












RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUA~ED = 7052.64 
-~-SAMPLE 'POTNT-·cnmrotr;JISTFS ~Rr·· ----· - ....... . .. ···ro-;5· ~--o----·-- ·-- · -·--·------- .. -- · r3o5 ~·o 
DIAM= 13.30 BA= 0.96 
0.78 
1.00 
CUFT= 20.18 VBAR= 21.02 
DIAM= 12.00 BA= CUFT= 15.71 VBAR= 20.14 
DIAM= 13.60 BA= CUFT= 21.31 V8A~= 21.31 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 3902.50 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
~~ -----"-- -~·.- -------·. -~~ , .. ,_ ... '-~~--- - .. . . ... . '- ~ .... ~-
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATFS ARE 
DlAM= 8.20 BA= 0.36 
DIAM= 11.30 BA= 0.69 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 1395.02 
1Q_9~ !5. .. J, ~- ·--- ' 
1075.0 
CUFT= 6.36 




RUNNING .. TQI_~l._.Y_BA_~ .. ~91)_!g~D ... =:. . .. ______ _ 
--·-···-- 1?.~~.9 •.l~ ------· .. -- .. .... - ·-- .... ' 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DJAM= 8.70 BA= 
DIAM= 11.90 BA= 
DlAM= 10.90 BA~ 
DlAM= 10.70 BA= 
DIAM= 16.70 BA= 






1075.0 CUFT= 7.30 
CUFT= 15.39 
. 'l:UFT£ -r2;-4~ . 
CUFT= 11.92 
CUFT= 35.43 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUA~ED = 22302.21 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARF 1280~0 
DIAM= 12.90 BA= 0.90 CUFT= 18.73 
DIAM= 5.60 BA= 0.17 CUFT= 2.65 
DIAM= 8.00 BA= 0.34 CUFT= 6.00 
... UTAH'"= - ··-a ~-60 -- ---sA:-- .... o·~-7+0- --- . . . .. - - - "aJFTi: ·- ---7;"Tr .. -- .. -·-
DIAM= 12.00 BA= 0.78 CUFT= 15.71 
DIAM= 18.20 BA= 1.80 CUFT= 43.97 
SUM VElAR SQUARED = 13539~64 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 35841.85 
·····sAM'Pl F'P'OINT. COORTI!'NATFS .. ARt .. ·- ·-- ·- ·-··- - .. - ----- --····-·-- --121Hr;o ---·--- -· 
DIAM= 10.40 BA= 0.58 CUFT= 11.14 
DIAM= 6.90 BA= 0.25 CUFT= 4.27 
DIAM= 9.70 BA= 0.51 CUFT= 9.44 
- OIAM= _?.~0 BA=. O~T5 COFT=- 2;34 
DIAM= 12.80 BA= 0.89 CUFT= 18.37 
DIAM= 7.50 BA= 0.30 CUFT= 5.17 
.. !UAM.:::: 1J ~_o_o ... 8_ A::. ___ . _ .. l!..~.I _ _ _. __ ___ . . ... ~1'£..!::::_ _ __ -~1 .. !-Q.~----. _ 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 17381.78 
RUNNING TOTAL_ VBA~ SQUA~E_D __ = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 11.00 BA= 0.65 






















orsr= OIST= OIST= 
DIST• OIST= OIST= 
··nm=···--
otsr• OtST= 
OIST= OIST= OIST= 















------sm~--vs-A~-Stll»\RElr=----- ~-------~4~--rs-----.--- ---- - ----------------------- ---- ·--------- · --·- - ------- ·c--------- ---------- ·· ------- ----------------------~-------------------
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
-· --s-~p-tf -p-Qi11fT-·COQPUTNATFS- ~Re-·----·--·--·· .. ·- -------. 
OIAM= 11.30 BA= 0.69 
OIAM= 5.50 BA= 0.16 
DIAM= 6.10 BA= 0.20 
DIAM= 6.90 BA= 0.25 
DIAM= 6.40 BA= 0.22 
DIAM= 6.10 BA= 0.20 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 10243.46 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 15.70 BA= 1.34 
DIAM= 10.60 BA= 0.61 
OIAM= 17.40 BA= 1.65 
-----orA~= - -t3';t·o- -· - -----e~--- ~-o-;.~3 - - ------- --·· --
suM VBAR SQUARED = 7477.06 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUAR--ED - -· 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 15.30 BA= 1.27 
-D!A~-= ··--- 15.40 BA= l ;2"9" 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED .... 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 10.30 BA= 
OIAM= 17.60 ~A= 
OIAM= 10.80 BA= 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
?.013.31 
0.57 
1·. fiS · 
0.63 
3905.00 
Dt·AM:!! - 7.00 --·· -· BA=· 0.26 
DIAM= 10.90 BA= 0.64 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 1326.41 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
A= 50.78 B= 14.02: 
TOTAL NUMBER OF TREES SAMPLED = 
AVERAGE TREE COUNT = 3.75 
SUM VBAR = 882.82 
AVERAGE VBAR= 19.61 
53607.7~ 
----·--t78"0-;cr--------~-------· ---· .. -----··t7t5 ;;o· 
CUFT= 13.59 VBAR= 19.69 
CUFT= 2.55 VBAR= 15.93 
CUFT= 3.22 VBAR= 16.10 
CUFT~ 4;27 VBAR= 17.08 
CUFT= 3.59 VBAR= 16.31 
CUFT= 3.22 VBAR= 16.10 
63851.24 
1485~0 1100.0 CUFT= 30.37 VBAR= 22.66 
CUFT= 11.66 VBAR= 19.11 
CUFT= 39.27 VBAR= 23.80 
'"CUFT= --19;-¢tr- ----··------· ---ve~R!: -- ·-zo;90 
· TI3?8";30 
1485.0 CUFT= 28.49 CUFT:- -·· ·ze-;.95' -
73341.61 
14R5.0 CUFT= 10.89 
- · COFT~-- 40. 4 r·- -·-
CUFT= l? .19 
77246.61 







1510.0 VBAR:!! 19.10 
vsaR~- 24.05 
VBAR= 19.34 




























AVERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE = 
--- TOTAL VOLUME lN CUBIC FEET':: .. 
CVTC= 50.78 STDETC= 
STANDARD ERROR = 304.79 
SAMPLING ERROR % = 13.81 
- COEFF; -oF VARY ATTDN «t :: . 47.; 83 
STANnARD ERROR OF MEAN TREE COUNT = 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN VBAR = 
SAMPLING ERROR OF TREE COUNT t = 
--· "SAMPLING. ERROR OF VBA"R. t :· 
COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR TC & VBAR t = 
Of>TIMUM NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS = 
OPTIMUM NUMBER MEASUREMENT POINTS = 
RATIO OF TREE COUNT POINTS TO MEASUREMENT 
" . ~ -- ~' . 
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS IS 
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT POINTS IS 
COST FOR COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR OF lOt 
OPTIMUM COST = 36.01 





-~ Dl AM= 
-~~-oiAM= 
POINT COORDINATES-ARE 
17.20 BA= 1.61 
5.20 BA= 0.14 
22.00 BA= 2.63 
·7.cro · BA= -- ·-.0.34 ·· 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 7052.64 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED ::· 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 




































OIAM= t:r.oo 13.60 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 




SUM VBAR SQUARED= 311.87 
--~UNN!NG. TOT~l ·van. SQUARED £ 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 8.70 BA= 
OJ At~= 10.70 BA= 




---~~-~-V!3AR -~Q~-~~_EQ __ =.~ _________ _2_6,_3. __ ~. 50 






POINT COORDINATES ARE 5.60 . BA:i: 
a.oo BA= 
8.60 BA= 
12_._09 __ ... -'-- ..... E\.1\=:. 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 
RUNNING TOTAL VSAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 6.90 BA= 













-cu~r= - · ·· -2;.;-bs--· -- -
CUFT= 6.00 
CUFT= 7.11 
_ .J~li.EI= _____ t5~]t_. ________ .. 
. 19_964. 9_6 
1280.0 
CUFT= 4. 27 
CUFT= 9.44 




. VBAR= 17 .eo VBAR= -19.22 
VBAR= 23.30 
1100 .o VBAR::.. 15 ~58 
VBAR= 17.64 
VBAR = 17.77 



























.. - -- ... . -- CUf!T·:· -·- -··2 ;"'3 4·· ... ----- - -
-- VBlR:i: 1'5';·6o· . ~fH~ 
DIAM= 12.80 BA= 
DIAM= 17.00 BA= 
- SUM VBAR SQUARED = 9103.06 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SA"MPLF"POINT ·coORDINAT£5. ARF .. 
DIAM= 11.00 BA= 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
0.65 
384.15 
- - ---- ---
""Dl'A'M"=·- --s-~su--·-. ~---- -~- ...... BA=·-·-- ·-u~Tb. -- ·---· 
OIAM= 6.90 BA= 0.25 
DIAM= 6.40 BA= 0.22 
OI~M= b.!O . ............ _ .. J\!.=__ 0.20 ............ . 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 4279.77 










·· -- .. aJFr=-·--,-·-7;-5-s-·-------- --·- ---VDR=··- -l5;93" 
CUFT= 4.27 V8AR= 17.08 
CUFT= 3.59 VBA~e 16.31 




33731.96 ____ _ 
---·-·---------~-----------
---sJU4Pt~ POINT COORDINATES AltF. ________________________ ~-- I4a-s-;u-·----------------·rroo;-o--------·----------------------------------------------------
DIAM= 15.70 BA= 1.34 CUFT= 30.37 VBAR= 22.66 
DIAM= 10.60 BA= 0.61 CUFT= 11.66 VBAR= 19.11 
DIAM= 17.40 9A= 1.65 CUFT= 39.27 VBAR= 23.80 
-------·f)f""AM=-- ·-t-3·;·Ht---·----- u----- ----~-:----- ---o-;~- · --.. ·--------~--- ----cuFT:···-----r9;4-"¢-·----~ ______ m ____ --vg-~ -· 2'0';~0 --
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 7477.06 
RUNNING TOT4L VBAR SQUARED - 41209.02' 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 15.30 BA= 1.?7 
·- ··OIAM= 15e40·- B·A= 1.29 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = ?013.31 
RUNN1NG TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 10.30 BA= 0.57 
----1tiAM=···- 1'7";-60· · -·---·a-A-=------·t;sa------
DIAM= 10.80 BA= 0.63 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDTNATF.S ARE 
OiAM= · 10.90 ·eA= 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 
RUNNING TOTAL- VBAR SQUARED = 





TOTAL NUMBER OF TREES SAMPLED = 
AVERAGE TREE COUNT = 2.91 
SUM VBAR = 689.28 
AVERAGF VBAR= 
BASAl AREA PER ACRE = 
AVERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE = 
TOTAL VOLUME IN C UBrc· FEET = 
CVTC= 46.31 STOETC= 
·STANO~D ERitOR =-- -
SAMPLING ERROR ~ = 





































SAMPLING ERROR OF TREE COUNT % = 
·--sAMPLING ERRO~ OF VB'AR·-r =' . -· 
COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR TC & VBAR % : 
OPTIMUM NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS·= 
OPTIMUM NUMBER MEASUREMENT POINTS = 
---o;-49 ____ - --- ·-·-----------~-- ·-- ------- ----
13.37 




RATIO OF TREE COUNT POINTS TO MEASUREMENT POINTS IS 
-. - ~··....,"-- . ~- -~ ---
.PRACTICAL NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS IS 35.00 
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT POINTS IS 2.00 
~OST FOR COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR OF 10% 
OPTIMUM COST = 30.40 
- -·'PRACTICAl COST = .. 27;37- ... 
29 TO 1 
. ,.-"'END SOB 97 
END JOB 97 
END JOB 97 





-----TO M"A R- 7T 
10 MAR 77 
10 MAR 77 
10 MAR 77 
... --· - - .. - .. - - .... - --- -- -·---~---- -· -··qqqqq ---- -----88888 
9 9 8 8 
q 9 8 8 
9 9 8 8 
999999 - 88988 
9 8 8 
q 8 8 
9 9 8 8 
- -----·- ---- -·····---·--··· ··--------- --------· ·----'9"~-tftr ----·-lmlf8l3 ____ _ 
-- - .-~ ' ------- .. - - --- -- -



























- -----·- ---··--·------ ·--------------------·----~------------ --~-- ----·-" - - --





MARG INI (' I') 
MARGINS(2,72,1) 
SEQUENCE L7.3.,.8.Ql ~ ----- .. . . ·- -· --- ___ ---- ---~- ---
SIZE(247504) 
NOSYNTAX(S) 
- -- --- ----- ----------- -- ----------------~---·-·------- ----·--------· ______________ ., ___ ---· 
DATE: 10 MAR 77 PAGE 1 
STMT LEV NT 
1 0 TREES:PROC OPTIONS(MAIN); 
/* *I ~! C1rurlY~. P~~~R~~·Ti 5c~N~~t*L~~GAij~Y7#r_~RW:u~~~€A8 k~EbL~tANo or:· %~ -
I* HARDWOODS. FOR EACH OF THESE 1615 TREES, DATA ARE GIVEN ON TREE *I 
/* SPECIES,. LOCATION IN X AND Y COO~DINATES (IN FEET), DIAMETER fiN *I 
~= l~5-~A€{c-l.f~A~t~ ~~~~r!IN SQUARE fEETJ, V11L1JME J tl'i CUBIC FEET), =~ 
/* TO CHANGE THE NUMBER OF SAMPLING POINTS, ONE MUST CHANGE *I 
2 







4 1 0 
5 1 0 
6 1 0 
7 1 0 
8 1 0 
9 1 0 
. _ . _ . . . ..HL. . 1 Q 
11 1 0 
12 1 0 
13 1 0 
14 1 0 
15 1 0 
16 1 0 
17 1 0 
t~ ·l- 8 
20 1 0 
21 1 0 
22 f 0. 
23 1 0 
24 1 0 
. . ··--- . ~g - ·l -& -
27 1 0 
28 1 0 
29 1 0 
30 1 0 
31 1 0 
32 1 1 
-·----·- --. -·-·ti---+----f ... 
35 1 1 
I* SETUP OF THE COORDINATE SYSTEM, X MUST LIE BETWEEN 1075' AND *I 
/* 1485 1 AND Y MUST LIE BETWEEN 1100' AND 1715'. *I 
I* . - *I DCL CXCO,YCO,I,JJ FIXED(8,1J; 
OCL 1 TREE, 
1 gx~~r~Mr2~il!,' _ 
2 CUFT FIXEDt5rZ); 
DCLCK,HrMJBAFrNPLOTS,NUMJ FIXEDl5rO); 
DCL (DIST FIXED(8,1); 
DCL ARKC0{1.615J FIXED(8.,1); 
8Et ~~6j~~lt!i~,F~~~~~~5!{J; 
DCL ARBA(1615) FIXE0(4 2); o~tTo·,l~-~-~l~tfi~f;v~-l~~~ON~~fR r t= tXEtns-~t-r;---· - ------ - ·· 
OCL COUNT FIXEDf5,0) INIT(O); 
DCL SMVBAR FIXED(10,2) INIT(O); 
DCL(AVVBAR,BAPA,AVVOL,TOTVOL) FIXED(1Q,2); 
DCL SPVBA~ FIXED(6,2); 
DCL SVBARSQ FIXEDC10r2J; 
DCL SFP FIXED(5,2); 
. OCt. .SP'l!l~.RQ .FI2tEtU 6 t2 }.;_ . 
DCL SE FIXE0(6~2); 
DCL C FIXEDC5rzl; 
DCLCVBARSO,COUNTOrSFTCM,SETCP,SEVBARMrSEVBARP,SETCVBtArBrARATJO) 
b CL B k ~ ~ f g c ~t~ ~-5 c ~ ~ o ) ; 
DCL CSCOUNTQ,SUMVBSO) FIXE0(10,2); 
DCL (CWc_CTC,CM,WALK,NTC,NVBAR~COST) FLOAT; 





AAA:DO H=1 TO 1615; GET ED!T(XCOJ(COL(14),F(6,l))f 
----·-·-!WU~·+1~f8+rc-rrc~4T~ -Fn>;lTIT-. --~·-~-------·---------~---~---.. --------- ·· 
ARYCO(H) =YCO; 
~-- - - -- ~ - "" - -- " ----· --- ---- -· -- - --·- ·-- - - ---·· -----··-" -· -- -- . 
PL/I OPTIMIZING COMPILER TREES:PROC OPTIONS(MAIN); 
. ST.MT .. L.EV NT._ 
36 1 1 37 1 1 
38 1 1 39 1 1 
40 1 1 
,_,...... _____ , --
.41 1 1 42 1 1 
43 1 0 
44 1 1 
45 1 1 
46 1 1 
47 1 1 
48 1 1 
.49 .. .1 1 50 1 1 51 1 1 
52 1 2 53 1 3 54 1 3 55 1 3 
56 1 3 
. 5.1. 1 . 4 58 1 4 
59 1 4 
60 1 5 
61 1 5 
62 1 5 
63 1 5 
64 L 5 65 1 6 
66 1 6 
67 1 6 
68 1 6 
69 1 6 
70 1 6 
71 1 6 
·----~-- ---~ 72. l 6 73 1 6 74 1 6 
75 1 5 
76 1 4 
77 1 3 
78 1 3 
79 1 3 
80. 1 - .3. 
81 1 3 
82 1 3 
83 1 3 84 1 2 
85 1 1 86 1 1 87 1 1 
·----~-------as- ______ t __ .. l __ 
89 1 1 90 1 1 
GET EDIT tTREE.OIAM)(COL(33),F(4,1 )); 
AROI AM C HJ =TREE. OI AM;. .. .. ... .. 
GET EDIT CTREE.8A)CCOLC40),F(4,2)J; 
ARBA(H)=TREE.BA; 
GET EDIT (TREE.CUFT)(CQL(51),F(5,2)); 
ARC.UET t H L=IREE. CUFT; . 
END AAA; 
AB:DO BAF=5!10,15,20,30,40; 









PUT SKIP(2) LIST.t'SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ..ARE'•l•J); 
SPVBAR=O; 
NUM=O; 
CC:DO K=l TO 1615; 
. XCO::ABXCO l K l; .. 
YCO=ARYCO (K); 





CUFT=ARCUFT ( K); 
IF. BAF<;: ({4.3560 )/ i 1-tJ5.76* UDlS.T /OlAMJ~~.Zilll .THEN EE :DO; .. 
VBAR =CUFT /BA; 











PUT SKIP(2) LIST('SUM VBAR SQUARED =•,SPVBARO); 
SVSARSO=SVBARSQ+SPVBARO; 








---~--¥~· ~-A.~BAE*AVCOllNI_;_ ____________________________ _ 
AVVOL=BAPA*AVVBAR; 
TOTVOL=11.57*AVVOL; 
_, __ -------·--· - - . 
PAGE 3 
~ -- - -- - - --·- - __ _. - -
PL/I OPTIMIZING COMPILER TREFS:PROC OPTIONS(MAIN); 
~·--·-----STMI .LEV.NI 
91 1 1 SE=(((SVBARSQ-((SMVBAR**2)/NPLOTS))/(NPLOTS*(NPLOTS-l)l)**•5)*BAF; 92 1 l SEP= (SE/AVVOL l*-1..00; . - .. ... -- - - . . - - - .. . 
93 1 1 C=SEP*(NPLOTS**•5)• 94 1 1 SETCM=(((SCOUNTQ-C(COUNT**21/NPLOTS))/(NPLOTS*(NPLOTS-1)l)**•5); 
95 1 1 SETCP=((SETCM/AVCOUNT)*lOO); · 
~~- .. ·t ·· ·· i ff~~~~~-fg~~~~~~r6m~,{f~6~~./COUta.l.l.Lt~OUN-T~UOUN:r~t~ J-ljc*•S-l :. 
98 1 1 CVTC=ISETCP*( INPLOTS)**•5)); 
99 1 1 STOETC=CSETCM*( (NPLOTS)**•5)); 
100 l 1 STDEVBR=-tSfVS.ARM*( tCOUN!l-**-.-5.)..} ;_ .. 
101 1 1 CVVBAR=($EVBARP*CCCOUNTl**•5)); 
102 1 1 SETCVB=(( CSETCP**2)+(SEVBARP**2))**•5); 
103 1 1 A=( INPLOTS**•5)*SETCP); 
. .. 101. . ___ .. 1-. . 1 ___ _ ____ .a:;:.l.t coura~i!-..s..l-*SE¥aAttP-l-~--·- _ __ _ ________ ---- __ --- -- -- -·------ -- ---------·----- .. . . . - ... 
105 1 1 PUT SKIP OATA(A,B); 
106 1 1 NTC=CCA**2)/50); 
107 1 l NVBAR=(({B**2)/50)/AVCOUNT); 
108 1 . 1 ARATIO=tNTC.INV-BA.R.J.; ---
109 1 1 BRATIO=ROUNO(ARATIO,O); 
110 1 1 PUT SKIP(3) LlST( 1 TOTAL NUMBER OF TREES SAMPLED =•.COUNT); 
111 1 1 PUT SKIP(2) LIST( 1 AVERAGE TREE COUNT = 1 ,(FIXEO(AVCOUNT,5,2))); 
-------· .. 11.2 ... --1---l.. . .P..U.t-- SK.l!>!.Z.) ..... US.T.(....!.S-UM--.¥-B.AJt.---=..t.,SMVBAR l ;._._ .. _ ---- ---- ., --........ . .. - -
113 1 1 PUT SKIP(?) LJST( 1 AVERAGE VBAR= 1 ,AVVBAR); 
114 1 1 PUT SKIP(2) LIST('BASAL AREA PER ACRE = 1 ,BAPA}; 
115 1 1 PUT SKIP(2) LIST( 1 AVERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE = 1 ,AVVOLl; 
1-16 1 l PUT SKI-f!(Z) -l..lST- ( -'-TO'r-Al -VOLUME . UI-CUB-I.C -FE-ET =' ~ TOTVOt. ); 
117 1 1 PUT SKIP(2) DATA(CVTC,STDETC,STDEVBRtCVV8AR); 
118 1 1 PUT SKIP(2) LIST('STANDARD ERROR = 1 ,SEJ; 
119 1 1 PUT SKIP(2} LISTC 1 SAMPLING ERROR~ =•,SEP); 
~~----~--- 12.0..- . 1 1 P..UT --SKIP..t--2 . ..). l I.s.:Y:.(J.CO£u; .---!l.F---.-\l.AR.UT.l.Of'i .. ~.::._!~-C) ;.. .... -. - -- --- - - . --- -- -- -
121 1 1 PUT SKIP(2) l!ST( 1 STANDARO ERROR OF MEAN TREE COU~T =',SETCMJ; 
122 1 1 PUT SKIP ( 2) LIST ( 1 STANDARD ERROR OF ME AN VBAR = •, SEVBARM); 
123 1 1 PUT SKIP(2) LIST( 1 SAMPLING ERROR OF TREE COUNT t =•~SETCPt; 
124 1 l PUT SKtPC2-~ llSTPSAMP-llNb ERROR O.F V-SA.R- .t .. -•,SE.VSARP);. -
125 1 1 PUT SKJP(2) LIST( 1 COMBINEO SAMPLING ERROR TC t VBAR t =1 ,SETCVBt; 
126 1 1 PUT SKIP(?) LJST( 1 0PTIMUM NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS ='• 
.1.27. 1- . .l. ·- lli .. SK.tP ... U.Sl! .. 1.0£I_1_Mi~~l1luiatEJli! .. J!OlNIS. .. ..;;_~--- -----·-- ---- ..... -~--- -
128 1 1 PUT SKIP(2) LISt~f~i¥1~V~~Rf~E~)t6&NT POINTS TO MEASUREMENT POINTS IS•, 
BRATIO, 'TO 1 I); 
.. '129 l . - l ROUNVSAR.:;;:J.JV.BA.R+.5_;_ 
130 1 1 ROUNVBAR=ROUND(ROUNVBAR,O); 
131 1 1 BVCOUNT=AVCOUNT*ROUNVBAR; 
132 1 1 AS~TC=((l00-((CVVBAR**2)/BVCOUNT))**•5); 
--- --···-· .. _J..3.3 .... 1 .1 .. _ PN.I.wdU . .C.VJ..CL.ASE.ICJ_:Jc~2Lt: .... 5J;.. ______ -----····-- ----·---------- -----~--·· __ - -. - -- - --- -·-
134 1 1 PNTC=ROUND(PNTCfO); 
135 1 1 PUT SKIPC2) LIS ('PRACTICAL NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS IS'.PNTC); 
136 1 1 PUT SKIP LISTC'PRACTICAL NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT POINTS IS •,ROUNVBARJ; 1.37 1 __ L . _ .eur SKIP12J. LISIJ •_cnsr_ FnR __ cOMatNEn .. SAMPLING--.E.!UlOILOP: ... to%.• , ; _ .. 
138 1 1 GG:DO M=l 2; 
139 1 2 IF M=2 fHEN DO; 
140 1 3 NTC=PNTC; 
----~14~1~.---L NVBAR=ROUM~V=B-AR~; ______ _ 
1~2 1 3 END; 

























IF M=1 THEN DO; 
PUT SKIP(2) LIST( 1 0PTIMUM COST =•,(FIXED(COST,5,2))); 
END; 
~~TMS~~1~1~~ ~~~TTl.PRAtfftAL Cost-:,, fFlXEDTcosf;5-,iHf; 
END; 
END GG; 
fND AB; ____ _ 
END TREES; 
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. -- . - -· 
14 AVVBAR 
14 AVVOL 




- --- ----- ---AIT.RIB.UTE. AN.O.C.ROSS~REFERENCE TABLE. 
ATTRIBUTES AND REFERENCES 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 
103,105,106 
I* STATEMENT LABEL CONSTANT *I 
I* STATEMENT LABEL CONSTANT *I 
I* STATEMENT LABEL CONSTA"fT *I 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DFCIMAl FIXED 
108,.109 .. •• -•~ .. v,~<~~------•- ~ 
(1615) AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl 
39,62 
(1615) AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL 
4},63 
_.{16151 .. AUTO.MAJI.C ALIGNED D.ECIMAL 
37,61 









(5 ,_ 1 ). 
{8,1) 
(1615) AUTOMATIC ALIGNFD DECIMAl FJXED (8,1) 
35,58 
AUTCiMATIC ALiGNED DECfM-Al FIXED ( 8 ~2) 
132,133 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED OEC.lMAL /* SINGLE *I FLOAT ( 6 J 
87,88,95,107r111t131,145,t45 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED (10,2) 
8.5 ,_l!tlt_ »- --------- -- - ------ ~--- --~ ------- --- - - -- - --
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED (10,2) 
8 6 '8 9' 97' 113 
AUTOMATIC AliGNED DECIMAl FIXED (10,2) 
89,90,92,115 
_ AUIOMAT_l_L_A.LIGN£D. _OE_.CIMAL FIXED f 8_,2 J 
104' 105, 107 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5,2) 62,65 _ _, 66 
I* IN TREE *I AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED f4r2) 
38,39 
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AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5JOJ 
43,43,43,43.-..43,43.,43,43,43,43,43. .. 43,44,64,68,91 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED OECI~AL FIXED f10,2J 
!H), 89, 114 
I* ST4TEMENT L4BEL CONSTANT *I 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (6,0) 
109,128. 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (10,2) 
131,132 
• • ••- •• __ ,_, __ ,._ •·--- --~---~------··-··----·----·•·-~-----·-·--·--~·-ro.~·---•-••·--~·---- ~ ---~-~- •-~-W ·-~,."''" ___ , 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5,2) 
93,120 
/:t St:A!FME.Nl" LABEf...--CObJSTAN.T .. 1 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL I* STNGLE */ FlOAT f6J 
144,145 
-·-·--·······----,.,--------------------~--~---···-----~ . ·-- - , ___ ---- ---- ''" 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL I* SINGLE *I FLOAT (6) 
145' 14 7' 150 
AUTOMATIC -AL!G.NEO INtTfAl-OF.CIMAl FIXED (5,0) 
1,45,67,67,85,R6,R7,94,96,96,96,100,101,104,110 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXF.O (8,2) 
.at.-a2-... -- . 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL I* SINGlE *I FLOAT (6) · 
29,145 
-- ~ - -- ,_-
I* ·tN TRFE *I AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED f5,2J 
40,41 
.. AUtoMAI-lC. AL.u.NE.tLDECIMU.-- f-IXE-O--f-.5..2 J.-. 
63,65,66 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED (8,2) 
98,.117., 133.- .. 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED (8,2J 
101,117,132 
---£-? ·--· --..-~- ------ ··- --~-~--- ----~ ,. - ·-- . --~-----------------~-------~----~~~--' ~~-~~--- ---~ --·- ~--···---'· ······-. 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL I* SINGLE *I FLOAT (6) 
28,145 
-1-*- StA..J.EMSN.T-LAAELLONSTA.N-T .. *-L . 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED f5,2J 
61,64,66 
~---·---· ----o--::-:c-:-:---------~-~ 3 or AM I* IN ~REE *I AUTOMATIC AliGNED DECIMAl FIXED C4,1J 
36,37 
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AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED (8,1) 
60,64,66.73 
I* STATEMENT LABEL CONSTANT *I 
.. B.U.ILil.N.. .. ... ... . ...... -~-- .. -· 
111,126,127,147,150 
I* STATEMENT LABEL CONSTANT *I 
.. AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED f5,0J 
31,3l,33,35,37,39,41 
.. ---- -- ·- ___ d _________ ----- ,. •·•· --- -- - ~ ~;Wf-!lt;-5-r,-~ r~W;~r~~3-!§~;~9!-:o11-
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIX~D (8Jl) 
52' 52' 52, 52.,5.2 -.52., 52 ,52 ,53' 59~59, 6.0 
AUTOMATIC ALTGNFD DECIMAL FIXED (5,0) 
56,56,57,58,61,62,63 
AUTOMfTIC .A[IGNE·o -DECIMAL FIXED ( 5 ~Ot 
118,138,138,138,139,146,149 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED t5t0} 
30,R7,91,91,91,93,94,94,94,96,99,1o3 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL I* SINGLE *I FlOAT (6) 
lOtL..I ... OB, 126., 140, 143. .... 145..e.l45 . 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5,0) 
55,70,70,81 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL I* SINGLE *I FLOAT (6) 
107,108,127,129,141,145 




AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXF.O (5,2) 
129,130,130,131,136,141 
Aura-M·A t-f·c-AT.fGNE·r:,-·oecfMAt ·r:1xeo tto ,2; 
48,82,82,94 
..AUI.OMAllC AUGNEn DECI.MA.L t= !XED - ( 6 t 2l 91,92,118 . 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (5,2) 
----- .. -...... ---------··--- -- -------· ---- .. __ ., ______ ...... 9.2~3_t..ll9 __ .__ .. ______ -~- ...... -~-~---------- --- ---- . .- ... --- --- .. - ... ---·-· 
21 SETCH AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 
PAGE 8 
--------·- --·- ----- . --- . . . ---- --~ ·----·- -------- ---- ---------------- - ------- . -- -------
PL/I OPTIMIZING COMPILER TREES:PROC OPTIO~S(MAINJ; PAGE 9 







































AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 95,98,102,103,123 
AUJOMATlC .. ALIGNED DECIMAL FllCED f B, 2) 102,125 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED (8,2) 
- 96,97,100,122 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXE~ (8,2) 
97,101,102,104,124 
A:UfOMATIC .A-ct-GNE-(f-H.ft'f'f4L DEtfMAl. FIXED no,2J 
1,46,68,68,86,91,96,112 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 54,69,69,77 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 
' 11. 18, 79_- ~----- ---~--- ,,. .. - --·- ---
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED f8,2) 99,117 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 100,117 
AUTOMATIC. ALIGNED .DE.Cl:.MAL. FIXED ( 10., 2) -49,72,72,96 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (10t2) 
_47,79,79,80,9]. 
EXTERNAL FILE 
32' 34' 36' 38 ,40 




AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DFCIM~l FIXED 110,2J 50,73,73,85 
AUTOMATIC. AL lGN.EO .... DECIMAL FIXED ( 10,2 J 
90,116 
AUTOMATIC /* STRUCTURE */ 
. - - - --~-- - ----- -- --- . --
EXTERNAL ENTRY RETURNSfDECIMAL /* SINGLE*/ FLOAT f6J) 
VBAR AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED (5,2J 
----~---------- -------------·---------------------------------------------------.b.46.6.68,69JL _________ , _____ -----·------·---·----~----- _ ·-'-------'-·-------------- -----·-.. ·-----------~------------------·-------------~-.. ··--·-------------·-·---·--· 
21 VBARSO AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL FIXED (8,2) 
-. _, __ -----------·- ---- -------
PL/I OPTIMIZING COMPILER 






AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAL I* SINGLE *I FLOAT f6) 
143 '145· 
.. -·- -- _ - .. ------ -..AU.!.OM..A.T.l.C ... A.LlG.N.Ell-0£CIMAl. E..! XE-D. !A.l L 
32,33,57,59,59,60 
AUTOMATIC ALIGNED DECIMAl FIXED (8,1) 

































. . ....... ---- . ---· ----·--··-.. -- -----····----------. ______ .......... _ --·--f------~- _. .. __ ·-- ---. ...... ·-------3- ·- ... 3.. 3 
3 2 6 










PL/I OPTIMIZING COMPIL~R TREES:PROC OPTIONS(MA!N); 
STOR.AGE_R.E.QUIR.EMENTS. , 
BLOCK, SECTION OR STATEMENT 
= **TREESl 
**TR F.ES2 













OSA SIZE (HEX) 
31328 . . 7A60 
PAGE 12 
·---- --- -- ---·- . ---
·------·- ---··· ----------------------- ____ .. _______________ ---------------·-- -- --·-- -- ------
PL/I OPTIMiliNG COMPILER TREES:PROC OPTIONS(MAIN); PAGE 13 
OFFSET (HEX) 
-~--~S.T..AT£MENt NO •. 
'OFFSET (HEX) 






- -STATEMENT NO. 
. ·oFFSET (HEX) 
STATEMENT NO. 
WITHIN PROCEDURE TREES 
o ac 94 












---3.-1 . .3..2 
3E8 3EF 
46 47 
llE 13A 180 
-----------3.3.-----------3.4- ..... - .3.5 -- .. 
3F4 3FA 400 
48 49 50 
1CC 

















4A2 48E 4DA 532 5F6 61C 638 650 6FO 718 75A 760 766 76C 772 
57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 
7S.A. 7-9..0.~-- --- --'UC- .. - -- --'lAC-- ----- -U.C --- - 79 C ----8.08-~-----...9-5-C ---·-· 842- - -.a.&.6- 81)6. -- ---8.DC ...... -- -.8.E6..- ----9-28------~---- ~- -- -- ----- - --------~--- .. 
12 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 52 84 51 
974 99A 9BC A2E A9A ABS AD6 C76 CB2 052 E72 EtA 104A 1086 112A 
as u 87 sa 89- -- - . .QO - - -91 ---~-- .Ql. - 93 - 94 95 . 96 - -97 -- 9-fl- - 99 
11CC 126E 1310 13BC 145E 1500 1542 1574 15AE 15DE 15FC 1650 1600 1724 1778 
too 101 102 103 104 105 106 ro7 10s 109 110 111 112 t13 114 
·-- ---•-~- ~-~- . • _ ·• ~-- ~- ~ -•- ••• -·~ "-------.. -"'-•"" -•- ,,._,.. ------• •·--• --•-•·• --r••-'- ••-·• ••• ---- --~~-··-~·.r~•--.. -~ ·•·,••·---·~-·~,-~---~·- ~-------~-• ,-,~-- --·~ •• • ~··~ .. -~ ~-·-~- --·-- •·--- .-~ ---·~~~- --- -,,~-- -• ;, ________ - ·-·--~ .. -~·---~~~,~--.-.~--• --~•-• . ---------•-~", «•-- - -----•- ----~·-- ~"' m~••·-·-~ ------- • . •-··· - •-~ --· _.,. •. _, ·-- ~· -• ~ 
OFFSET (HEXl 17CC 1820 1R74 1886 190A 195E 1982 1A06 1A5A 1AAE 1802 1856 1806 1C56 lCCO 
STATEMENT NO. 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 .129 
.... OEFSE.l (-HEX) -- lCFO lDl-6 toaa - 1~5E - 1EF4 lFlA -H=-6E- tF-C2 2000- -20-12 201C 2.046 2061: - .. 20-U. - 2110- --
STATEMENT NO. 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 13q 140 141 142 143 144 
~OFFSET (HEX) 21A2 2102 21DC 225C 225C 2266 22E6 22E6 22FO 230A 2314 2396 
--.ST.A.TEMEI\tT rw. 14.5 .. ~.1Jr .. 6---·-----VL1 .... 14!L ..... tl...9 ....... -l5.0-------15l-------152---·----l3.8 ... 153 43 1-54----------~---- --··-··-······-····--·-····--· - ~--·--··----~ 
NO-- MESSAGES PRODUCED FOR THIS COMPILATION 
COMPILE TIME' 0.04 MINS SPILL FILE: 0 RECORDS, SIZE 4051 
----------------·------------------------------------- --------------~--- ---.---------~- ---c- -- -------·---------- ------------ -------- -------- --- -- -- --·- ----------------~------------------------------OS/360 LOAO~R 
OPTIONS USED - PRINT,MAP,LET,CALL,NORES,NOTERM,SIZE=247808,NAME=**GO 
NAME TYPE ADDR NAME TYPE · AODR NAME TYPE ADOR 
PL I START SO 10C810 **TREESl _SO 1DC85B **-TREES2 _ SO 1DEC08 
PLIMAIN SD 1Df828 IELCGIA SD 1DFB30 IELCGIB SD 1DF8AO 
SYSIN SD 1DF900 IBMBPIRI* SO 10F920 IBMBPIRA* LR 1DF942 
IBMBSIOl* SD IDFCIO IBMBSIOA* lR lDFClO IBMBSIOB* LR 1DFC12 
-------+~~-R-ela5-: --~ +~h-r!a- tR®etai-z- -H -I~~f~~- --~-~Et~~=---·*·-I~5t~ -
IBMBCWOl* SO 1E03F8 IBMBCWDH* LR 1E03F8 IBMBCWZH* LR 1E03F8 
IBMBMYSl* SO 1E068R, IBMBMYSA* lR 1E0688 !BMBOCLl* SD 1E0720 
__ IBMBOCU:.* LR 1E0724 IBM.BOCLll~ __ LB. 1E0726 __ LBMflSfiGl* .SO 1EO.B9.0 
IBMBSDOB* LR 1EOBQ4 IBMBSDOA* LR 1E0896 IBMBSOOT* LR 1EOB66 
IBMBSEIT* LR 1EOFC2 IBMBSFil* SD 1El01B IBMBSFIA* LR 1E1018 
IBMBSIIA* LR 1Ell08 IBMBSIIB* LR lEllOA IBMBSIIC* LR lEllOC 
.J.B.f'U~S.LQJ._*-- _ _5.Q __ 1f_l_3~Q ______ l.ftMBSLOA~ ___ .LB__lE13.3!L. ____ 1BMBSL OB* _ _____LR 1 El332. _ 
IBMBSPLB* LR 1ElA12 IBMBSPlC* LR 1ElA14 IBMBSXCl* SO lElCEO 
IBMBSXCC* LR 1ElCE4 IBMBSXCD* LR 1E1CE6 IBMBCKOl* SD 1E1EF8 
IBMBCKDD* LR lflFOO IBMBCKZD* LR lEIFOO IBMBERRl* SD 1E2078 
IBMBERRC* LR. 1E269C _IB.MB.EERl* _so_ 1E2748 I.BM.BEERA*- _LR _ _1E2148 
IBMBMBLl* SD 1E2990 IB~B~BLA* LR 1E2990 IBMBMDLl* SO 1E2B58 
IBMBMOLA* LR 1E2B5E IBMBMBSl* SD 1E2CBO IBMBMBSA* LR 1E2CBO 
IBMBMDSB* LR 1E2DB2 TBMBMOSA* LR 1E2DB6 IBMBEEFl* SD 1E2EB8 
sv s:nr P.R · - oo -- ,.. · -- --------- ---- -- ----- ---·-- ---
TOTAL LENGTH 67F8 






















TYPE AODR NAME TYPE AOOR 
LR 10C816 PllCAl.LB. _ lR 10C8.1A 
LR 1DC860 SYSPINT SO 1DF8EO 
LR 1DF944 IBMBPIRC* lR 10F946 
LR 10FC14 IBMBSIOD* LR 10FC16 
LR_lOfE1'0 _ lBMB.C.tD~!.~_.S.O. lE<USL ___ . 
LR 1E0170 lBMBCTHE* LR 1E0178 
SO 1E05E8 IBMBMYlA* lR 1E05EB 
LR 1E0720 IBMBOClB* LR 1E0722 
LR 1ED.890 _.11\MB.SOOC~- LR 1£D.8.92 
SO 1EOE08 tBMBSEIA* LR 1EOE08 
LR 1El006 IBMBSIIl* SO 1Ell08 
LR lEllOE IBMBSIIT* lR lElllO 
_ SD . .lElllQ --0<~----UL-lElA.l_O_ .. ___ ---··--·----·-·-·-----
LR lElCEO IBM8SXCB* LR 1ElCE2 
LR 1E1EF8 IBMBCKZP* LR 1ElEF8 
LR 1E2078 IBMBERRB* LR 1E20BA 
SO 1 E275 0 18MB SCVA* . LR 1£2750 
LR 1E2B58 IBMBMOLB* LR 1E285A 
SO 1E2080 IBMBMOSC* LR 1E20BO 
LR 1E2EB8 
BAF= 5; 
.. SAMPLE POINT .COORDINATES .ARE._ .. . ..... D I AM= 17 • 8 0 BA = 1 • 12 . 
DIAM= 7.50 BA= 0.30 
DIAM= 8.10 BA= 0.35 
____ OIAM= 15.60 .BA= 1.32 
·. DIAM= 9.70 BA= 0.51 
DIAM= 16.10 BA= 1.41 
DIAM= 17.20 BA= 1.61 
~-- OlAM= __ . 11 .• 10. BA::: .. Q.67 
OIAM= 11.90 BA= 0.77 
DIAM= 7.10 BA= 0.27 
DIAM= 5.20 BA= 0.14 
DIAM= 8.50 BA= 0.39 
DIAM= 13.10 BA= 0.93 
DIAM= 14.50 BA= 1.14 
DIAM= 16.70 BA= 1.52 
DlAM= 17 • .8.0.. .BA:::. .1 ... 12 
DIAM= 17.30 BA= 1.63 
OIAM= 16.10 BA= 1.41 
DIAM= 12.00 BA= 0.78 
DIAM= 22LOO BA= 2.~3 
DIAM= 18.60 BA= 1.88 
DIAM= 20.80 BA= 2.35 
DIAM= 7.90 BA= 0.34 
. OIAM= 6 .00. BA= .. 0.19. 
DIAM= 9.90 BA= 0.53 
DIAM= 14.20 BA= 1.09 
"' SUM VBAR SQUARED = 297897 .. 63 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
_ SAMPLE POINI.COORDINATES .ARE 
OIAM= 12.80 BA= 0.89 
DIAM= 12.20 BA= 0.81 
DIAM= 11.90 BA= 0.77 
DIAM= 11.60 BA= 0.73 
DIAM= 12.30 BA= 0.82 
DIAM= 13.60 BA= 1.00 
OIAM= 6.30 BA= 0.21 
___ DIAM::: 15 .40. .BA.= .1.2.9 
OIAM= 13.50 BA= 0.99 
DIAM= 14.40 BA= 1.13 
OIAM= 11.20 BA= 0.68 
DIAM:: 13.60 _BA= _ 1 .. 00 . 
OIAM= 11.50 BA= 0.72 
OIAM= 12.60 BA= 0.86 
OIAM= 10.30 BA= 0.57 







































































































- tUFt;l0_7.fe~~37, VBAR:-130~0~64 --OIS'tz- 43.4; ·--. -----..... 
CUFT= 16.35 VBAR= 20.18 OtST= 41.3; 
CUFT= 15.39 VBAR= 19.98 OIST= 42.0; 
.. CUET:: 14.4"7. VB4R= 19.82 OISI.= 23.6.; 
CUFT= 16.68 VBAR= 20.34 DIST= 22.2; 
CUFT= 21.31 VBAR= 21.31 OtST= 26.7; 
CUFT= 3.46 VBAR= 16.47 OtST= 22.1; 
__ .. CU.EI.;:: .. ~-----2B.Cl.5.... . . 'LSAR.=__ 22._4~. O.IS..T~-~-- .. 5.L.Q;_ 
CUFT= 20.93 VBAR= 21.14 OIST= 23.4; 
CUFT= 24.52 VBAR= 21.69 OIST= 39.0; 
CUFT= 13.30 VBAR= 19.55 OJST= 39.2; 
CUFt~- 21.31 VBAR:. 21.31 OIST: 5.1.6.;: 
CUFT= 14.18 VBAR= 19.69 DIST= 40.2; 
CUFT= 17.68 VBAR= 20.55 OIST= 38.01 




--~---!lLAM:.. ---- ... 9 .... ro ... 







. ---- DJ.AM; ..... lb.OO . 
OIAM= 14.70 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 












.SA.=------- .1.39----- ... -··· 
BA= 1.17 
345779.28 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
CUFT= 9.44 VBAR= CUFT= 36.50 VBAR= 
CUFT= 20.18 VBAR= 
---- --- -Wf-t.:.. -----9 ... 44-------------------¥-BAR.=-CUFT= 15.71 VBAR= 
CUFT= 21.31 VBAR= 
CUFT= 18.73 VBAR= 
--- CUFT= - -'1-.91 . VSAR= 
CUFT= 7.30 VBAR= 
CUFT= 6.73 VBAR= 
CUFT= 19.81 VBAR= 















1075.0 1510.0 SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 














11.50 . BA= 
1.52 CUFT= 35.43 VBAR= 23.30 OIST= 
0.18 CUFT= 2.98 VBAR= 16.55 OIST= 
0.36 CUFT= 6.36 VBAR= 17.66 DIST= 
1.27 CU.FT=-- -23.-49 - - -- - -VBA-R= 22.43 D-lST= 
0.37 CUFT= 6.54 VBAR= 17.67 DIST= 
0.45 CUFT= 8.12 VBAR= 18.04 OtST= 
0.72 CUFT= 14.18 VBAR= 19.69 OIST= 
















15.9.0------- ······-···--·.B.A.:. .... . -1-..31- - . - -- - ----- . . - . -C.Uf;"]::_____ 31-. 34 - ---------- . -V-fUJt= - .. -2-2-.8..7 - --- ---. -DIU= ----- - -- 60.3;. -----··------------ -------------------- ... ·---- ---- ... 
12.80 BA= 0.89 CUFT= 18.37 VBAR= 20.64 DIST: 43.4; 
16.8; 
35.8; 11.30 BA= 
0.69 CUFT= 13.59 VBAR= 19.69 OIST= 
12.10 BA= 0.79 CUFT= 16.03 VBAR= 20.29 DIST= 
8.8~ BA= ..0..42 CUFT= -- - 7. 5-0 ------· - - VSAR= 1 7.85 -DISt= -28.7;. 
16.80 BA= 1.53 CUFT= 35.96 VBAR= 23.50 OIST= 35.8; 
51.9; 
51.1; 
13.80 BA= 1.03 ClJFT= 22.08 VBARe 21.43 OIST= 
16.20 BA= 1.43 CUFT= 32.84 VBAR= 22.96 OIST= 
---- ..0 1-A.M: . -- --14.30- .. . a.A-=- -1 .. 11 ... -- ....... -C;.UJ;+.=. ---24...10---------- ----¥-BAR= 21-.1-l--- -D-1-ST-=---- ---- ---~; . .- -·---· -·-· ----- _____ ., .. - ... ·- ----
DIAM= OIAM= 
16.70 BA= 1.52 CUFT= 35.43 VBAR= 23.30 DIST= 28.7; 
27.6; 9.30 BA= 0.47 CUFT= 8.54 VBAR= 18.17 DIST= 
-·-··-·SUM -VSAR SQUARED =- l-4q660-•. 65-
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 793337.56 
-- -SA.Me.L.E .. R.Ol.Nr .. COOR.OINAJES--AR.-E----- --.---- -- -- .. ------ -- -------- --10-l-5-.0-----· -· ~---------·-------~-- -17-1-5-.0-------
DIAM= 17.00 BA= 1.57 ClJFT= 37.04 VBAR= 23.59 
DIAM= 14.00 BA= 1.06 CUFT= 22.88 VBARe 21.58 
DIAM= B.OO BA= 0.34 CUFT= 6.00 VBAR= 17.64 
. . 0-l..AM = -8.10 --SA-= 0 .-41- - CUF-f--=- 7 .. 3.0--- - - ¥-8-A-R-=- 17 ..8-0 
DIAM= 8.60 BA= 0.40 CUFT= 7.11 VBARt= 17.77 
OIST= 42.2; 
OIST= 39.9; OTST: 27.5; 
Ol-S~-=- ---- 3-.-.9-;- --· - --- --- -
DIST= 19.7; 
DIAM= 9.40 BA= 0.48 CUFT= 8.76 VBAR= 18.25 
DI AM= 16.20 BA= 1.43 CUFT= 32.84 VBAR= 22.96 
- --O.I.AH.;;__ __ ----13..-8.0 .... ---- .... --- ---.sA=--- -----1-..0-3 --- ----- --- ..... -----·CliFf:.._ --22. OS --------- --- --------v.s.Alt=--- ----21-.43. --
OIST= 33.8; 
DIST= 36.2; 
.. _ ... ru.sr..c .. __________ q 36.5; ------------·-------~----·-- --n ·--- ---·-··--· ------- .. 
O!AM= 13.70 BA= 1.02 CUFT= 21.69 VBAR= 21.26 
DIAM• 11.90 BA= 0.77 CUFT= 15.39 VBAR= 19.98 
OIAM= 10.00 BA= 0.54 CUFT= 10.15 VBAR:r: 18.79 
- -O.IAI!t= - . .S-.10 - --·- - BA=- - 0 .• 41- --- ---~T-=-- --.1.-3-0--- - --- - -VB-Aa= -1'7.80 
DIAM= 10.90 BA= 0.64 CUFT= 12.46 VBAR= 19.46 
DIAM= 10.70 BA= 0.62 CUFT= 11.92 VBAR= 19.22 
DIAM= 10.50 BA= 0.60 CUFT= 11.40 VBAR= 19.00 




Ol-S-l-=:-------------29. 5; ------ --- -- . -- -------- - . -- - .. 




DIAM= 15.70 BA= 1.34 CUFT= 30.37 VBAR= 22.66 DIAM= 14.00 BA= 1.06 CUFT= 22.88 VBAR= 21.58 
DIAM= 20.90 BA~ 2.38 CUFT= 62.48 VBAR= 26.25 
---8{t~~-- H--l-1:1;8----u------ -------~t-~----u--}:~------------.,------EH~f;------{a~~~ ------------------~gt~~--- --t!-:11---- -
DIAM= 16.70 BA= 1.52 CUFT= 35.43 VBAR= 23.30 
DIAM= 9.60 BA= 0.50 CUFT= 9.21 VBAR= 18.42 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 224315.90 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 1017653.46 
--·-·g-~fPL E POINt CtiORDINAtE-S AR-E - - -- -fii2·.-o ---- - - -- - -- 1100 .-o -
OIAM= 9.20 BA= 0.46 CUFT= 8.33 VBAR= 18.10 
DIAM= 14.40 SA= 1.13 CUFT= 24.52 VBAR= 21.69 OJAM= 11.50 BA;: 0.72 CUE.T:::_ 14_.18 _ VBAR~ 19.69 
- DIAM: 6.70 SA= 0.24 CUFT= 3.99 VBAR: 16.62 
DIAM= 13.80 BA= 1.03 CUFT= 22.08 VSAR= 21.43 OIAM= 10.70 BA= 0.62 CUFT= 11.92 VBAR= 19.22 
___ 1UAM= lt.2D B.A.= _______ _Q_ • .bJL ___ -------- ____ LUEI_:: ___ J3....3JL ___ ___ __ __ _ .'LBAR~ 19.55 
DIAM= 16.00 BA= 1.39 CUFT= 31.83 VBAR= 22.89 
DIAM= 18.00 BA= 1.76 CUFT= 42.76 VBAR= 24.29 OIAM= 11.80 BA= 0.75 CUFT= 15.08 VBAR= 20.10 
_ DIAM= 6.10 BA= 0.20 CUFT= 3.22 VB_AR:: 16.10 
DIAM= 9.40 BA= 0.48 CUFT= 8.76 VBAR= 18.25 
DIAM= 14.80 BA= 1.19 CUFT= 26.24 VBAR= 22.05 
DIAM= 8.10 BA= 0.35 CUFT= 6.18 VBAR= 17.65 
.P.IM1_=.: 10.30 BA= O~t.51 . .CUET:: __ 1.0.89_ _ .'LBAR= 19.10 
DIAM= 14.80 BA= 1.19 CUFT= 26.24 VBAR= 22.05 OIAM= 13.60 BA= 1.00 CUFT= 21.31 VBAR= 21.31 
DIAM= 16.70 BA= 1.52 CUFT= 35.43 VBAR= 23.30 
DIAM= 16.70 _ BA_= 1.52 CU_FT= 35._43 VBA.R.= 23.30 
DIAM= 11.80 BA= 0.75 CUFT= 15.08 VBAR= 20.10 
DIAM= 18.20 BA= 1.80 CUFT= 43.97 VBAR= 24.42 
DIAM= 14.20 BA= 1.09 CUFT= 23.69 VBAR= 21.73 
- ·suM vf3A·R--SQUARED = ·zo5f54~64 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 16.70 BA= 1.52 
DIAM= 12.00 BA= 0.78 
8l~~~ ~~:~8 i}~ ~=~~ 
DIAM= 14.20 BA= 1.09 
DIAM= 16.00 BA= 1.39 
DIAM= 17.10 BA= 1.59 
D!AM= 15.60 BA= 1.32 
DIAM= 19.00 BA= 1.96 
DIAM= 13.30 BA= 0.96 
··--Bft~~- -lr:-~8·-- -- ----· ·~--R~~·-··-e>+:~-~-
DIAM= 9.70 BA= 0.51 
DIAM= 15.70 BA= 1.34 
OlAM= . 14.70 BA= . . 1.17 .. DIAM= 9.50 BA= 0.49 
DIAM= 8.90 BA= 0.43 
DIAM= 7.20 BA= 0.28 
1222808.10 
1212.0 CUFT= 35.43 
CUFT= 15.71 
CUET~ ___ 10 ... 6..4 CUFT= 54.43 CUFT= 23.69 
CUFT= 31.83 
CUFT= 37.59 CUFT= 29.89 CUFT= 49.02 
CUFT= 20.18 
EH~l~ - -1~ :~l- ---
cuFT= 9.44 CUFT= 30.37 







'lBAR= 19.00 VBAR= 25.55 VBAR= 21.73 
VBAR= 22.89 
VBAR= 23.64 VBAR= 22.64 
VBAR= 25.01 
VBAR= 21.02 
. . . . O!l.8AR =. Z 4 •. 11 VBAR= 21.58 















































































SUM VBAR SQUARED = 149629.71 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 1372437.81 








































47 ... 2; 
CUFT= 27.12 VBAR= 22.22 




14 .• 90 
15.10 
16 .oo 







CUFT= 18.03 VBAR= 20.72 











CUFT= 27.57 VBAR~ 22.23 




CUFT= 9.21 VBAR= 18.42 CUFT= 19.08 VBAR= 20.73 .so.o; 
63.6; DIAM= CUFT= 42.76 VBAR= 24.29 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 65372.26 




















































SUM VBAR SQUARED = 119025.00 
.. RUNNING TOTAL .\lBAR SQUARED. ::; .. 
1437810.07 








CUFT= 22.08 . 
CUFT= 8. 54 CUFT= 23.28 
CUFT= 33.86 




1556B35.. •. 0.1 _ 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 1349.0 
DIAM= 14.60 BA= 1.16 CUFT= 25.37 
OIAM= 14.90 BA= 1.21 ___ CUET= 26.6.8 
OIAM= 13.30 BA= 0.96 CUFT= 20.18 
DIAM= 11.00 BA= 0.65 CUFT= 12.74 
DIAM= 15.00 BA= 1.22 CUFT= 27.12 
..... D.IAM= 12.. 90 .B.A= . ..0.90 C.UET.?= _____ l8.7.3.. . ...... . 
DIAM= 12.30 BA= 0.82 CUFT= 16.68 
OIAM= 8.10 BA= 0.35 CUFT= 6.18 
DIAM= 15.30 BA= 1.27 CUFT= 28.49 DIAM= 6.40. .BA= __ ·o .. .zz CUE"f:: ____ 3_.59. 
DIAM= 10.00 BA= 0.54 CUFT= 10.15 
OIAM= 16.20 BA= 1.43 CUFT= 32.84 
OIAM= 16.10 BA= 1.41 CUFT= 32.33 






















































VBAR= 21.87 OIST= 19.1; 
VBAR= 22.04 DIST:r: ~ .56.-2.;_ 
VBAR= 21.02 OIST= 36.5; 
VBAR= 19.60 DIST= 37.2; 
VBAR= 22.22 OIST= 16.2; 
VJMR=. e •• 20 .81 "DISJ:~---~- __ .5JL .. ~ .... ___ ."'. 
VBAR= 20.34 OIST= 42.21 
VBAR= 17.65 DIST= 19.1; 
VBAR= 22.43 OIST= 20.4; 
VBAR= 16 .. 31 DlST= 24.o__;_ 
VBAR= 18.79 OIST= 35.0; 
VBAR= 22.96 DlST= 56.1; 
VBAR= 22.92 OIST:r: 47.1; 












__ ----BA=- ___ _ 1. ao. ________ _ 
·····sUM VBAR SQUARED= 144331.60 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
---~- --- ---- ---·---- ---------- ---- -------- _, ______ ---- ·-- -- . ----------
'CUFT= 17.68 VBAR: 20.55 CUFT= 27.57 VBAR= 22.23 
CUFT= 21.31 VBAR= 21.31 
---- ---CUF-.J_;:_ __ --4.3....9.7.-.. - ...... --~ --~---- .v.s.AlhL .. - 2..4..42 
1701166.67. 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 1349.0 1305.0 
D!AM= 17.80 BA= 1. 72 CUFT= 4t .57 VBAR= 24.16 
___ JUAM;; ______ .10-.20.. -----.. .BA..:;:. .0.56. ..CUEJ:: __ ----1.0..6.4---·-------- ¥8AR:: .... 19.00 
DIAM= 10.30 BA= 0.57 CUFT= 10.89 VBAR= 19.10 
DIAM= 10.80 BA= 0.63 CUFT= 12.19 VBAR= 19.34 
DIAM= 10.60 BA= 0.61 CUFT= 11.66 VBAR: 19.11 
--DIAM= 16 •. 10 BA-=:. 1.41 CU-FT-= 32-.33- VB-U= -22.92 
DIAM= 17.70 BA= 1.70 CUFT= 40.99 VBAR= 24.11 
DIAM= 21.90 BA= 2.61 CUFT= 70.43 VBAR: 26.98 
DIAM= 11.30 BA= 0.69 CUFT= 13.59 VBAR= 19.69 
__ Q.J.AM.;;; 14 •. 40 .. ------ -- ... BA,;. _____ ut.._l3------- --- ------ __ CllfJ:. ____ 24.5-2 --·-- - ------ VBAR=. 2..1~-
DIAM= 12.70 BA= 0.87 CUFT= 18.03 VBAR: 20.72 
DIAM= 15.00 BA= 1.22 CUFT= 27.12 VBAR= 22.22 
~- DIAM= 19.80 BA= 2.13 CUFT= 54.43 VBAR= 25.55 
-- OIAM= 7. 70 SA= 0.32 CUF-l'= - 5.49-- V8AR=- 17.15 
OIAM= 8.30 BA= 0.37 CUFT= 6.54 VBAR= 17.67 
- OIAM= 10.50 fiA= 0.60 CUFT= 11.40 VBAR= 19.00 
DIAM= 9.20 AA= 0.46 CUFT= 8.33 VBA~= 18.10 
-_..1U.AJot;;;;_ 11 •. 70. .. - . - .. BA..;;___ .0..74 -- ..... .. --··. --- ....... .c:w;..W:..... --14 .. 2-tL-- - . -- ----· .V.SA.R.:. - -19-.9-l-
DIAM= 7.40 BA= 0.29 CUFT= 5.01 VBAR= 17.27 
DlAM= 6.10 BA= 0.20 CUFT= 3.22 VBAR= 16.10 
DIAM= 13.30 BA= 0.96 CUFT= 20.18 VBAR= 21.02 
O!AM::: 1.7. 00 BA;;; - 1.5 7 CUET: 3 ~.04- -- V8AR= -23-.59 
DIAM= 8.90 BA= 0.43 CUFT= 7.70 VBA~= 17.90 
DIAM= 17.10 BA= 1.59 CUFT= 37.59 VBAR: 23.64 
DIAM= 16.00 BA= 1.39 CUFT= 31.83 VBAR= 22.89 
__ ..Q.JA.M;:; .. ..15.40.. .eA.: ------1-..29 -..C.UFt.: .. .-2.8 • .9-S- - . - . .. -~-B.AJh:- - 22.44 
SUM VBAR SOUARED = 293038.16 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED ;: . 1994-204.83. 
SAMPLE' POINT COORDINATES ARE 1349.0 1510.0 
DIST= 32.8; 
!US.'f_#L .. --~ .. -- 3-6-./t.; ··---- -- ·-OJ Sf: 28.4; 
DIST: 41•4; 
OIST= 13.9; 




···-- ------..OlS-!.=------ 36.1; ----------------·----------~---
DIST= 18.7; OIST= 41.5; 
DIST= 12.0; 












~.otst.K. ---- .54-.a;. -------- --- -~------ -... -
DIAM= 16.20 BA= 1.43 CUFT= 32.84 VBAR= 22.96 OJST= 57.5; 
....... nl.A.M:;;. ... a .. 20 .... ------·-. .. . _B.A_;:: ______ -- 0 .. 3..6. ......... --· --- . -- . -· .L..UETL... ___ ..6, ... 3b. - --- . -- ------------- .V.B.A.R..: . :.17 .. 66 ... Dl.ST.JL. -- ---20...8+-----------·- ----~------······-·--- ··--·---· .... -----
OIAM= 18.00 BA= 1.76 CUFT= 42.76 VBAR• 24.29 DIST= 65.4; 
DIAM= 11.80 BA= 0.75 CUFT= 15.08 VBAR= 20.10 OIST= 42.1; 
DIAM= 19.00 BA= 1.96 CUFT= 49.02 VBAR= 25.01 OIST= 32.5; 
OlAM.= 6..40 BA: 0.22 -CUFT.:. -- --3.5.9. -V-8-AR::: 16.3-1 O.!S-!:.. - ---1-8....1.;... -- -·--------------- - - -- --- --
DIAM= 8.80 BA= 0.42 CUFT= 7.50 VBAR= 17.85 DIST= 21.7; 
OIAM= 6.10 BA= 0.20 CUFT= 3.22 VBAR= 16.10 OIST= 8.0; 
DIAM= 13.90 BA= 1.05 CUFT= 22.48 VBAR= 21.40 OlST= 53.1; 
----.01AM.;;:;:_ .. 5-.70 ...... ----- .. SA;------- O.L"Z. __ . .,--. CliFT: "-·----2 .•. 7.6-- _______ ..__ ... .\LB.A.R;;. .16.23 -. -D.IS:t..:.~ ···-·--------1.0..6.;_--------------··-------------···--·-
0tAM= 5.10 BA= 0.14 CUFT= 2.15 VBAR= 15.35 OIST= 16.4; 
DIAM= 6.10 BA= 0.20 CUFT= 3.22 VBAR• 16.10 OTST= 22.9; 
OtAM= 8.90 BA= 0.43 CUFT= 7.70 VBAR= 17.90 DISTil: 18.8; 
- D!AM= 12. 9.0 BA~ .0 .. 90 . - _ _.cu£1.;:_ ---1-8 .... 7.3. __ . _ -- - VBA.R~ __ 20..8 1 OIST-~ - -- ----3.0...6..;... ____ - -------
DtAM= 5.30 BA= 0.15 CUFT= 2.34 VBAR= 15.60 OISTc 19.8; 
DIAM= 10.90 BA= 0.64 CUFT= 12.46 VBAR= 19.46 DIST= 23.4; 
DlAM= 13.20 BA= 0.95 CUFT= 19.81 VBAR= 20.85 DIST= 26.0; 
D I AM= 10 • 20 BA = 0. 56 CliFT::: 1 0. 64 VBA R : _____ :_L9......rul.._ --~------- _ . .,.__..D,_,I....,SL.LT_,.,a<---------"2-5~·""'9"-4;~- --------~---
OIAM= 15.30 BA= 1.27 CUFT= 28.49 VBAR= 22.43 OIAM= 10.40 BA= 0.58 CUFT= 11.14 VBAR= 19.20 
DIAM= 11.30 BA= 0.69 CUFT= 13.59 VBAR= 19.69 
--~----lt~~-8-·""""'"' "• ----------~!'~ --- --~:i~·--·-•-•u••-- "·--••-• EH~f~--~~3t----~---• " "'""~" -·- --~~~·!t·- •••••-•• 
OIAM= 16.70 BA= 1.52 CUFT= 35.43 VBAR= 23.30 
DIAM= 15~50 AA= 1.31 CUFT= 29.42 VBAR= 22.45 
- SUM VBAR SQUARED = 24'3670.57 
RUNNING TOT4L VBAR SQUARED = 2237875.40 
...... SAMPLE PdHil' CboR.15fNATEs· ARE 134 9-~0 -- 17l5 • 0 
DIAM= 9.10 8A= 0.45 CUFT= 8.12 VBAR= 18.04 
DIAM= 5.70 BA= 0.17 CUFT= 2.76 VBAR= 16.23 
_ Ot.AM= _ 5.90 BA= _0.18 CUF.T::_ _ 2.9.8 _ VBAR= 16.55 
DIAM= 17.00 BA= 
' OlAM= 14.90 BA= 
1.57 CUFT= 37.04 VBAR= 23.59 
1.21 CUFT= 26.68 VBAR= 22.04 
DIAM= 6.40 BA= 0.22 CUFT= 3.59 VBAR= 16.31 
____ ltl.AM.::= __ Jl,_QQ_ __BA.:::: __ _ ___ J1 .. 3~ ___________ __c_u£I.~--- ~..b--.illL ______________ JtBAR;: ____ 11 .. M- __ _ 
DIAM= 12.20 BA= 0.81 CUFT= 16.35 VBAR= 20.18 DIAM= 9.90 BA= 0.53 CUFT= 9.91 VBAR= 18.69 
DIAM= 10.50 BA= 0.60 CUFT= 11.40 VBAR= 19.00 Ol.AM= 7.30 BA= 0.29 C.UFT_= 4_._8__6 VftAR= 16.75 OIAM= 6.30 BA= 0.21 CUFT= 3.46 VBAR= 16.47 
DIAM= 6.50 BA= 0.23 CUFT= 3.72 VBAR= 16.17 OIAM= 17.00 BA= 1.57 CUFT= 37.04 VBAR= 23.59 
. D.I A.M.=: . .10 .40 . BA= 0.5.8 __ _ __ WEI.~----------.ll.L4. _____ ... ___ .VBAR:; 1.9.2!l OIAM= 6.70 BA= 0.24 CUFT= 3.99 VBAR= 16.62 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 88250.58 
~8NNING TbTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
--: £-It~~ -H:i8· -- ~t~--- ~:6~ 
OIAM= 13.70 ~A= 1.02 
OtAM= 6.70 BA= 0.24 
DIAM= 17.00 BA= 1.57 
DIAM= 13.10 BA= 0.93 OIAM= 17.70 BA= 1.70 
DIAM= 16.20 BA= 1.43 
-- 8Ft~~ ll:i8- ~t-; l:gt -
DIAM= 5.60 BA= 0.17 
DIAM= 5.70 BA= 0.17 
DlAM= 10._6_0 BA= 0.61 
DIAM= 9.80 BA= 0.52 OIAM= 17.40 BA= 1.65 
DIAM= 10.00 BA= 0.54 
--8-f~~ - -l~:-68 ~l~ -- --~:-~l---· 
OIAM= 11.50 BA= 0.72 
OtAM= 14.90 SA= }.21 
__ JHAM = _ 11. 20_ _ BA~ _Q_. 68 .. 
OIAM= 22.00 BA= 2.63 
OIAM= 14.60 BA= 1.16 
2326125.98 
1485.0 
.CUET=.. 20.18 ... CUFT= 21.31 CUFT= 21.69 
CUFT= 3.99 CUFT= 37.04 CUFT= 19.44 Ct)FT= 40.99 
CUFT= 32.84 
C.UET::: 22.48 CUFT= 30.37 
CUFT= 2.65 CUFT= 2.76 CUET= 11.66 CUFT= 9.67 CUFT= 39.27 
CUFT= 10.15 
.£Ufl= _____ 19 •. ~~----- _ CUFT= 10.15 CUFT= 14.18 CUFT= 26.68 




















.. V.BAR:: 2 0 • 90 VBAR= 18.79 VBAR= 19.69 
VBAR= 22.04 
_ V.BAR= 19.55 
VBAR= 27.09 
VBAR= 21.87 
. ___ .St!M Jl.S.A!L..SJ~.UAR.EtL . .:::. _______________ .2.2.8.~0 ... 1.1. -----·----- -----~----------.. ----- ---~--------------. ·-------~------------
- ' 
_________ , __ 
Bi~l: ~~:gi 
DIST= 43.6; 




. OlST= _a_.._o.;_ _ ..... . 
OIST= 59.8; OIST= 50.7; 
OIST= 21.6; 
- """'""'"1llll~----------· .... " 28.9; . ----- ...... " -------------- -----------~-.. -- - ---- ·----OIST= 24.7; OIST= 18.8; OIST= 26.3; D.lST= __ 17_._4:.;. 
OIST= 9.6; OJST= 21.9; 
OIST= 45.4; 
D.IS.I.!L .. . 2.0.- 3_;__ 
OIST= 8.9; 




























"' --- .. ...!1...5.1. --- -- --~---. 17.2; 
44.0; 
48.3; 
_A3__.1; ___ -- .. 
51.8; 
40.6; 
-· . - -· --.. . . - - .. - - -
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SOUAREO = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARF. 
___ lliAM;;; 11..20 . .BA;=__ 1.6.1 
DIAM= 19.10 BA= 1.98 
DlAM= 6.30 BA= 0.21 
DIAM= 11.10 BA= 0.67 
DIAM= 6.70 . BA= 0.24 
DIAM= 9.60 BA= 0.50 
DIAM= 21.90 BA= 2.61 
DIAM= 9.70 BA= 0.51 
.. D_IAM=. 8.50.. BA:;:.. .0.3.9.. 
DIAM= 15.30 BA= 1.27 
DIAM= 15.40 BA= 1.29 
DIAM= 13.00 BA= 0.92 
.... 0 I AM= 15 • 60 B A= 1 • 3 2 
DIAM= 13.90 BA= 1.05 
~ DIAM= 20.30 BA= 2.24 
--------~SUM ____ V.BAR SQUARED = 0 .1.01.4ltt. 77 . 








































0 •. 95 -
0.63 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 70734.72 


















POINT COORDINATES ARE 
































--- -- ------------- ---- -- --· . 
2 5 5·44 7 6 • 1 5 
1485.0 





CUFT= 9.21 CUFT= 70.43 
CUFT= 9.44 
_ CUFT::; . ~-6..92 
CUFT= 28.49 CUFT= 28.95 
CUFT= 19.08 








CUF:J::: ... .10.15 ... - .... 
CUFT= 30.37 CUFT= 20.55 
CUFT= 14.47 
CUFT= 13.30 
CUFT= 40.41 CUFT= 9.44 




.CUFT~-- ... 25. 8.0 ..... 









































VBAR= 20.85 VBAR:;: . 20.;85 
VBAR= 19.34 
1715.0 


































































































SUM VBAR SQUARED = 97038.48 
2823666.12 
TOTAL NUMBER OF TREES SAMPLED = 318 
AVERAGE TREF COUNT = 19.87 
~,SUM V£AR = 6520.48 
-~---~·-····--- --~ ~"·-~····· -- - ,. 
AVERAGE VBAR= 20.50 
BASAL AREA PER ACRE = 99.37 
--
AVERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE = :?037.08 
TOTAL VOLUME TN CUBIC FF.ET = 23569.01 
-~----~~-~-•-•-••• -·-~--·••• --··-•-•• •·••-•-••• o~- ~·- ---"- ,,- .. ,~··---•- ~--·•~---•-.--~•••,.-•~··-"-·--·-·-·-"'"''-'• --,--~----~-•-•••• '---~ ••• ·~··- ·~-• ·-·~- •• • ·•-•-• ··~--
tVTC= 25.52 STDETC= 5.07 STDEVBR= 2.49 CVVBAR= 12.12; 
STANDARD ERROR = 
SAMPLING ERROR % = 
131.64 
6.46 
COEFF. OF VARIATION% = 25.83 
.. ~.-------~--- ---. -~--- -- .. . .. --~ ------- ~'"--··-- ·--·------ --- ·-------- ----- ···---- -------- -··-· -
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN TREE COUNT = 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN VBAR = 
--
~AMPLING ERROR OF TREE COUNT % = 
SAMPLING ERROR OF VBAR % = 
·--~ -·" . --------·-· ·- ~-~ .. ...,- - --- ----~ --- - - ---- ... . -·· ------ - --· -·- .. 
COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR TC t VBAR t = 
OPTIMUM NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS = 
OPTIMUM NUMBER MEASlJRFMENT POINTS = 
RATIO OF TREE COUNT POINTS TO MEASUREMENT POINTS lS 
-RRAC T-I-CAL NUMBER..-- OF.- IR.EE-.COUNT P-Ol.NTS-lS-----. --· -----· ---· 
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT POINTS lS 
COST FOR COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR OF lOt 
OPTIMUM COST = 










88 TO 1 
-·----- ----- ---------·------·------·-- ----------------------------'--
·-cns·~rt==-- - -----ro;·---------- ---------------------- ---------- ---·---------~----------- ------- ----- ~-----·-------- ----------·· ---··· --------- _,_ _____________ -- ---·---- -------------------- ----. ---·----------------------------
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 1075.0 1100.0 
-·---~}~~ -----·l:iR-- ---- ·-----~~~--- · -S-:-~~ · · -·-· ------- --·--- &H~f-~----~-lt--------- --- ---~iH-~-- -·lt~l~--
oiAM= 16.10 BA= 1.41 
OIAM= 17.20 BA= 1.61 
DIAM= 5.20 BA= 0.14 
DIAM= 14.50 BA= 1~14 
DIAM= 22.00 BA= 2.63 
DIAM= 20.80 BA= 2.35 
DIAM= 7.90 BA= 0.34 
OtAM= 14.20 BA= 1.09 
~ SUM VBAR SQUARED = 44791.48 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARF~ = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
-~Bl~~~ -ll:-~~ ---i~~--- --8-:~~-
DIAM= 13.60 SA= 1.00 
DIAM= 13.50 SA= 0.99 
DIAM= 14.40 8A= 1.13 
OIAM= 13.00 BA= 0~92 
OIAM= 9.70 BA= 0.51 
DIAM= 16.90 SA= 1.55 OIAM= 13.30 BA= 0.96 OIAM£ 12~00 sA·:- o;7tl 
DtAM= 13.60 BA= 1.00 
DIAM= 12.90 BA= 0.90 
OIAM= 9.00__ BA= __ 0.44 
DIAM: 16.00 BA= 1.39 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 84803~26 
RUNN-ING TOTAL VBAR SQUARfO = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DlAM= 16.70 BA= 1.52 
DIAM= 5.90 BA= 0.16 
DIAM= 8.20 BA= 0.36 
OIAM= 15.30 SA= 1.27 
Bt~~~ ~:r8 ~t~ - 8:~~ 
OIAM= 11.50 BA= 0.72 
DIAM= 11.30 BA= 0.69 
DIAM= 16.80 BA= 1.53 
DIAM= 14.30 BA: 1.11 
OIAM= 16.70 BA= 1.52 
r_ .siJ.M V_fMR S QUA f\f:Q = 4991Ct._l 3 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMP LF P O!NT COORDlNA.JE S ARE 
DIAM= 17.00 BA= 
DIAM= 8.70 BA= 
DIAM= 8.60 BA= 
__ JH-~Jt::: _ _ ___ .1 ~ ~.11t _ _ _____ ---· _ _ .. __ e A '=·· 
CUFT= 32.33 VBAR= 22.92 
CUFT= 38.14 VBAR= 23.68 
CUFT= 2.25 VBAR= 16.07 
CUFT= 24.94- VBAR= 21.87 CUFT= 71.26 VBAR: 27.09 
CUFT= 61.72 VBAR= 26.26 
EH~l~ 2i:~~-- ~gt~: ~I:l1 · 
44791.48 
1075.0 
· ·· --- -- E$-f~-- lt: tl --- -·-,. --
cuFT= 21.31 
CUFT= 20.93 CUET::. 24.52 CUFT= 19.08 
CUFT= 9.44 
CUFT==- 36.50 
.C!JFT::: ____ 20_._18._ 
CUF.T= 15.71 CUFT= 21.31 
CUFT= 18.73 




CUFT= 2.98 CUFT= 6.36 
CUFT= 28.49 







. ..... . - 1075 .. .0 CUFT= 37.04 
CUFT= 7. 30 
CUFT= 7.11 
. ____ c_t.!f_r.:: _____ ~a-~~---·-«-· ___ ··--··"' .. 
1305 .o 


























.. VBAB.= __ .. 2Z_.9_~ 






















































DJAM= 13.BO 0 AM= 13.70 
OJ AM= 11.90 
.... Jll.AM.= .... lQ~QO. OIAM= 10.90 OIAM= 10.70 
OIAM= 15.70 



















,. SUM YBAR SQUARED.= .85784 .• 55 -








































.1.80-- . --· 1.09 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 71406.52 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 12 .00. BA= 
OIAM= 19.80 BA= OIAM= 14.20 BA= 
DIAM= 15.60 BA= 
OIAM= 13.30 BA= 
DIAM= 17.70 BA= 
DIAM= 9.70 BA= 
OIAM= 14.70 BA= 
. DIAM= 9.50 BA:::: 









SUM VBAR SQUARED = 37659.28 
RUNNING TOT4L VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 15.00 BA= 
.. .. D.I AM~. _ 12.90 SA= 
DIAM= 12.70 BA= OIAM= 16.00 BA= 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 
1.22 




----- - --· -·--- -· 
EUFT= UFT= 22.0~ 21.6 VRAR= V AR= ~~-43 .26 CUFT= 15.39 VBAR= 19.98 
.CUE!_:;. 
-- -~0 .• 15_ - - . \IBAR.=. l8.79 CUFT= 12.46 VBAR= 19.46 
CUFT= 11.92 VBAR= 19.22 
CUFT= 30.37 VBAR= 22.66 
CUFT= .62.48 YBAR= 26.25 
CUFT= 35.43 VBAR= 23.30 CUFT= 9.21 VBAR= 18.42 
265349.42 
. 1212 • 0 . ll 00 • 0 
CUFT= 8.33 VBAR= 18.10 CUFT= 3.99 VBAR= 16.62 
CUFT= 22.08 VBAR= 21.43 
. .C.UF.t~- . .1.1. ... 9.2 Y.BAR= . 19.22 . 
CUFT= 8.76 VBAR= 18.25 
CUFT= 26.24 VBAR= 22.05 
CUFT= 6.18 VBAR= 17.65 CUFt= 10.89 YBAR= 19.10 
CUFT= 26.24 VBAR= 22.05 
CUFT= 35.43 VBAR= 23.30 
CUFT= 35.43 VBAR= 23.30 
C.UF.T:;. ___ {j..3.. .. 9.7 ........ _____ .YB.A.R=. 24.42. 
CUFT= 23.69 VBAR= 21.73 
336755.94 
1212.0 




CUFT= 20.1.8 CUFT= 40.99 
CUFT= 9.44 
CUFT= 25.80 
. CllE.T= ... _ a.qa_ 
374415.22. 


















RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 381921.70 
Bl~f: 
DIST:: 





















_ ... DIS!a . 
______ SAHP.L.LP.OHtT .. C.OOROIN.AI.ES. .. AR.E_ ______________________ ~---~---------- 121 2. • .(1 ________________ . _____ UlS .. -.0. .. _______ .. ___ .---····- _____ ·----- -----·--· 
i~:ii 
17.9; 


















.... il • .9t. 
31.7; 








·--- .20 ... ~.; .. --· ------.--- -. ······-·. 
. ~ .. - -
~ DIAM= 5.30 
DIAM= 11.80 
DIAM= 8.50 












"'SUM VBAR SQUARED = 26748.60 
-~--.-B.UNN_lN.G. TOTAL V.BAR SQUARED.= . 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 14.60 BA= 1.16 
DIAM= 13.30 BA: 0.96 
DIAM= 15.00 BA= 1.22 
DIAM= 12.90 BA= 0.90 
DIAM= 8.10 BA= 0.35 
__ -DJAM..:t= 15 • 3 0 . BA ;;__ .l. 2.7 . - - - -
DIAM= 1A.20 BA= 1.80 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 22626.17 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
__ _QJAM.;::__ 17_.-SQ ----. ---·--·- ... B.A;: ___ _ 
DIAM= 10.60 BA= 
DIAM= 14.40 BA= 
DIAM= 12.70 BA= 
DIAM= 19.80 BA=. 
DIAM= 7.70 BA= 
DIAM= 10.50 BA= 
OIAM= 9.20 BA= 
.... .!ll.AH.: 11. 70 . .. . _-SJ...: 
DIAM= 7.40 BA= 
DIAM= 6.10 BA= 








. O • .:Z4 
0.29 
0.20 
SUM VBAR SOUARF.D - 47882.19 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
.: SAHP,LE POINT ... COOROINATES .. ..A.R.E. -- ---·-·· -·---
DIAM= 8.20 BA= 
DIAM= 19.00 BA= 
OIAM= 8.80 BA= 
D!AM= 6.10 BA-= 
DIAM= 5.70 BA= 
DIAM= 8.90 BA= 
DIAM= 12.90 BA= 
. _ DUM.;;.. 10.-.90 .. .... .... . ...... SA..;;: 
.... DI AM= 13.20 BA= 
OIAM= 10.20 BA= 
DIAM= 15.50 BA= 
- -- -













-RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED= 
CUFT= 2.34 CUFT= 15.08 
CUFT= 6.92 
. ..CUE I ;; ............ .2.'2....12-.- ... -- - - .. 


































. JJ_SAR; - . 22.43 
VBAR= 24.42 
1349.0 1305.0 CUEI.;_ 41. 57. _________ ---·-·-- ---- .V..B.AJt; 24.16 
CUFT= 11.66 VBAR= 19.11 CUFT= 24.52 VBAR= 21.69 
CUFT= 18.03 VBAR= 20.72 
CUFT=- 54.43 .V.BAR: .25.55 
CUFT= 5.49 VBAR= 17.15 
CUFT= 11.40 VBAR= 19.00 
CUFT= 8.33 VBAR= 18.10 
CU.FT: .. 1.4.7a ...... '"· .. VBAlh~ 19 •~97. 
CUFT= 5.01 VBAR= 17.27 
CUFT= 3.22 VBAR= 16.10 
479178.66 





































OISI..~----· --~-~--23..-4.;.-.... ~-. ---·-·------- ......... -·---·- ...... -.. . DIST= 26.0; 
OtST= 25.9; 
OIST= 16.9; 
~~~~~~E P0!~~0 COORDINATES8:~F 0. 17 CUFT=1349f?76 VBAR=171~&?23 
DIAM= 5.90 BA= 0.18 CUFT= 2.98 VBAR= 16.55 
--ffi-}~~-~----~~-:~8-----~-- -- -- ------~-~t~-~-~---~-H--- ------------------- ffirt-~----~:*-----------~-~~H~-- -tg:l~- ~-
DIAM= 10.50 BA= 0.60 CUFT= 11.40 VBAR= 19.00 
DIAM= 7.30 BA= 0.29 CUFT= 4.86 VBAR= 16.75 
DIAM= 6.30 8A= 0.21 CUFT= 3.46 VBAR= 16.47 
DIAM= 17.00 BA= 1.57 CUFT= 37.04 VBAR= 23.59 
DIAM= 10.40 BA= 0.58 CUFT= 11.14 VBAR= 19.20 
DIAM= 6.70 BA= 0.24 CUFT= 3.99 VBAR= 16.62 
- .. SUM VBAR SQUA~£:-D. = ~359i. 55· 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARFD = 558275.63 
SAMPLE POtNT COO~DINATES A~E 148~.o t1oo.o 
DIAM= 13.60 BA= 1.00 CUFT= 21.31 VBAR= 21.31 
DIAM= 13.70 BA= 1.02 CUFT= 21.69 VBA~= 21.26 
---EH~~ --- -rl-:-~B- ----- -- ~t-~-- _ .L..SI__ __ _ _ __ ____ _ __ . .Cll.EI=_ ___ . .3.1.....0!t.... ________________ ._. V.BAR~. __ .. 2.3 .. 5.2 1.43 CUFT= 32.84 VBAR= 22.96 
otAM= 13.90 BA= 1.05 CUFT= 22.48 VBAR= 21.40 
OIAM= 15.70 BA= 1.34 CUFT= 30.37 VBAR= 22.66 
OIAM= _ 5.60 BA~ _0.17 CUET= _2.65 _\/.BAR= 15.58 
DIAM= 10.60 BA= 0.61 CUFT= 11.66 VBAR= 19.11 
.DIAM= 9.80 BA= 0.52 CUFT= 9.67 VBAR= 18.59 
"DIAM= 17.40 BA= 1.65 CUFT= 39.27 VBAR= 23.80 
- E-1 ~-~ ~ ·- -l5 : 58 - ~2 ~ .0. 93 _ . tUFT:;. _ 19.~ __ _ _ __ . ~Jl.BAR= 20 .90. 0.54 CUFT= 10.15 VBAR= 18.79 
DIAM= 22.00 BA= 2.63 CUFT= 71.26 VBAR= 27.09 
- SUM VBAR SQUARED = 76751.16 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMP.LE POINT_ COORDINATES .~RF. 
DIAM= 17.20 BA= 
OIAM= 19.10 BA= 
BIAM= 6.30 BA= 
OIAM= 11.10 BA= 0 AM= 6.70 BA= 
DIAM= 9.70 BA= 
DIAM= 15.30 BA= 











RUNNING TOTAl VB-AR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
--Bit~~---- --l6:gg - .. ·-- ... -u~- ~=g~--. 
OIAM= 11.30 BA= 0.69 
OIAM= 10.00 BA= 0.54 
DIAM::: 17.60 B~= 1.68 _ 
DIAM= 13.20 BA= 0.95 
DIAM= 10.80 BA= 0.63 
... 
_:__~U~t .V.6AUJJ..V~_REJL_=_ __ _ _ _______ _2_Q5_1,__3.~.5.L ____ _ 
635026.79 
. . . 14.85.0 . - ---------CUFT= 38.14 
CUFT= 49.68 
CUFT= 3.46 
_ CUFT= 13.02 
CUFT= 3.99 
CUFT= 9.44 








_ CUET::: __ ~O .. ~L __ _ 
CUFT= 19.81 
CUFT= 12.19 





































31.3; •m-•~···~·------·-••-• ·-· •·•-•••··-··--·• 44.0; 
26.4; 
. 15.8; 


















DIST~ .. _ 
DIST= 






















.... _____ __l_S."l; . --· ---- ---- -
32.2; 
12.6; 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
_ .O.lAM:: .... ... 5 .• 30. .. . .. . .. . . BA~ ........... Cl.lS ... --··- . 
DJAM= 8.70 BA= 0.41 
DJAM= 16.90 BA= 1.55 
OIAM= 20.80 BA= 2.35 
OlAM= 7.00 BA= 0.26 
DJAM= 10.90 BA= 0.64 
DIAM= 13.50 BA= 0.99 
~ _,_S.11M. Y.BAR S.QUA.REO = . 19813 .•. 37. 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
A= 28.71 B= 12.R2; 
TOTAL NUMBFR OF TREES SAMPLED = 
__ . ..AVERAGE .TREE. COUNT __ 
SUM VBAR = 
AVERAGE VBAR= 
BASAL AREA PER ACRE = 
...... AV.ERAG.E VOLUME PER ACRE .... 











.. CU.FT= 4 .• 1tl 
CUFT= 12.46 CUFT= 20.93 
710022.04 
156 
..202 7 .• 33 __ . . . 
23456.20 
1715.0 




.. V8AR= 16.96 
VBAR= 19.46 
VBAR= 21.14 
CVTC= 28.71 STDETC= . 2.83 STDEVBR= 2.63 CVVBAR: 
. 
STANDARD ER~OR = 147.70 
.5.AMPL1N.G ERROR .% 7.28 
COEFF. OF VARIATION t = 29.11 
STANDARD .ERROR OF MEAN TREE COUNT = 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN VBAR = 
··_SAMPLING ERROR . OF TREE . COUNT .t ... :;: .. 
SAMPLING ERROR OF VBAR % = 
COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR TC & VBAR % 
OPTIMUM NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS 









··;u:Titi OF TREE COUNT PbiN-fS TO MEASUREMENT PfHNTS IS·----- -
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS IS 10.00 
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT P_OJNTS IS 1 .. 00 . 
COST FOR COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR OF 10% 
12.82; 
To·"l- .... 
___ .DE_IlM.UM. . .C.OSL.::: ... ---------·-------- 23.45 ···-·---------~----------·---·----~-----------... --··-·-···-·-·--·-····----···--· ........ _ .. ----·-·---···-----------··----~·~ 
-- - - -~-
PRACTICAL COST = 18.87 
BAF= 15; I 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 17.7.0 BA= 1.61 
DIAM= 5.20 BA= 0.14 
_ niAM= 14.50 B.L;: 1.14 
DIAM= 22.00 BA= 2.63 



















2 6. 5 r --- -------- ---------
10.7; 
10.7; 
__ SUM .VBAR .. SQUAREn _____ __ .1120.4.22--------- ________ ----·- _____________ .. _________________________________________ _ 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARFO = 
SAMPLE POINT_£00RDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 11.60 BA= 0.73 
DIAM= 12.30 BA= 0.82 
DIAM= 13.60 BA= 1.00 DT AM= ...... 13~_(}__ ___ . --·-· --- --- .a.A.;; __ .. - .Q.._qg_ ___ -. 
DIAM= 9.70 BA= 0.51 
OIAM= 16.90 RA= 1.55 
DIAM= 13.30 BA= 0.96 
.o.tAM.;;: l2. 00 .SA:; - -0.18 -
OIAM= 13.60 BA= 1.00 
DIAM= 12.90 BA= 0.90 
OIAM= 9.00 BA= 0.44 
- -· ..ot..AM:.. 16. 0.0 - -- ----SA-= -- - .. -- 1.3-9---
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 61896.46 
- .RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUAR-t=O = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDTNATES ARE 
DIAM= 8.20 BA= 
. ...OI.AM;;;_ -- .15..30 . .SA; 
DIAM= 11.30 BA= 
OIAM= 16.80 BA= 
DIAM= 16.70 BA= 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 11359.29 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
11204.22 
. . 1075.0 1305.0-
CUFT= 14.47 VBAR= 19.82 
CUFT= 16.68 V~AR= 20.34 
CUFT= 21.31 VBAR= 21.31 
.. ------------C.UEU--- - .. 20...9.3-------· ~----- -V~- .2:t •. l4 CUFT= 9.44 VBAR= 18.50 
CUFT= 36.50 VBAR= 23.54 
CUFT= 20.18 VBAR= 21.02 
CUFT=. 15.7-1-- \l-BAR =-- -20-.14-
CUFT= 21.31 VBAR= 21.31 CUFT= 16.73 VBAR= 20.61 
CUFT= 7.91 VBAR= 17.97 
-CUE T: - -3l.Jl3. -· - «-- . , . . . .\l-BAA--= -· 22-.89 
73-1-00.-6-8 
1075.0 1510.0 
CUFT= 6.36 VBAR= 17.66 
--- ___ ,. _____ - .C.UF-.T=-----2.8.4-q_ ---·-- _____ ,. __ ¥8-A.R--=-- --22...43 
CUFT= 13.59 V8AR= 19.69 
CUFT= 35.96 VBAR= 23.50 






















~-~ ---.,---0 ~ •--- ---, 0~ ""~-•• ,_.. ~,.__, ----- ·---•, -~--,-~'''A -.• ~·. o --h·r•••-·--·-··-··--'"u----~--~-:•- -~-·---•• 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 8.70 BA= 0.41 
DIAM= 16.20 BA= 1.43 
-0 lAM-= 13 • 70 - .SA= .. 1-..0.2 
DIAM= 11.90 BA= 0.77 
OJAM= 10.90 BA= 0.64 




----- .. .c~-. -- -2--1-.~9--- -
CUFT= 15.39 
CUFT= 12.46 
Dt AH=--- 20.90 B A ..... ----2-...3-a----'-----
CUFT= 11.92 CliFT= 62.48 
1715 .o 
VBAR= 17.80 OJST= . 3.9; 
VBAR= 22.96 DIST= 36.2; 
- - ------u- V 8-AJt: -21 .-2-6 DtS-T.a.H_____ 30 e 4f------------
V8AR: 19.98 OIST= 17.9; 
VBAR= 19.46 DIST= 17.01 
----v:!/1-'vBI:J-<:""'~,.,_.:..__ ~% :~!-----~------- ~8c,a..l~i ...... t.... ! ____ _.4 ..... ~"":..:::i~l~--------~---
·--------------------------- ------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------
~ OIAM= 16.70 84= 1.52 CUFT= 35.43 VBAR= 23.30 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 28978.25 
--lfffNNlNG ··roT Al:-\la·A R ·scYUARED -::··--·-- ------ - --- ------- --- -- -- --- ---- Tf:34:ra·:·u--------~--- ----- -»· - - ----
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 1212.0 
OIAM= 9.20 BA= 0.46 CUFT= B.33 _ 
OIA~~ 6.70 BA= 0.24 CUFT= 3.99 
DIAM= 13.80 BA= 1.03 CUFT= 22.08 
OlAM= 10w70 BA= 0.62 CUFT= 11.92 
--.gi ~~~ rB: ~g i~~ -- g: ~l EHH~ ·1 a-:lt --------
DtAM= 14.80 BA= 1.19 CUFT= 26.24 
OIAM= 16.70 BA= 1.52 CUFT= 35.43 QlAM= 14 • 2P BA= _ 1 • .02 CUFT:: 23.6«:J 










___ BJJ~N L~_G_IQ_TAL .Y6AR _SQ!JAR.EQ. ___ :: ______________________________________ _l_l.t.55.5Jl_._ft.6_ ______________________ _ 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 12.00 BA= 0.78 
DIAM= 19.80 B4= 2~13 
OIAM= 14.20 BA= 1~09 
OIAM= 13.30 BA= 0.96 
DIAM= 17.70 BA= 1.70 
81}~~- t4:t8 ~~~-- ~:-i1 
DIAM= 9.50 BA= 0.49 
_SUM _VSAR _SQUARED = __ 2_93 .. 84._81 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
_ ... SA~PLE ~OJ NT _COOR 0 INA TF.S _ARE_ 
OIAM= 12.90 BA= ·o.9-o 
0.87 OIAM= 12.70 BA= 
SUM VBA~ SQUARED = 1724.74 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
S.0A1.M.M~~E .POINL COORDINATES .. ABE . __ I 5.30 BA= 0.15 
,. DIAM= 11.80 BA= 0.75 
OIAM= 8.50 BA= 0.39 
__ DIAM= 13.80 .BA= 1.03 
DIAM= 14.10 BA= 1.08 
OIAM= 11.60 BA= 0.73 
"~-·-.S.UM~- V_B.A_R __ S __ QUA_R, ED = .,_, _______ .,--~-.- ·-- .. 13._5 . .Lt •. eJ'3 
1212.0 
ClJFT= 15.71 
CUFT= 5~.~3- _ CUFT= 23.69 
CUFT= 20.18 
CUFT= 40.99 
-EH~f~ 2~~ ~~- -
CUFT= 8.98. 
174935.67 
.. -- ~-·· 121.2. .. 0 --CUFT= 1A.73 
CUFT= 18.03 
176660.41 
---- . 1212 .a ·---CUFT:: 2. 34 
CUFT= 15.08 
CUFT= 6.Q2 
CUFT= 22.08 _ . 
CUFT= 23.28 
CUFT= 14.47 







_ lfBAR~ __ 18 .so 
VBAR!I: 22.05 
VBAR= 18.32 
- ... 1510.0. 
VBAR:: 20.81 
VBAR= 20.72 






.. SAMPLE POINT COOROlNATES ARE ..... _ __134_<1.0 _ _ ..... 1100._0 
OIAM= 14.60 BA= f.T6 CUFT= 25.37 VBAR= 21.87 OIAM= 15.00 BA= 1.22 CUFT= 27.12 VBAR= 22.22 
OIAM= 12.90 BA= 0.90 CUFT= 18.73 VBAR= 20.81 

















16 .• 1; 
- -- ---- - - '--- -~ 
01 Aflf= 18.20 BA= 1.80 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 12488.06 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OlAM= 17.80 BA= 1.72 
DIAM= 10.60 BA= 0.61 
DIAM= 12.70 BA= 0.87 
DIAM= 19.80 BA= 2.13 
_.Jl.I AM_:; . .1 •. 10 . . BA:; . _ 0. ... 32 
DIAM= 9.20 BA= 0.46 
OIAM= 11.70 BA= 0.74 
.SUM VBAR SQUARED = ___ .20955.45 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 








DIAM= 19.00 BA= 
DIAM= 6.10 BA= 
DIAM= 5.70 BA= 
. 0pt1 AAMM:_- 8.90 BA= 10.90 BA= 
DIAM= 13.20 BA= 
DIAM= 15.50 BA= 
·su'~1"VBAR SQUAR-ED-·= 19044~·oc)' .. 








POINT COORDINATES ARE 
5.90 BA= 
12.20 BA= 










SUM VBAR SQUARED = 11601.44 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUAREO = 










PorNr -coorfot-NATEs=· ·ARE--~ .. -··- __ .. _- --- · 
13.70 SA= 1.02 
17.00 SA= 1.57 
.13.90 SA::::_ 1.05 
15.70 BA= 1.34 
5.60 BA= 0.17 
10.60 SA= 0.61 
17 .• 40 .... BA.::: ... ~· _ .1 ... 65. __ 
13.10 BA= 0.93 
10.00 BA= 0.54 
SUM VBAR' SQUARED = 35002.66 
·-
CUFT= 43.97 VBAR= 24.42 
202660.20 
1349.0 1305.0 
. CUFT= 41.57 .. VBAR= 24.16 
CUFT= 11.66 VBAR= 19.11 CUFT= 18.03 VBAR= 20.72 
CUFT= 54.43 VBAR= 25.55 
CUFT =. _5,. 4_Cl '"' __ ~· ... . . VBA.R.;r; 17 .15. 
CUFT= 8.33 VBAR= 18.10 CUFT= 14.78 VBAR= 19.97 
223615.65 
- -· .. 134.9.0.. ___ . 
CUFT= 49.02 CUFT= 3.22 




























··- ----i4it"s:o·-·- ----- 11oo.o 
CUFT= 21.69 VBAR= 21.26 
CUFT= 37.04 VBAR= 23.59 
.... .C.UET::::. . . 22 • .AB VBAR.:: .21.40 
CUFT= 30.37 VBAR= 22.66 
CUFT= 2.65 VBAR= 15.58 
CUFT= 11.66 VBAR= 19.11 
.. .C.U.E .. T.~ ... 39.2.1._ .. _. __ .... __ .. V..BAR=. .2.3 .• 80 . 
CUFT= 19.44 VSAR= 20.90 
CUFT= 10.15 VBAR= 18.79 


























DIST= 31.3; 0 IST tr: . .2.6..-.At __ __ . ---- - -- . 
OIST= 15.8; OIST= 10.8; OIST• 13.0; 
. DlSi.~--- _ .. _____ -.A..Z_t. ___ .. _~----- .. 
OIST= 9.5; 
·D!ST= 17.2; 
__ .-SAMP.LE . .fm..N..L .. COORD~NAI.E S .. ARE------·---------·--------- ___ __l_4.8.5_._.Q._ _________ ... _____________ .. _ .. .13..0.5....0_ .................. -.-......... ·--· -----···-·--·--- --· 










BA= 1.61 CUFT= 38.14 VBARz BA= 1.98 CUFT= 49.68 VBAR• 23.68 25.09 
16.47 BA= 0.21 CUFT= 3.46 VBAR= 
.. l5 .. ..31L ... _ 
15.40 
13.90 
..... -···-·-····B.A.;;; ..... -- .1 ... 2.2 .......... - --- --- ..CU£1..;:. ........ 21! ..... 49.--·--- ---··-----ll.BA.ft: .. .. 22..43. 
22.44 
21.40 
BA= 1.29 CUFT= 28.95 VBAR= 
BA= 1.05 CUFT= 22.48 VBAR= 
SUM VBAR SQUARED. .. 17294.88 . 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
..... S.AMP.LE POINT. COORDINATES. ARE .... 
OIAM= 14.00 BA= 
DIAM= 10.30 BA= 
DIAM= 11.30 BA= 
-- DI AM:: 10.00 BA:. 
DIAM= 17.60 BA= 
DIAM= 10.~0 BA= 








_____ . L4.as.....o ... ___ ......... . 
CUFT= 22.88 CUFT= 10.~9 
CUFT= 13.59 
.CU.Fl=--- 1-0..15.- -CUFT= 40.41 
CUFT= 12.19 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 321577.13 
. ---···- .. - .... 1510.0 . 
VBAR= 21.58 VBAR= 19.10 
VBAR= 19.69 
. vaAR=- . 18.79 
VBAR= 24.05 
VBAR= 19.34 
--SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE- ....... - 1485..0--- -1715.0 
DIAM= 8.70 BA= 0.41 CUFT= 7.30 VBAR= 17.80 
DIAM= 16.90 BA= 1.55 CUFT= 36.50 VBAR= 23.~4 
DIAM= 7.00 BA= 0.26 CUFT= 4.41 VBAR= 16.96 
_ _QJ..J.M.; . . 10 ._«UL --· .... ----- --- ... .. BA=. ...... __ ..Q...bft_ ______ -· . -·-· - ---- . Cll.F:tM- -~-12....46.-.-- ---·--- ····-· - .. .V.SAR . .:o 1.9 ... 46 
DIAM= 13.50 BA= 0.99 CUFT= 20.93 VBAR= 21.14 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 9781.?0 
RUNNING TOT~L VBAR SQUARED = 
A= 33.79 B= 12.45; 
~c·-~-----·----- ~ -,,,,~-·----~-,, ~---- --·• ·• ,, -·~-' ·•····-·------·- -··••••-
TOTAL NUMBER OF TREES SAMPLED = 
\;,' 
AVERAGE TREE COUNT = 
--- -- --
SUM VBAR = 
AVERAGE VB AR= 
BASAL AREA PER ACRE = 
AVERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE = 








--- - -- - -~- . 
23660.99 
giST• 33.6; 1ST= 42.0; 
OIST• 13.8; 










... -2-1...1-; ... ----·- ------·---··.-
18.7; 
12.6; 









--~--- --10. 6; --· -c -------··•--c•c•- •· • •-·c •c •---·• .-.. 
21.6; 
---- ---~·--~ ··------.-·----.-
CVTC~ 13.79 STDETC= 2.24 STDEVBR= 2.57 CVVBAR= 12.45; 
,,.,_ ----~~"<--·-----•·-~--~---~ ·----•--•• -·-- • -~o- • •- ---~• .. .,,,-~ ~---~•·•••J••- •--•• --.~ .-.- ~-"~--··-~·-•·• - ~-•w-, ~~ • -•-••- ~-~---~~-~ ---~-----·-~~-~~·- -~·-·-----·-~-~<L----··--·~-~~- -~·---·•-- -~ •-STANDARD ERROR = 177.89 
SAMPLING ERROR % = 8.69 
--- -- -- ------ ~- - --------
COEFF. OF VARIATION ~ = 34.75 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN TREE COUNT = 0.56 
-------------·-~-----------------~---
___ , ________ , ___ , __ ,, __ , __ , ______ _. _____ . __________ , _____ ,, _______ , __ . __ , .. ,_, __ , ____ , __ , ___ ,_____ , __ _, __ -____ , ______ , _________ ,_ ,_, _______ -· _ _, ____ ,_,_,, _ _,,, _, ___ ,,_, ___ , ____ , __ _ 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN VBAR = 
SAMPLING ERROR OF T~EE COUNT ~ = 
0.25 
8.45 
·sAMPlfNGERREfR-OF .\laA·R--~f ; ---,··-----··-·· ·-·······------·-·-- ··- -··· 
COMBINED SAMPLING ER~OR TC & VBAR % = 
·--~--~X-- ~--~-~---·~,------~T-·--~~0-·~-~-- --------~·.-n-.~-~"---~-~~· -· '" --· 0>>' --~ ~~- '''• --~-- ---~·-~·· ••• 0 -----~-~-:-0.>-~~-~·-··~~-
1 .21 . 
8.53 
OPTIMUM NUMBER OF TRE~ COUNT POINTS = 22.83 
OPTIMUM NUMBER MEASUREMENT POINTS = 0.46 
___ .RAII_Q OF T~EE. COUNT POINTS TO MEA SUREMENJ POINTS .. IS... ,_ ....... . 
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS IS 
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF MEAS~EMENT POINTS IS 
-. COST FeR COMBINED SAMPLING ER~OR OF 1 ot 
OPTIMUM COST = 25.31 
BAF= 20; 
SAMPLI: POINT.COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 17.20 BA= 1.61 
DlAM= 5.20 BA::i:- 0.14 
__ ,PJAM.~- --~~~-~o- .. __ _BA_;::_ --- l .. _L4 OIAM= 22.00 BA= 2.63 
OIAM= 7.90 BA= 0.34 
~- S~U_M _VBAR SQlJARED = 112_0_4.2.2 
.: 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
__ SA.Mf?l.E POtNT .. COOBDINATE_S ___ ABE_ 
DtAM= 12.30 BA= 
D!AM= 13.50 BA= 
DIAM= 16.90 BA= 
DlAM= 13.30 BA= 
DIAM= 12.00 BA= 
DIAM= 13.60 BA= 








··-·suM· ve·A·R- soo·A-RE:tf : ·-· -·. -..... - 211~5"t~ ~6r- ..... 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 




... _ CUET.= .. __ Z!t. «!~. -·- __ 
CUFT= 71.26 CUFT= 5.83 
11204.22 
.. ' ... 1015.0_.~--­CUFT= 16.68 
CUFT= 20.93 
CUFT= 36.50 
CUFT= _ 20 .lB 








'lBAR:!r!. . 21.87 
VBAR= 27.09 
VBAR= 17.14 














. _ 2.6 ... .5.L ._ 
10.7; 
10.7; 
·-. - -- - - ----- ----------- . 
D!AM= 16.70 BA= 1.52 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 












16.70 BA= .. 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 







POINT COORDINATES ARE 
6.70 BA= 


















~UM VBAR SQUARED = 14436.02 
.BUNNING .IOTA.L .. VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 19.80 BA= 2.13 
DIAM= 14.20 B~= 1~09 
OIAM= 13.30 BA= 0.96 
DIAM= 17.70 BA= · 1.70 
DIAM= 9.70 BA= 0.51 
·slJM·~- Vl~AR- s·OUARED . -~- l-23.61 ~-02 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
~AMPLE POINT COORDINAT~S A~E 
OIAM= 12.90 BA= 0.90 
DIAM= 12.70 BA= 0.87 
.. SDM VBAR SQLJ4RED = 1724~-74 








POINT COORDINATES A~E 
5.30 BA= 
11.80 BA= 










SUM VBAR SQUARED = 13511.73 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
- -- -- -- --· - ---- - -- ------ ------ --- -·-·.-
CUFT= 35.43 
39265.11 













... 63653 .• 18 ... 
1212.0 
CUFT= 54.43 
CUFT= 23 .. 69. 
CUFT= 20.18 CUFT= 40.99 
CUFT= 9.44 
75954.?0 

















V.BAR:: . 23.30 
1100.0 
VBAR= 16.62 














































··-· --- -··--· 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 14.60 BA= 1.16 
OIAM= 15.00 BA= 1.22 
1349.0 VBAR-_11002 fo. 87 CUFT= 25.37 
CUFT= 27.12 VBAR= 22.22 
DIST= 
OIST= 
- OI AM----~·-l-2 .• 90 .. -- ------ ..... _____ aJ..:. ____ - -..0.. . 9.0.---- . --- - --







OIAM= 15.30 BA= 1.27 CUFT= 28.49 VBAR= 22.43 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 
RUNNING TOTAL V~AR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
7626.52 




OIAM= 10.60 BA= 
OIAM= 12.70 BA= 
OIAM= 19.80 BA= 
OIAM= 7.70 M= 
OIAM= 9.20 BA= 




SliM -U.BA.R. .. S.QUAR.EO ... : .... ·- ... -·----·----20.S.55 • .45. .... 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 












- 1349-.0 - - ---
OIAM= 19.00 BA= 1.96 CUFT= 49.02 
DIAM= 6.10 BA= 0.20 CUFT= 3.22 
DIAM= 5.70 BA= 0.17 CUFT= 2.76 
1305.0 












ltlUJt: - . 2.2-.4.5 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 6366.44 
.. 
~-RUNNIN-G "IO.TAL.-VBAR SQUA-RED ---
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 5.90 BA= 0.18 
·--lll.AM;: 9 .. 90. . . - - - .. .BA;. - ..... 0 .. 5.3 -- . . .. ------ ---
OIAM= 6.30 BA= 0.21 
DIAM= 6.70 BA= 0.24 




.. C.JJET.= ··-· .. 9.9-t .... 
CUFT= 3.46 
CUFT= 3.99 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SOUAREO = 130808.06 
1715.0 
VBAR= 16.55 
. - - . --V f!A.R.c. 1-8. .. 69-
VBAR= 16.47 
VBAR= 16.62 
... SA.MP..L£ _j:)Ql.NI .. COOR..O.l.NA T.E.S.. . .A.RE. ..... --- --- . .... ~- -·---- --- -·-···- -· .-l4..8..S....O--- --·· .. -----· -- "'-- --··· . -1100..0 . 
DIAM= 13.70 BA= 1.02 CUFT= 21.69 VBAR= 21.26 
OIAM= 17.00 BA= 1.57 CUFT= 37.04 VBA~= 23.59 
DIAM= 13.90 BA= 1.05 CUFT= 22.48 VBAR= 21.40 
. DIM~:: 15.70 B.A-= 1.34 CUF.T=- -30.37 V.B.AR: 22.66 
DIAM= 5.60 BA= 0.17 CUFT= 2.65 VBAR= 15.58 
DIAM= 10.60 BA= 0.61 CUFT= 11.66 VBAR= 19.11 
DIAM= 17.40 BA= 1.65 CUFT= · 39.27 VBAR= 23.80 
... Ol.A.M.o:: ..... 13-.10 ............ -~--- -----8A.;._., _____ Q..9..3...... ·.-----..C.UET..:. _____ l-9. .. 41. -------· __ Jl!U.R: ... 20 .. 9..0 
OIAM= 10.00 BA= 0.54 CUFT= 10.15 VBAR= 18.79 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 35002.66 
- --··----·-····-··- ---- . ·- . ··- . -- _,____ - - --·- ·-- ---·-··-··- ------- -- ·- ·- --··--··-·--·.--·-·-·-----·-· ------·-·---·-
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 165810.72 





































9.5; AISI'..~r ... -~. ----
DIST= 
----··-·-···-······-··- .. ·-·- --
---- -----~···-··· -·------·----- -··-· 
OIST• 12.9; 
DIAM= 15.40 BA= 1.29 
DIAM= 13.90 BA= 1.05 CUFT= CUFT= 28.95 22.48 VBAR= 22.44 VBAR= 21.40 
~---N~ YB_~g .SQUAREJL.~ ____ --~--~. ·---~91 ... 11 .... ____ .. ----·-· ... _____ . ----·---- ----------~-----------~----~--·--· ---- ··--------- ____ ,__ _ _ _________ _ 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OtAM= 10.30 · BA= 
OIAM= 17.60 BA= 




RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
- SAMP-l..E POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 8.70 BA= 0.41 
DIAM= 16.90 BA= 1.55 
--Btl-~~- ----t6-:-ij ---- ~t~ - --%:t2-- -- -
DIAM= 13.50 BA= 0.99 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 9781.20 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
A= 35.63 B= 12.53; 
TOTAL NUMBER OF TREES SAMPLED = 
AVER~GE TREE COUNT = 4~93 
SUM VBAR = 
~YE.RAGE .. Y6.AR= _ 
1617.94 
BASAL AREA PER ACRE = 
AVERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE = 
TOTAL VOLUME IN CUBIC FEET = 
____ .CY..TC:::.__ _ 3~_.f?3__ .ST.P~TC=: ... 
2Q • .48 
98.75 
STANDARD ERROR = 
SAMPLING ERROR ~ = 
183.85 
9.09-
COEFF. OF VARIATION % = 36.35 
__ STANQARQ ~.RRO.R .. OF __ r~tEAN .. TRE_F, ___ CQUNL ==---
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN VBAR = 
SAMPLlN_G ERROR OF TREE COUNT.~ :== 
170202.43 









CUFT= 7.30 VBAR= 17.80 
CUFT= 36.50 VBA~= 23.54 
. ________ __c__Uf_I~ ____ !t.A~- ___ .. ______ .... .V.B~ ____ 1_6_.96 
CUFT= 12.46 VBAR= 1q.46 





ST.DE.YBR= 2 •. 51 _ . __ CVVB..AR==: 
___ Q • 4~-- -. - - - - -
0.29 
Jt._91. 
SAMPLING ERROR OF VBAR % = 1.41 













.-.O.l.S.I~------ l0.8.L _______ ~_ ·-------- ... ___ .... ____ _ 
DIST= ·10.6; ' 
DIST= 21.6; 
-- , .. ___ -·--···<•• --- ----------··- ·-- ------·----- -----···· ----------·------- -------
OPTIMUM NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POfNTS = 25 38 OPTIMUM NUMBER MEASUREMENT POIN S = . o:63 
___ BAllO .. Of. TR.EE. COUNT J?DIN.TS.>TO .. M.EA.S!lREMENT .POl.NIS" IS ....... _______ ..... ---------- --· ........ ., .......... . 
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS IS 
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT POINTS IS 
COST FOR CO~BINED SAMP(TNG ~RROR 0~ 10~ 
OPTIMUM COST = 





SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 17.20 BA= 
DIAM= 5.20 BA= 
--~·DlAM= ...... 22.00 .. .BA= DIAM= 7.90 BA= 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 
RUNNING TOTAl VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM::; .. 13.30.____ BA= 
DIAM= 12.00 BA= 
DIAM= 13.60 BA= 










RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
. SAMPLE POINT. COORDINATES ARE. 0~36' 
0.69 
DIAM= 8.20 BA= 
DIAM= 11.30 BA= 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 1395.02 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 






DIAM= 8.70 BA= 
DIAM= 11.90 BA= 
OIAM=· 10.90 B~= 
DIAM= _ 10.70 BA= 
DJAH= 16.70 BA= 
~- SUM VBAR SQUA REO = 9952.05 
19.00 
t.oo 
1075.0 CUFT= 38.14 
CLIFT= 2.25 CUFI= .. __ 71.2.6 
CUFT= 5.83 
7052.64 
107 5. 0 




. - .. - 10.7.5 .. 0 ...... CUFT= 6.36 CUFT= 13.59 
12350.16 
. ... _ ... 1075 .. o___ .. 
CUFT= 7.30 CUFT= 15.39 








. VBAR= 21.02 
VBAR= ?0.14 
VBAR= 21.31 
• • <• ••• 1510 .. 0 .. 
VBAR= 17.66 
VBAR= 19.69 









... -... - .. 13 . .-.:ZJ. .. ··-- ------- ... ,., .. ,..-. -.... -
4.4; 
11.8; 
" .. - ·-. - -·-·· -- . ----
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 22302.21 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARF 1212.0 1100.0 
___ QJUh:>"n••- 6. .• 7.0.. "'""•-- ·•-•- BA=.- ___ Q.2J.. •nu<oO au;.'t•-------3 •. 9.9...-- ·--------- __ -------VBAR=- _ . 1.6.62 _ - lUSl.c-----~- 5. 8; 
DIAM= 13.80 BA= 1.03 
.DIAM= 14.80 BA= 1.19 
DIAM= 16.70 BA= 1.52 
~UM VBAR SQUARED = 6955.55 
"RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED= 
--·---_,, __ ~~-----~--- ,_ ______ ·-·~ -~- -~- ···-··----- ---~···· 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 19.80 BA= 
DIAM= 14.20 ~A= 
OIAM= 13.30 BA~ 





-RUNJlUNG._ TOTAL VB.A.R .SQUARED .. :..------
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 12.90 BA= 
- DIAM= 12.70 . ..SA;;;:-
0.90 
0.87 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 1724.74 
___ RUNNIN.G-.. TOTAL.lLSAEL.SQUAREO._;;;: __  
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 5.30 BA= 0.15 
OIAM= 14.10 SA; .1.08 











RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 






DIAM= 10.60 BA= 0.61 
_ DIAM= 12.70 BA= 0.87 
D I AM= 19 • 8 0 B A= 2 • 1 3 
__ .OIAM:;;__ -. 1L .. 70. -- ··----- ...... _ SA~ --- __ Q. .. I~. 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 
,. RUNNING TOTAL VB.AR SCUAR£0 ;;;: 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 6.10 BA= 




CUFT= 22.08 VBAR= 21.43 
CUFT= 26.24 VBAR= 22.05 
CUFT= 35.43 VBAR= 23.30 
29257.76 



















































D-1-ST=- ----- - .15-.6; ---------- -------------- ______ _ 
DIST= 3.1; 














- OISY.JL _____ ~-- .12.6; 
-------------·--------· ·-·-···------- -·-· ---
- .. - .... 51938 .. 6.4 
1349.0 
CUFT= 3.22 VBAR= 16.10 DIST= 8.0; 
CliFT= 29.42 VBAR = 2 2.45. -·-·---- --~o~..~.t_;;jSuT~::,__ _ __,J~6~-ee...::~9l..f-;-------~------
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 1486.10 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 53424.74 
~--~SA-MPI E-·p-iffNT-·ccioR ifHiATE·s- AIH~--~- ·-····""· -···- ----· ·····-··--- ·-·-·· -··· . --··-i-34-cf~ a·--··-· ~------· 
DIAM= 5.90 BA= 0.18 CUFT= 2.98 
DIAM= 6.30 BA= 0.21 CUFT= 3.46 
. OtAM= 6.70 BA= 0.24 CUFT= 3.99 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 2464.12 




. Of AM: 
DIAM= 





RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 





DIAM= 15.30 AA= 1.27 
DIAM= 15.40 AA=· 1.29 
"SU.M VBAR SQUARED=. . . 2013.31 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORD!NATES.ARE 
DIAM= 10.30 BA= 
DIAM= 17.60 BA= 





RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 7.00 BA= 
DIAM= 10.90 BA= 
·-~·suR VBAR SQUARED = 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
A= 31.31 . B= 
0.26 
0.64 
1326 •. 41 
12.94; 
TOTAL NUMBER OF TREES SAMPLED = 
·- ·---AVE-A.AG·e· T~E-E COtJNl = ~ 3~0-6. 
SUM VBAR. = 
AVERAGE VBAR= 














.. . 1485.0 ... 




































~ AVERAGE VOLUME PER ACRE = 
TOTAL VOLUME IN CUBIC FEET = 
·c\~"tc;;· ·· · ··· 31 .31. ·sTOerc·::::: 
STANDARD ERROR = 167.44 
SAMPLING ERROR % = B.88 
COEFF. OF VARIATION t = 35.51 
~TAND~R6 ER~h~ OF M~AN fRE~ COUNT = 
~ STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN VBAR = 
SAMPliNG ERROR OF TREE COUNT % = 
SAMPLING ERROR OF VBAR % = 
--::-C·OMB.iNED s·AMPLING ERR.OR.i'c·c VB.AR.t = 
OPTIMUM NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS = 











RATIO OF TREF COUNT POINTS TO MEASUREMENT POINTS IS 
.. P.RAC TICAL .NUMBER OF TREE COUNT. POI NIS l.S . 1..4 ... 00 
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT POINTS IS 2.00 
·COST FOR COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR OF 10% 
OPTIMUM COST = 19.46 
PRACTICAL COST = 16.78 
BAF= 40; 
SAMPlE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
_O!AM= 17.20 BA::; 
DIAM= 5.20 BA= 
OIAM= 22.00 BA= 
DIAM= 7.90 BA= 







CUFT= .. 38 .14 
CUFT= 2.25 CUFT= 71.26 
CUFT= 5.83 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 7052.64 





. VBAR= 16.07 
VBAR= 27.09 
VBAR= 17.14 







DIAM= 13.30 BA= 0.96 CUFT= 20.18 VBAR= 21.02 DIST= 
DIAM= 12.00 BA= 0.78 CUFT= 15.71 VBAR= 20.14 OIST• 





SUM VBAR SQUARED = 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 8.20 ~A= 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARfD = 
----SAMP-LE~ POINT .COOROINAT£S.-ARE 
DIAM= 8.70 BA= 
OI AM= 10.70 BA= 
OIAM= 16.70 BA= 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 










------·•- ---·•••·- ~ "' ··---·-,.~ ••-••-•• - -··~-· .-- ·- ><Y- '-• ~"- ·~·•-•o~-•••·•-r---·----·- ••- • -.-·~·--~-·--- -•• 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DJAM= 6.70 BA= 0.24 
DIAM= 13.~0 BA= 1.03 
OlAM= 14.80 SA= -1.19 
DIAM= 16.70 BA= 1.52 















---~-----···· -- _ .. ···- ··---- --~-- '" ---·-·· --- _____ ,_ . ··--- .. ---~------ --- -~-- ------
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DlAM= -14.20 -BA= 
DIAM= 13.30 BA= 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 




- 0-IAM=- 12.90 -SA= 0.90 
DIAM= 12.70 BA= O.B7 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = · 1724.74 
._,_.,_,.,_,,, __ .u.~· ~~---·----•-••• ·--~-·~·------- -• ••· '·- -·•·• --• ·--·~·-·~·- - •--- ---· " •~ •••--•- __ ,., ., -
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARFD = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
- OlAM=- 5.30 8A= - 0.15 
OIAM= 14.10 BA= 1.08 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 


































,.,,..., ·~ ... ·- -·-~· '""'· ·- .. ~- -. ·-
1510 .o 
VBAR= 17.66 







VBAR= 22 ... 05 
VBAR= 23.30 
1305.0 






.. VB-A.R= 15.60 
VBAR~~: 21.55 
1100.0 

















-----·· 20 .o; . -- --------------·--
19.4; 
DI-ST.z. -- -3-.-1-;- ---------------- ------- ~----
OtST= 15.0; 
D-IS 1'-=- - - ~- - ------ -5-.4-;- -- - -------------
DIST= 9.2; 
--smr-\T8AR-··sou.\RED -=---- -- -- ----7626--;~ri ______ --- ------- --- ------------------------------------------------ ---- -------··--- ---------- ---- -----
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 34420.00 
·--~-A~M·p·[ E-- -pm·Nr· ··-c:~OOR tffNA TE·-s~--A RE< ~--··-· ----" --~ --~ -- ·--~--·--- -·-·- ~ . -" ~ ~- -~- ~·--- ---"~---- ~-- b.l-349~~0----~~~~-~~-~-·- ·---~-~-----~- --~-~ ___ ., --- ~- -~ -·1=3 05 ~ o·· -- ~- ~-- ·- . 
DIAM=- 10.60 ~A= 0.61 CUFT= 11.66 VBAR= 19.11 
DIAM= 19.80 BA= 2.13 CUFT= 54.43 VBAR= 25.55 
DIAM= 11.70 8A= 0.74 CUFT= 14.78 VBAR= 19.97 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 4177.03 
_ BJ.J.NN ING TQT~L va~R. SQV~RI:O = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 6.10 BA= 
DIAM= 15.50 B4= 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 




DIAM= 5.QO BA= 0.18 
DIAM= 6.70 BA= 0.24 
SUM VBAR SQUARED = 1100.24 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED =. 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 15.70 BA=-
OIAM= 10.60 BA= 
DtA~= 17.40 B~= 
DIAM=- 13.10 BA=-
--·-- _S.U_M ·<· V B.AK,~SQl'A R E~D = 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
. SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
OIAM= 15.30 BA= 








S.U.fLV.BAR _SQUAREO = 20_13.31 
RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SQUARED = 
SAMPLE POINT COORDINATES ARE 
DIAM= 10.30 BA= 0.57 
DIAM= 17.60 BA= 1.68 
DIAM= 10.80 BA=- 0.63 
·-suM· VB-AR SQUARED : ..... -· ---- -- 3«:io5·.oo-
1349.0 
ClJFT= 3.22 
CUFT= 29 .. 42 __ 
- --- --- 4.0Q83 ... 13 ___ ------ - -
1349 .o CUFT= 2.98 C UF T: 3_.._99_ 
411.83 .... 3T. 
148 5 .o CUFT= 30.17 
CUFT= 11.66 
CUFT= 39.27 CUFT= 19.44 
48660.43 
1485.0 

























SA-MPLE POINT COORDINATES- ARE 1485.0 --- -- - 1715.0 
DIAM= 10.90 BA= 0.64 CUFT= 12.46 VBAR= 19.46 
----- ----·--------·---------------
OIST= 13.9; OIST= 12.0; DIST111:___ _ _ ___ 12..6_; ____ _ 
DIST• 8.0( 
__Ol_S! r: _ _ __ _ _ __1.6.._9_; _____________________ _ 
DIST= 8.0; OIST= ______ __a__._~t ___________________ _ 














__ ..S.U.M.. .. Y.tlAR __ S_Q!lA.B.EQ.. _ _::::_ ····-------- ----··-- ___ .3_:lB.:.._6_2 _____________ ., -·~-·--· . ----·---------- ___ " ____ -----------·---· -·----·---. _______ -··· _ --· ________ ... ___ .... ---·· ___ .. __ .. __ .-.. _____ . _. ------·-------·--------------~-----·--·--·~--·----- ----·---
-RUNNING TOTAL VBAR SOUARE=D = A= 38.07 8 12.83; 
TOTAL .NUMBER OF fREES SAMPLE"b-- ~ 
AVERAGE TREE COUNT = 2.62 
··--SUM VBAR = 
AVERAGE VBAR.= 
~iSA[-AREA -~tk ACRE= 




TOTAL VOLUME IN CUBIC FEET = 
CVTC= 38.07 STDETC= 
--~fA~DAkb ERROR= -2~i;eo· 
SAMPLING ERROR % = 10.70 
COEFF. OF VARIATION ~ = 4'2.79 
STANDARD ERROR OF MEAN TREE COUNT = 
--STAN.DARI'f FRR·orf OF MEAN VBAR. ;;--
SAMPLING ERROR OF TREE COUNT % = 
t.oo 









SAMPLING ERROR OF VBAR %' = 1.98 
COMBINED SAMPLING ERROR TC & VBAR t = 9.72 
OPTIMUM NUMBE.-R OF .TREE COUNT POINTS= 28.98 
OPTIMUM NUMBER MEASUREMENT POINTS = 1.25 
__ R.t.TIO OF TREE COUNT POINTS TO MEASUREMENT POINTS IS 
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF TREE COUNT POINTS IS 22.00 
PRACTICAL NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT POINTS IS 2.00 
tosr·· t=oR. coMa iN ED sA-MFiLniG- f:RRoR- oF rot-
OPTIMUM COST = 




23 TO 1. 
- ----
£NO JOB 13 
END JOB 13 
, END JOB 13 





-~-o·--MA_R ___ 77 -·--~--·--- ~--""·~-·--·~- .. -____ , ___ ----- ---·- -
10 MAR 77 
10 MAR 77 
.. 10 MA.R 77 
/ 
------.------------------
- ------ ___ , --99999 -. . as 8 88 . - -- --2 2 2 22 . -- --T---------ill tte _______ --·-·--··-·--------·-·-·-·--
9 9 a 8 2 2 11 KAStlE 
9 9 8 8 2 1 1 KAStlE 
----9- --9 8 - 8 2 --1------ -KAStlE--.----------------·-··----··---····-
. 999999 8a888 2 1 KAStlE 
9 8 8 222 1 
9 8 8 2 1 
.. ___ ......... _ ---·· ·------ -·---·- -·-- ·-·-· _g__ --....... -9..... ..a .... __ ...... a... .. .z. .. _ ...... ··-··-···---~-~1--
99999 88888 2222222 1111111 
